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LONG RANGE INTERACTION NETWORKS WITHIN 3DPOLAND THE ROLES THEY 
PLAY INPICORNAVIRUS GENOME REPLICATION AND RECOMBINATION 
 
Picornaviruses contain a single-stranded positive sense RNA genome approximately 
7.5kb in length. The genome encodes for a single polyprotein that can future be divided into 
three functional regions; the P1 region containing the viral capsid proteins, the P2 region whose 
proteins function primarily in membrane rearrangement during viral replication, and the P3 
region which contains four protein responsible for RNA replication. The final protein in the P3 
region is 3Dpol, an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) whose structure is analogous to a 
“right hand” with fingers, palm and thumb domains, and around which this dissertation will be 
centered. 
Section one of this work investigates the roles three regions within the fingers domain 
play in the catalytic cycle of 3Dpol: “The kink” located within the index finger, “the gateway” 
found on the pinky, and “the sensor”, which bridges the two beta-strands of the middle finger. 
This study demonstrates that the kink residues are involved in RNA binding as mutations to 
these residues result in decreased initiation time and elongation complex lifetime. The gateway 
residues are found to act as a molecular stop against which the template-RNA strand positions 
itself post-translocation, eventually resetting the active site for the next round of nucleotide 
incorporation. Lastly the sensor residues serve two key functions: 1) A final checkpoint to 
determine the correct nucleotide has entered the active site, and 2) As a possible source for 
proton donation to the pyrophosphate leaving group formed during catalysis. The inter-connected 
nature of the residues investigated in this section give rise to the idea that it is not individual 
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residues alone that control major steps during the catalytic cycle, but instead that long ranging 
interaction networks within the different polymerase domains are ultimately responsible for 
controlling different actions carried out by the polymerase. 
Section two of this work looks at the long-range interaction networks within 3Dpol by 
dissecting the roles each polymerase domain plays in catalytic cycle. Through generation of 
chimeric polymerases it was determined that the pinky finger, with some influence by the fingers 
domain, controls RNA binding, the palm domain dictates nucleotide discrimination, and 
nucleotide capture and active site closure rates. It was also established that the thumb domain 
controls translocation, and an interaction between the palm and thumb domains was needed to 
generate a viable virus, supporting the idea of interface I, a protein-protein interface that was 
discovered in the first 3Dpol crystal structure. What is most striking about these findings is that 
unlike other single subunit polymerases that perform translocation by using a large swinging 
motion within the fingers domain, viral RdRPs use an entirely different domain altogether. 
The last section of this work deals with viral recombination, an event that is carried out at 
a low frequency during virus replication. Recombination is proposed to be a mechanism by 
which mutations can be purged from the genome independent of polymerase fidelity. This study 
carries out a mechanistic investigation into how mutation of residue 420 from a leucine to an 
alanine affects polymerase replication kinetics. It also takes a look at the mutation of residue 64 
from a glycine to a serine, a previously identified mutation that results in a high-fidelity 
polymerase, in the presence and absence of L420A. This work revealed that mutations L420A 
and G64S operate independently of each other by affecting different steps in the catalytic cycle 
with G64S increases in fidelity predominately from monitoring nucleosugar positioning while 
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1.1 A brief history of poliovirus discovery, infection, and eradication efforts 
1.1.1 Discovery of poliovirus 
Polio is an ancient disease with documented instances dating as far back as 1580 BC 
(Mehndiratta et al., 2014). Studies on Egyptian mummies as well as artifacts provide indications 
of polio’s presence (Baicus, 2012). At that time in history outbreaks of poliovirus were relatively 
infrequent and likely due to poor sanitation and hygiene, which resulted from exposure to the 
virus early in childhood, generating a large population with immunity in a community (Minor, 
2014; Nathanson and Martin, 1979). In 1789 Dr. Michael Underwood first clinically documented 
polio as a disease with a presentation that causes paralysis to the lower extremities of children 
(Underwood, 1789). Outbreaks of polio continued to rise throughout the 19th century, however 
the causative agent remained elusive. Finally, in 1908 Landsteiner and Popper concluded that 
poliovirus was the cause of the polio outbreaks (Landsteiner and Popper, 1908). Even with this 
discovery, poliovirus epidemics continued to occur during the early part of the 20 th century with 
one of the earliest outbreaks in the United States occurring in June of 1916 (Mehndiratta et al., 
2014). This epidemic resulted in over 27,000 cases of polio and more than 6,000 fatalities. From 
that point on, epidemics of poliovirus occurred each summer, reaching nearly 60,000 cases a 




1.1.2 Poliovirus infection 
1.1.2.1 Pathogenesis and transmission 
Poliovirus (PV) is a member of the virus family Picornaviridae and genus enterovirus, 
and is transmitted via an oral fecal route, as are other enterovirus family members. The virus, in 
its virion form (RNA encapsulated by a capsid protein shell), is ingested by its host, often via a 
contaminated water source (Baicus, 2012). Only primates are naturally susceptible to the 
poliovirus, with humans being the only natural host. Susceptibility of non-human primates has 
been induced and varies by species (Koike and Nomoto, 2010). After ingestion, the virus begins 
to replicate in the oropharyngeal and intestinal mucosa (Koike and Nomoto, 2010; Racaniello, 
2006). During this time, infected individuals shed live viruses through their feces, with 80% of 
them continuing to shed viruses for up to two weeks, prolonging the spread of the infection. It is 
also at this point the virus must first cross a physical barrier to gain access to the lymphatic 
system; the virus enters either the tonsils in the pharynx or the Peyer’s patches found in the 
gastrointestinal tract. From there, the virus enters the bloodstream and establishes viremia (virus 
in the blood), and once that has occurred, symptoms such as sore throat, gastrointestinal upset, 
and fever may be associated with the relatively minor infection (Bodian and Horstmann, 1965). 
About a week after viremia establishment, antibodies against the virus have formed, and in 99% 
of cases, the viral infection is cleared from the human host. In the other 1% of cases, the virus is 
able to cross another physical barrier and gain access to the central nervous system, either by 
directly crossing the blood brain barrier or by retrograde axonal transport after viral uptake at a 
neuromuscular junction (Racaniello, 2006). If poliovirus gains access to the central nervous 
system it preferentially replicates within motor neurons, which leads to the characteristic flaccid 




 1.1.2.2 Viral replication 
Much research has gone into understanding poliovirus replication at the cellular and 
molecular levels (Figure 1.1) (De Jesus, 2007). Replication begins with viral uptake into a cell by 
virion binding to the human poliovirus receptor CD155 (Ren and Racaniello, 1992). Upon 
binding, the viral particle is endocytosed into the cell and two capsid proteins, VP4 and VP1, 
create pores in the newly formed vesicle membrane that allow the viral RNA to enter the 
cytoplasm, where viral replication ultimately occurs (Fricks and Hogle, 1990). The positive-
sense RNA genome of the virus can be divided into three sections: the 5ʹ-non-translated region 
(NTR), a single open reading frame, and the 3ʹ-non-translated region (Figure 1.2) (De Jesus, 
2007). The 5ʹ-end of the genome is linked to the viral protein VPg as a means to protect the viral 
RNA. Following release of the virus into the cytoplasm, the host TBP2 protein, or unlinkase, 
cleaves the VPg and enables viral RNA translation to begin at the internal ribosome entry site 
(IRES), found within the viral RNA’s 5ʹ-NTR (Virgen-Slane et al., 2012). Open reading frame 
translation yields a single ~250 kDa polyprotein. The polyprotein is comprised of three 
functional regions: P1, P2, and P3. This polyprotein is processed by virally encoded proteases, 
generating approximately 12 viral proteins as well as functional intermediates (Palmenberg et al., 
2010). P1 encodes the structural proteins that will ultimately form the viral capsid, P2 proteins 
are involved in membrane rearrangements required for genome replication, and the P3 proteins 
are directly responsible for genome replication, including the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
3Dpol.  
Genome replication occurs at Golgi-derived membrane-encapsulated sites, called 
replication complexes (Belov and van Kuppeveld, 2012), and is carried out by the virally  
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Figure 1.1: Picornavirus life cycle. 
The poliovirus life cycle begins with binding of a viral particle to the extracellular CD155 
receptor (1), which is followed by virus uptake and genome release (2). VPg cleavage occurs 
prior to the start of genome translation (3) to produce the viral polyprotein that is 
subsequently cleaved into multiple viral proteins (4). Genome replication occurs in membrane 
encapsulated replication complexes, first using the viral genome as a template for negative 
strand replication (5) followed by positive strand replication (6) to produce progeny genomes. 











Figure 1.2: Structure of the picornaviral genome. 
Cartoon of the poliovirus genome highlighting the 5ʹ-NTR that includes the IRES, single 
open reading frame encoding for the viral polyprotein, and the 3ʹ-NTR. The polyprotein 
contains three distinct regions, the P1 region containing the structural proteins, P2 that 
contains non-structural proteins involved in membrane rearrangement, and the P3 region 
whose non-structural proteins are used for genome replication. The polyprotein is cleaved by 




encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 3Dpol (Flanegan and Baltimore, 1977). This process 
begins by using the viral genome as a template for negative strand synthesis, which is then in 
turn used for positive strand synthesis generating new viral genomes (Morasco et al., 2003; 
Murray and Barton, 2003). Both strands are synthesized by 3Dpol and require a virally derived 
protein primer called VPg, or 3B, that has been doubly uridylated through a process called 
uridylylation (Paul et al., 1998). These newly synthesized viral genomes are ultimately packaged 
with the capsid proteins into new progeny virions, which are released from the infected cell to 
further propagate the infection (De Jesus, 2007).  
1.1.3 Eradication efforts 
Vaccine development efforts for poliovirus began in 1935, but it was not until 1953 that a 
successful vaccine was produced. Jonas Salk introduced his formalin inactivated polio vaccine, 
IPV, which contained three wild poliovirus strains that vary primarily in their capsid proteins, 
and by April 1955 this vaccine was used throughout the United States (Monto, 1999). IPV is 
costly to make and, if the viruses are not inactivated properly, can result in poliovirus infections 
for the recipients, as was the case in the Cutter incident where children were administered live 
viruses that resulted in infections and fatalities (Nathanson and Langmuir, 1963). It should also 
be noted that this vaccine is administered intramuscularly as an injection, and predominantly 
provides humoral immunity, or immunity derived from antibody secretion in body fluids. Thus, 
this vaccine provides no gut immunity. An oral poliovirus vaccine, OPV, was introduced in 1956 
by Albert Sabin (Sabin, 1960). It also contains all three poliovirus strains in a live attenuated 
form, which allows the virus to replicate and generate immunity, but the virus is not able to 




gut immunity to the recipient. By 1963, OPV was the vaccine type predominantly used in the 
United States and it remained the preferred choice until 2000 (De Jesus, 2007).  
OPV, which was donated by Sabin in 1972 to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
was also the preferred choice when it embarked on a global polio eradication effort in 1988 
(Baicus, 2012). There is, however, a major consequence of choosing the OPV vaccine as 
poliovirus itself is genetically unstable. This instability leads to cases of Vaccine-Associated 
Paralytic Poliomyelitis (VAPP) from now circulating vaccine-derived polioviruses (cVDPV) as a 
result of mutations in the poliovirus genome during replication or through genome recombination 
with other circulating enterovirus strains (Muslin et al., 2019). Today OPV is no longer used in 
countries that are deemed polio-free. As of 2019, poliovirus is found endemically only in three 
countries: Afghanistan and Pakistan, which are affected by both wildtype poliovirus type 1 and 
VDPV type 2, and Nigeria, which is only affected by VDPV type 2 (World Health Assembly, 
2019). Both the genetic instability of OPV and the propensity for recombination with other 
enteroviruses derive from mechanisms centered around the viral RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase (RdRP). Although the issues surrounding OPV can be circumvented by the use of 
IPV, the difficulties in IPV administration and higher cost to produce warrant further study of 
these polymerase involved mechanisms.  
1.2 Poliovirus polymerase 3Dpol: overview of polymerase structure and function  
1.2.1 Classes of single subunit polymerases  
Polymerases are responsible for one of the most ubiquitous processes for all forms of life, 
the replication of genetic material from a template. This genetic material can be either in the 




polymerase. There are four classes of polymerases: DNA-dependent DNA polymerases (DdDP), 
DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (DdRP), RNA-dependent DNA polymerases (RdDP), and 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRP) (Cheetham, 1999; Hansen et al., 1997; Huang, 1998; 
Kohlstaedt et al., 1992; Sousa et al., 1993; Thompson and Peersen, 2004). Crystal structures of 
members of each class have shown a conserved folded structure analogous to a cupped right 
hand, with fingers, palm, and thumb domains, and the active site located within the palm domain 
(Figure 1.3) (Shu and Gong, 2017). Polymerases can also be found as either multi-subunit 
protein complexes, such as human RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), or as single subunit proteins 
like the Thermus aquaticus (Taq DNA) polymerase (Svetlov and Nudler, 2013). For the purposes 
of this discussion predominately the work described will be surrounding single subunit 
polymerases.  
1.2.2 Mechanisms of action  
1.2.2.1 Nucleic acid addition cycle 
All polymerases use a general mechanism for nucleic acid incorporation (Steitz, 1998). 
This mechanism relies on two metal ions, almost exclusively magnesium, and two conserved 
aspartic acid residues to catalyze a nucleophilic attack by the 3ʹ-hydroxyl on the α-phosphate of 
the incoming nucleotide triphosphate (NTP). Phosphodiester bond formation begins with 
deprotonation of the 3ʹ-hydroxyl on the product strand by a general base. Although this general 
base has not been identified, molecular dynamics simulations using RNAPII have demonstrated 
the feasibility of this reaction being carried out by the bulk water present near the 3ʹ-hydroxyl, 
which could also be used by other polymerases (Zhu et al., 2007). The now deprotonated 3ʹ-
hydroxyl is stabilized by metal A and poised for a nucleophilic attack on the incoming NTP’s α- 
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of crystal structures from representatives for each single 
subunit polymerase class. 
Structures are oriented with the thumb domain in blue on the left, looking into the 
polymerases through the NTP/dNTP entry channel. Fingers domains are shown in red, and 
palm domains are in gray with the conserved magnesium ions shown as magenta spheres. 
Additional polymerase domains are shown in cyan. 
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phosphate. This proper positioning is due to coordination of the two metal ions by the two 
conserved aspartic acid residues.  
Once the nucleophilic attack has occurred and the phosphodiester bond is formed, 
pyrophosphate is created and subsequently protonated by a general acid. This general acid has 
been identified for many different replicative polymerases, and while it may vary between 
residues, from a histidine in the multi-subunit RNAPII, to lysine in the single-subunit DNA-
dependent polymerases, and an arginine in the HIV reverse transcriptase (HIV RT), it is always a 
basic residue in close proximity to the incoming NTPs α-phosphate (Figure 1.4) (Castro et al., 
2009; Peersen, 2019a). A lysine residue in the poliovirus polymerase, lysine 359, has been 
suggested to be the proton donor for this polymerase (Castro et al., 2009), however it should be 
noted that it is not in a position to contact the α-phosphate. Molecular dynamics simulations 
instead suggest that K359 assists in the transport of NTPs into and pyrophosphate out of the 
polymerase active site, the former of which would also allow K359 to act as an indicator of 
correct NTP binding to trigger closure of the enzyme for catalysis (Shen et al., 2012a). This 
hypothesis could also explain the results that either mutation directly of lysine 359 to an arginine, 
or other mutations that favor K359 positioning within the polymerase (N370A or K228A) have 
direct effects on polymerase incorporation rate and fidelity (Shi et al., 2019).   
1.2.2.2 Methods for nucleotide selection 
Nucleotide selection in polymerases occurs via an induced fit mechanism. For most classes of 
polymerase, the incoming nucleotide enters into a pre-insertion site above the active site, in a 
position where it can hydrogen bond with the templating nucleotide, as well as additional 
residues to verify both the correct nucleobase (i.e. A,T,C,G, or U) and nucleosugar (ribose vs. 
deoxy-ribose) (Johnson, 2010; Kati et al., 1992; Moscato et al., 2016; Temiakov et al., 2004;  
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Figure 1.4: Structural comparison of the general acid use by single subunit polymerases.
Crystal structures from four single subunit polymerase representative members. Conserved 
magnesium ions are shown as spheres. Loop within motif C for each polymerase is 
highlighted in magenta. T7 DNA polymerase [1T7P], T7 RNA polymerase [1S76], HIV-1 
reverse transcriptase [4PQU], Enterovirus 71 RdRP [5F8J]. Polymerase alignments used to 
create this figure:
Peersen, Olve. (2019). Polymerase Structure Alignments - v2a Update (October 2019) 












Wong et al., 1991). If those criteria are satisfied, the incoming nucleotide and its templating base 
are pushed into the active site for catalysis, discussed in the previous section. This large 
movement is carried out by a swinging motion in the fingers domain, for most polymerases. By 
utilizing a preinsertion site, the active site of the polymerase remains static; both the prebound 
metal A and coordinating residues are in a near optimal geometry and can quickly catalyze the 
reaction once the correct nucleotide is bound.  
Extensive steady state and pre-steady state kinetics work using HIV RT supports the idea 
of an active-site closure type of event serving as a fidelity determining step for the polymerase 
(Kati et al., 1992). When nucleotide incorporation kinetics were investigated in conjunction with 
elongation complex (EC) dissociation kinetics, it was shown that correct dNTP binding by the 
enzyme resulted in a faster dissociation rate of the polymerase from the DNA, which had been 
elongated by one nucloetide. However, if the ability to carry out catalysis was removed via a 
ddNTP, EC lifetime became longer, suggesting a conformational change step that increased 
stability upon correct nucleotide binding. It should also be noted that in the presence of an 
incorrect nucleotide, both the rates of enzyme isomerization and complex stability were reduced, 
thus giving rise to the idea this conformational change could serve as a fidelity checkpoint for the 
polymerase, with additional elemental effects analysis on HIV RT showing this isomerization 
step was occurring prior to catalysis (Kati et al., 1992). Crystallographic and NMR studies of 
DNA polymerase B show not only the large fingers domain movements associated with active 
site closure, but also the chemical shifts associated with different residues varied depending on 
whether the incoming nucleotide is correct or not, supporting the concept that structural changes 
to these polymerases are due to an induced fit produced only when the correct nucleotide is 




rates of polymerization in the presence of correct and incorrect nucleotides shows a large 
decrease in rate not only for the incorporation of the incorrect nucleotide, but also in the 
incorporation rate of the next nucleotide, despite if the second nucleotide is the correct one 
(Wong et al., 1991). These findings support that the induced fit mechanism is able to be 
governed by both the incoming nucleotide and the 3ʹ-end nascent nucleic acid strand to which 
the incoming nucleotide will be incorporated.  
1.2.2.3 Catalytic cycle completion: nucleic acid strand translocation 
Structural work using the bacteriophage T7 DdRP has elucidated information about the 
structural changes surrounding translocation (Yin and Steitz, 2004). This process is facilitated by 
movement of the O-helix tyrosine that stacks on the newly elongated product-RNA strand after 
catalysis has occurred. The O-helix must rotate by 22.5° to close the active site for chemistry and 
reverse by the same amount in order for translocation to occur. This movement places the new 
templating base into the preinsertion site and drives the base pair located in the active site out to 
reset for the next round of catalysis. This structural study also proposed that this movement does 
not occur until pyrophosphate release has happened. This observation has two consequences: 
first, this stepwise reaction allows for the coupling of translocation to pyrophosphate release to 
energetically drive translocation, and second, an energetic coupling would result in translocation 
occurring by a power stroke mechanism.  
A second mechanism for translocation by the T7 DdRP has also been proposed in which 
the polymerase uses a passive Brownian ratchet. In this mechanism, small intermolecular 
motions result in a sliding of the polymerase between the catalytic cite and the post-translational 
site. Until NTP binding occurs, the polymerase is free to move between these two positions and 




NTP is able to bind, thus driving the equilibrium toward the post-translational state and, in turn, 
incorporating the next nucleotide (Yu and Oster, 2012). Single molecule studies with T7 DdRP 
have shown there is a bias in the equilibrium between the two states, favoring the post-
translational state 3-to-1 over the pre-translational state (Thomen et al., 2005). Additional 
kinetics studies have shown a favoring of the pre-translocation site 4-fold over the post-
translational site, however the authors note this may be a consequence of the RNA-DNA hybrid 
sequence being formed stabilizing the transcription bubble, resulting in a high energetic cost to 
disrupt (Guo and Sousa, 2006).  
Most recently two molecular dynamics simulation studies have attempted to reconcile the 
two mechanisms for translocation (Da et al., 2015, 2017). These studies have used a combination 
of single-molecule data (Thomen et al., 2005), measuring the forces surrounding polymerase 
translocation, with structural studies (Temiakov et al., 2004; Yin, 2002; Yin and Steitz, 2004) 
dissecting the movements of the O-helix and its conserved tyrosine to generate a model that 
combines both translocation mechanisms. The data showed that translocation is carried out 
predominately by the Brownian ratchet mechanism which is used to detect changes in nucleic 
acid sequence encountered by the polymerase (Da et al., 2017). Full polymerase translocation 
commitment is dictated by the small power stroke movement associated with the O-helix 
tyrosine, which helps to energetically stabilize the post-translocation structure and assists with 




1.3 The catalytic cycle of 3Dpol, a viral RdRP 
1.3.1 Current information about the catalytic cycle 
For viral RdRPs, there is a structural connection between the fingers domain and the 
thumb domain (Figure 1.5) (Ferrer-Orta et al., 2006). This causes a restriction in the movements 
by the fingers domain and, as a consequence, these polymerases have evolved to have different 
mechanisms for nucleotide selection and bringing the base pair into the correct proximity for 
catalysis (Gong and Peersen, 2010). The kinetics of the catalytic cycle have been well 
established and generally follow the reaction pathway established for other polymerases. 
Extensive work by the Cameron group has shown that, upon nucleotide binding, the polymerase 
undergoes a rate limiting conformational change prior to catalysis (Arnold and Cameron, 2000, 
2004; Arnold et al., 2004; Castro et al., 2007, 2009; Gohara et al., 2004). Using a variety of rapid 
chemical quench and kinetic modeling, they were able to determine the rates for five steps in the 
catalytic cycle. Interestingly, these results show a clear decoupling of active site reopening from 
pyrophosphate release, which suggests that active site reopening and translocation are two 
distinct steps in the catalytic cycle (Arnold and Cameron, 2004; Arnold et al., 2004; Gohara et 
al., 2004). This decoupling would also limit the polymerase’s ability to translocate strictly via a 
power stroke mechanism. In addition, a slow molecular isomerization step, prior to the first 
nucleotide addition step, was also detected, which could be either a repositioning of the RNA 
after binding or a closing of the polymerase after RNA binding, a step which would be very 
similar to the closing of the polymerase that is seen for other polymerase families (Arnold and 
Cameron, 2000).  
To further determine the molecular interactions involved in the catalytic cycle, a series of 
EC crystal structures were solved to determine the molecular movements associated with  
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Figure 1.5: The picornavirus RdRP elongation complex.
(A) 3Dpol has a conserved fold similar to that of a cupped right hand with three domains: 
fingers shown in multiple colors on the left side of the polymerase to signify each finger, 
palm denoted in gray and containing the active site highlighted in magenta, and thumb 
colored slate. The template RNA strand is shown in cyan, and the product RNA in green. (B) 
The polymerase elongation complex structure looking down the template RNA entry channel 
to emphasize active site positioning of the two RNA strands. Crystal structure used for figure 







product-strand elongation by the polymerase (Gong and Peersen, 2010; Gong et al., 2013). This 
nucleotide incorporation process begins with the templating base in the active site, but the 
polymerase bound metal A is not in a position to coordinate the 3ʹ-end for catalysis. Upon NTP 
binding, hydrogen bond formation between the 2ʹ-hydroxyl on the incoming NTP and residues 
Asn 297 and Ser 288 within the polymerase starts a cascade that results in the movement of 
motifs A and D towards motif C to close the polymerase active site. Motif C forms a beta sheet 
with motif A, and as a result, metal A is moved up into the active site via movements of aspartic 
acid residues 233 and 329. Now this correctly structured active site is able to catalyze the 
nucleophilic attack by the 3ʹ- hydroxyl on the incoming NTP α-phosphate using the same 
coordination as other polymerases for metals A and B to stabilize the deprotonated 3ʹ-hydroxyl. 
Post-catalysis, the movements of motifs A and D are reversed, causing the movement of metal A 
out of the active site and reopening of the active site to allow for pyrophosphate release. It should 
be noted that no movements of the RNA strands occur in conjunction with pyrophosphate 
release. 
1.3.2 Current hypothesis on how RNA strand translocation occurs 
Presently the largest piece of information that is missing about the catalytic cycle in 
RdRPs is how the process of translocation occurs. Due to the tethering of the fingers domain and 
the lack of a structural homolog to the O-helix, the large swing motion of the fingers domain to 
drive translocation via a power stroke mechanism is not an option. However, there are two key 
pieces of evidence that have emerged that may shed light on the missing step. The first is a series 
of structures of the EV-71 elongation complex that show a clear half-step movement of the 
product-strand RNA prior to the movement of the template-strand RNA, a clear asymmetric 




polymerases (Figure 1.6) (Shu and Gong, 2016). The second important piece of evidence is a 
series of crystal structures which highlight a loop structure in the polymerase’s motif B, deemed 
the translocation loop (Sholders and Peersen, 2014). These structures show an in-and-out 
movement of a loop in motif B, and when it is in the out position the loop would sterically clash 
with the template-strand RNA. The combination of these two pieces of evidence suggest that 
RNA translocation occurs not entirely by a power stroke mechanism. Instead it is possible that 
RNA translocation is a combination of both the power stroke and Brownian ratchet mechanisms, 
much like the evidence for T7 DdRP is suggesting. These data point to the product strand first 
moving by a Brownian ratchet mechanism as no large movements were identified in the EV-71 
structures, which would allow the product-strand RNA to move between the two observed 
positions freely until the template-strand is translocated. The second step in RNA translocation 
could have a power stroke-like mechanism during which the product-strand RNA completes its 
base step movement and the template-strand RNA moves in its entirety which. The motif B 
translocation loop may assist in the template-strand movement and prevent any backward 
movement, essentially serving as a committal step for catalytic cycle completion.  
1.3.3 Polymerase dynamics and long-range interaction networks: the role they play in the 
catalytic cycle of 3Dpol 
As viral RdRPs are limited by their connection between the fingers domain and the top of 
the thumb domain, it is conceivable that instead of large domain movements these polymerases 
may operate via smaller molecular movements within a large interaction network (Cameron et 
al., 2009; Moustafa et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2010). The existence of a dynamic long-range 
interaction network would support findings that residues distant from the active site have effects 
on polymerase fidelity (Arnold et al., 2005). The mutation of residue 64 from a glycine to a  
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Figure 1.6: Asymmetric movement of the RNA strands during translocation by 3Dpol. 
Crystal structures showing the RNA template and product strands from the EV-71 elongation 
complex in the pre-translocated (top) and mid-translocation (bottom) conformations. The 
template strand is the top strand in each image shown in gray, with the product strand being 
denoted in color to highlight the base position, -1 to -4. Vertical lines are drawn to assist in 
visualizing the product strand movement relative to the template strand and backbone 




serine results in a decrease in ribavirin sensitivity and, ultimately, an increase in polymerase 
fidelity, despite the fact it is not located within the polymerase active site while still having 
effects on the active site closure event prior to catalysis. Another residue, threonine 362, which is 
mutated in the OPV polymerase, also decrease the fidelity of 3Dpol through a role in active site 
closure and, like residue 64, is distant from the polymerase active site (Liu et al., 2015).  
The Boehr and Cameron groups used NMR to detect molecular movements within 3Dpol 
at sites near and distant from the active site (Yang et al., 2012). One finding from this work is 
that mutations to 3Dpol, such as G64S, which is involved in stabilizing the protein’s N-terminus 
binding pocket, have been shown to affect the conformational environments of residues both in 
close proximity and across the polymerase, leading to the hypothesis that distant residues may be 
conformationally coupled together . While many interactions between residues can be identified 
via clearly visible electrostatic or hydrogen bonds in the crystal structures, the NMR analysis 
shows coupling between residues that are not able to be traced clearly to one another. These 
interaction networks may also have distinct functions, for example, discrimination between 
nucleobases or nucleosugars during nucleotide incorporation (Liu et al., 2015).  
1.4 The interplay between polymerase fidelity and viral genome recombination  
1.4.1 The low fidelity of 3Dpol 
Viral RdRPs are inherently low-fidelity polymerases with mutation rates ranging from 
10-4 to 10-6 mutations per round of genome replication. This translates to 3.8 and 6.1 mutations 
per 10 kb of RNA replicated for coxsackievirus and poliovirus respectively, or approximately 2 
to 4 mutations per viral genome replicated (Graci et al., 2012). The high error rate during viral 




population has a consensus sequence, but individual viral genomes have small divergences in 
sequence (Andino and Domingo, 2015). This divergence can offer a fitness advantage to the 
virus, allowing it to adapt for optimal replication in many different cell types as a viral infection 
is propagated throughout its host (Lauring et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2017). However, if too many 
mutations are accumulated, the fitness advantage is lost, yielding a virus that is no longer viable 
(Moratorio et al., 2017) (Gnadig et al., 2012).  
Much work has been conducted to understand the mechanism by which polymerase 
fidelity is controlled. Ultimately it has been determined that this fidelity control is intimately 
linked with how viral RdRPs close their active site for catalysis, as mutations to residues in the 
coxsackievirus polymerase motif A results in RdRPs with lower fidelity than the wildtype 
polymerase, determined by deep sequencing analysis (Campagnola et al., 2015; Gnadig et al., 
2012). Analogous mutations made to the poliovirus polymerase result in the opposite effect, 
where the polymerase fidelity is increased as compared to wildtype, suggesting that the 
coxsackievirus RdRP is likely at the upper limit of viral RdRP fidelity while the poliovirus 
polymerase resides at the lower end of the spectrum (Campagnola et al., 2015). This change in 
fidelity comes at a cost of polymerase replication rate, with high-fidelity polymerases becoming 
slower and low-fidelity polymerases having an increase in elongation rate (Fitzsimmons et al., 
2018). It should also be noted that when mutations are made to the polymerase fingers domain, 
they have a greater effect on elongation rate than polymerase fidelity (Campagnola et al., 2015). 
Because a rigid-body movement of motifs A and D together is used to close the polymerase 
active site, mutations to motif D as well as motif A have resulted in changes to polymerase 
fidelity. A high-fidelity coxsackievirus polymerase is achieved through mutations to a select 




at the top of motif D in an open conformation, which in turn leads to the stabilization of the 
active site in an open conformation. This open conformation results in slower active site closure 
and, in turn, higher nucleotide discrimination. It should also be noted that a planar amino acid in 
the 364 position is also needed to sustain viral growth (McDonald et al., 2016).  
1.4.2 Exploiting the low fidelity of 3Dpol as an antiviral strategy, and how the virus combats it 
through genome recombination 
The low fidelity of viral RdRPs allows for the incorporation of nucleotide analogues, 
which act as antivirals in many cases by causing an increase in mutation frequency in the viral 
genome, ultimately driving the virus to error catastrophe (Crotty et al., 2002). This accumulation 
of mutations to the viral genome drives the virus to the point of extinction. Ribavirin is a broad-
spectrum antiviral nucleotide analog that can be incorporated into the viral genome across from 
either cytosine or uracil, causing mutations at the sites of incorporation upon further genome 
replication (Crotty et al., 2000). One strategy viral RdRPs have used to combat the incorporation 
of ribavirin is polymerase mutation to increase polymerase fidelity, as is the case with the 
poliovirus polymerase mutant G64S. This mutant is a high-fidelity polymerase that was 
discovered through multiple passages of the virus in cells in the presence of ribavirin (Pfeiffer 
and Kirkegaard, 2003). However, this strategy of increased polymerase fidelity can come at the 
cost of virus attenuation, and is therefore not a long-term approach that works for virus 
propagation (Kautz and Forrester, 2018).  
Viruses possess a second mechanism for combating error catastrophe, genome 
recombination. There are multiple models for viral recombination, but the prevailing theory 
about how this occurs is through a copy choice mechanism (Figure 1.7) (Kirkegaard and 
Baltimore, 1986; Muslin et al., 2019). Briefly, this mechanism produces a progeny RNA  
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Figure 1.7: The copy choice mechanism of viral genome recombination. 
Genome recombination occurs during viral replication by 3Dpol. As the polymerase is 
replicating either the negative or positive sense RNA strands, the polymerase remains bound 
to the product RNA strand but dissociates from the template strand. Replication reinitiates 
after polymerase binding to a new template strand, ultimately producing a product RNA 























molecule during replication that is a hybrid of two parental genomes because of the exchange of 
the template RNAs (parental) during replication while the polymerase remains bound to the 
progeny RNA for the entirety of replication. The production of a mixed-parental progeny RNA 
genome is classified as a form of sexual reproduction and is thought to be a strategy by which a 
large accumulation of mutations to the genome can quickly be purged to prevent viral extinction 
(Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011). It should be noted that this phenomenon has been observed 
between multiple enteroviruses of the same species, i.e. between enterovirus C members, which 
can ultimately result in the removal of introduced mutations to the viral genome and the 
reversion to an infectious virus form (Bessaud et al., 2016; McIntyre et al., 2013). Thus, a 
recombination event between a circulating enterovirus C family member and an inactivated 
poliovirus used for immunization can lead to a vaccine-derived poliovirus that is no longer 
attenuated and capable of spreading disease in an under vaccinated population. Currently this 
ability for viruses to recombine is one of the largest obstacles to a complete poliovirus 
eradication effort.  
1.4.3 Current information about residues involved in picornaviral genome recombination 
In the past few years, there has been a growing volume of work to determine the interplay 
between fidelity and recombination at the molecular level. This research has determined that 
recombination occurs in a two-step process, first by generating a hybrid genome that contains 
sequences from two parental virus strains, and then resolving this genome to remove any 
extraneous RNA sequence from the recombination event. It was also shown in this work that 
there appear to be no distinct recombination “hotspots” within the viral genome (Lowry et al., 
2014). To date there have been three residues, aspartic acid 79, tyrosine 275, and leucine 420 




be involved in recombination in poliovirus (Acevedo et al., 2018; Kempf et al., 2016; Li et al., 
2019; Woodman et al., 2018a; Xiao et al., 2016). In the residue 79 study, mutation of the aspartic 
acid residue to a histidine resulted in a significant loss in viral genome recombination while there 
was insignificant impact on polymerase fidelity (Xiao et al., 2016). As with residue 79, the 
mutation of tyrosine 275 to a histidine also showed impaired ability for genome recombination 
but showed no significant effects on polymerase elongation rate or fidelity (Acevedo et al., 
2018).  
Both residues 79 and 275 are located in the polymerase palm domain; residue 420, in 
contrast, is located in the thumb domain and unlike the other two residues it contacts the 
template RNA strand within the polymerase. The helix in the thumb domain, where residue 420 
is located, has had multiple residues implicated in the regulation of the poly-A tail length, with 
the residue 420 leucine-to-alanine mutation producing some of the longest poly-A tails (Kempf 
et al., 2013). This helix contacts the minor groove of the template RNA as it is exiting the 
polymerase; mutation to residue 420 decreases the size of the hydrophobic side chain resulting in 
decreased interactions with the template RNA, thus weakening the polymerase’s grip on the 
RNA as a whole, allowing for reiterative transcription to occur. This decrease in primer grip 
found for the leucine-to-alanine mutation also could have effects on genome recombination 
efficiency. There is a decrease in genome recombination observed for the residue 420 mutation, 
likely due to a loss of grip by the polymerase on the template strand, which may be required for 
the copy-choice mechanism of recombination. This loss in recombination efficiency also comes 
with an increase in ribavirin sensitivity, suggesting that the virus is now more susceptible to error 
catastrophe, despite having similar polymerase fidelity and elongation rates to that of the 




findings to the poliovirus recombination study when the analogous mutation was introduced into 
the polymerase resulting in decreased recombination and increased ribavirin sensitivity 
(Woodman et al., 2018a). 
1.5 Scope of the dissertation 
This dissertation contains a summary of my graduate work, which has predominately 
focused on determining residues and polymerase domains that are involved in the final step in 
the catalytic cycle, translocation. During my time in graduate school, I also worked in 
collaboration with the Barton laboratory at the University of Colorado Anschutz Medical School 
investigating viral genome recombination, specifically looking at leucine residue 420, an 
established residue whose mutation to an alanine results in a decrease in the ability of 3Dpol to 
facilitate recombination. Chapter Two of this work summarizes the findings while investigating 
three distinct regions within the polymerase fingers domain and how mutation to residues in each 
of these regions affects the polymerase kinetics. Chapter Three takes a step back from individual 
residues and investigates the role each domain of 3Dpol plays in the overall function of the 
polymerase. Chapter Four gives an overview of the effects mutation to leucine 420 has on the 
polymerase kinetics. This chapter is a follow up to work described in Appendix A, in which is a 
virology study on the recombination mutants. Appendix B further expands on the work in 
Appendix A and Chapter Four to explore the region surrounding residue 420 in the hopes of 






FINGERS DOMAIN INTERACTION NETWORKS CONTRIBUTE TO DIFFERENT STEPS IN THE 3DPOL 
CATALYTIC CYCLE 
Authors contributing to the chapter: X-ray diffraction data collection and solving of 
crystal structures in this chapter were solved by Ryan Czarny, with  help from Grace 
Campagnola, during his rotation in the laboratory. Initial cloning, protein purification, enzyme 
kinetics, and crystallization of coxsackievirus crystals were done by me. Tables and figures in the 
chapter were also completed by me.  
2.1 Introduction 
The virus family Picornaviridae is comprised of single-stranded positive-sense RNA 
viruses whose ≈7.5kb genome encodes for a single polyprotein. After translation, the polyprotein 
is cleaved into approximately a dozen individual proteins by multiple virally encoded proteases.  
The polyprotein encompasses three functional regions: the P1 region containing the viral capsid 
proteins, the P2 region functioning in membrane rearrangement during viral replication, and the 
P3 region whose proteins are involved in viral RNA replication. The final protein in the P3 
region is 3Dpol, an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP). While the viral RdRPs share a 
conserved overall structure of a cupped right hand with other single subunit polymerases, they 
contain a unique fingers domain interaction the top of the thumb domain that is not seen in other 
polymerases (Ferrer-Orta et al., 2006). This interaction has led to adaptations by the viral RdRPs 
as to how they carry out their nucleic acid addition cycles (Arnold and Cameron, 2004; Arnold et 




In general, replicative polymerases such as bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase or E. coli 
DNA polymerase I rely on large swinging motions within the fingers domain to not only 
transition the incoming NTP from a pre-insertion site into the active site for catalysis, but also 
for additional movements to reopen the active site and translocate the nucleic acid template and 
product strands to allow for replication to continue (Yin and Steitz, 2004). Because of the contact 
between the fingers and thumb domains found in viral RdRPs, the large fingers domain 
movements are prevented. This has led viral RdRPs to have evolved a unique active site closure 
mechanism (Gong and Peersen, 2010; Gong et al., 2013). This mechanism relies on subtle 
movements motifs A and D within the palm domain to move motif A into a position to form a β-
sheet with motif C. This movement brings the required aspartic acids and Mg2+ ion into the 
correct geometry to allow for incoming nucleotide catalysis. These movements are then reversed 
to reopen the active site and allow for RNA translocation. While the complete translocation step 
has not been elucidated, it is proposed to not be tightly coupled to active site reopening, and to 
occur via an asynchronous movement of the RNA stands (Shu and Gong, 2016), with the product 
strand moving by about a half-base step before the template strand, and additional residues 288-
291 found in motif B may aid in template strand translocation (Sholders and Peersen, 2014).  
In the work presented here we investigated the roles three other structural elements 
located within the fingers domain of 3Dpol play in the nucleic acid addition cycle (Figure 2.1A). 
These elements include the kink region (Figure 2.1B), located in the index finger, the gateway 
region (Figure 2.1C), which is part of motif G found in the pinky finger, and the sensor region 
(Figure 2.1D) contained in the ring finger as part of motif F. The findings of this investigation 
show that the kink mutants assist in binding to the template RNA strand and elongation complex 
maintenance, the gateway mutants act as a catch for the template RNA strand for positioning  
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Figure 2.1: Targeted mutations broken down by polymerase region. 
(A) Three regions within the polymerase fingers domain were targeted for investigation, all 
within close proximity to the polymerase active site. (B) The kink region is located within the 
index finger of 3Dpol and contains four interacting residues: P40, D47, P48, and R49. These 
residues form a kink structure through a series of denoted hydrogen bonds. (C) The gateway 
region interacts with the template strand RNA by positioning the methyl group side chain of 
T114 between the -1 and -2 bases phosphate backbone. This residue positioning is held in 
place through hydrogen bonding with residue S115. (D) The sensor region investigated 
contained two residues E161 and R174. These residues are found on opposite beta strands 
within the polymerase ring finger. Hydrogen bonding between E161 and R174 places R174 





















post translocation, and the sensor mutants serve to aid in both incoming nucleotide capture as a 
final fidelity checkpoint and chemistry on the incoming nucleotide. It is also clear from these 
findings that none of the above mentioned structural elements act completely independently from 
each other, suggesting that instead the fingers domain in its entirety acts a one functional unit 
through an intra-domain network to assist in the nucleic acid addition cycle.  
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Polymerase mutations 
Three regions within the polymerase fingers domain were targeted for investigation, 
Figure 2.1A. Each region contained between two and four residues that were mutated, Figure 
2.1B. The mutated polymerase genes were assembled into a T7-based expression vector with the 
In-Fusion cloning kit (Clontech) using a mutagenesis PCR protocol for each individual mutation, 
and the final constructs were verified by sequencing. Polymerase expression and purification 
were carried out as previously described (Hobdey et al., 2010) with the final purification step 
being size exclusion chromatography into a 200 mM NaCl buffer. 
2.2.2 Initiation and stability 
Initiation rates were assayed using 5 uM polymerase, 0.5 uM “10+1_12” RNA (Hobdey 
et al., 2010) and 40 uM GTP at room temperature in 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES 
pH 6.5, 2 mM Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (TCEP). 1 uL samples were removed at various 
time points up to 15 minutes and added to 19 uL of quench buffer containing 50 mM EDTA, 400 
mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. After the initiation reaction had proceeded 




begun by adding 10 uL of the reaction to 90 uL of 300 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 50 mM HEPES 
pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP, wherein the high salt concentration limited further initiation or re-
initiation by preventing RNA binding. The amount of competent elongation complex still present 
in this solution was tested at various points over a four-hour period by removing 5 uL aliquots 
and mixing them with 5 uL buffer containing 160 uM each of ATP, GTP, and UTP, followed by 
a two minute elongation reaction to produce full-length products before quenching with EDTA. 
Samples were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis using 20% 19:1 polyacrylamide, 7M 
urea, 1X TBE gels. RNA bands were detected using a Li-Cor Odyssey 9120 infrared imager 
system to visualize the IRdye 800RS (Li-COR Biosciences) label on the RNA tetraloop, as 
previously described 23. Single exponential equations were mathematically fit to the data using 
Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) to determine time constants for the increased formation of +1 
product in the initiation assay or the decreased formation of +7 chase product in the stability 
assay.  
2.2.3 Enzyme kinetics assays 
Nucleotide incorporation kinetics were determined using rapid stopped-flow kinetics 
methods previously described for both processive elongation (Gong et al., 2009) and single 
nucleotide incorporation assays (McDonald et al., 2016). Stalled elongation complexes were first 
generated by incubating 15 uM polymerase with 10 uM RNA in 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 
mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, and 60 uM each of ATP and GTP for 15 minutes. The 
resulting complexes were diluted 200-fold to a final RNA concentration of 50 nM with 50 mM 
HEPES pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl2, generating the sample that was loaded into the 
stopped-flow instrument, which was further diluted 2-fold when mixed with either CTP only or 




over the total NTP concentration, and for the processive elongation assays the four NTP were 
present at equimolar concentrations. Kinetics data were collected at 30°C using a Bio-Logic 
SFM-4000 titrating stopped-flow instrument with a MOS-500 spectrometer. Single CMP 
incorporation and processive elongation reactions were fit using Kaleidagraph (Synergy 
Software), and double CMP reactions were modeled using KinTek Explorer (Johnson et al., 
2009b, 2009a).  
Rapid chemical quench experiments were done by first forming stalled elongation 
complexes with 15 uM polymerase and 10 uM 5ʹ-fluorescein labeled RNA for 15 minutes at 
room temperature in buffer containing 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 
mM TCEP, 200 uM ATP, and 60 uM GTP. The resulting complexes were diluted 20-fold to a 
final concentration of 500 nM (RNA with reaction buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES pH 7, 50 
mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl2. Polymerase complexes were further diluted 2-fold when mixed 
with various concentrations of CTP, the single nucleotide substrate, were made in this same 
buffer. Quench-flow reactions were done in a Bio-Logic QFM-4000 instrument that uses 
variable rate continuous flow through a 3 uL reaction tube that is followed by mixing with the 
quench solution. Stalled elongation complex and CTP were mixed, allowed to react for 5 ms to 2 
seconds in the aging loop before mixing with a quench solution of either 300 mM EDTA (100 
mM final) or 3 M HCl (1M final). A total of 15 ul of each component was used in the reaction, 
yielding 45 uL final sample volumes. For the acid quench, 30 uL of each quenched sample were 
manually transferred to a secondary collection vial which had been preloaded with 30 ul of 1 M 
NaOH, 300 mM HEPES, pH 7 to neutralize the samples. Reaction products were analyzed by 
denaturing gel electrophoresis on 20% polyacrylamide (19:1), 7M urea, 1X TBE gels, and 




were obtained at eight different CTP concentrations using 8-12 timepoints in each quench 
experiment, and gel bands were quantified using the program PeakFit (Systat Software, Inc.) to 
analyze lane scans, fitting all the peaks in each lane with a single fixed peak width Gaussian 
across each lane to improve quantitation of weak bands. 
Reactions that followed a concentration dependence used a variation on the conventional 
concentration dependence equation: 
𝑣 = 𝑘 [𝑆]𝐾 + [𝑆] 
Instead the following equation was used: 
𝑣 = 𝑘 [𝑆]1 + (𝑘 [𝑆]/𝑘 ) 
Where: 
𝑘 = 𝑘𝐾  
 
Unlike the conventional equation, the second equation directly fits the reaction rate and 
specificity. Rection specificity, ksp, sets the lower limit for the reaction rate as it is a second order 
rate constant defined by the maximal rate of the reaction times the probability of a successful 
substrate binding event going forward in the reaction, and ultimately is an inherent property of 
the enzyme. By mathematically fitting the lower and upper bounds of the enzymatic reaction the 
determined errors are generally smaller for each parameter. When KM is then derived, the 




2.2.4 Protein crystallography 
The structures were solved by molecular replacement using Phenix software and the 
wildtype CV 3Dpol structure (PDB entry 3DDK). The point mutations at residues 161 and 174 
were introduced into the molecular structures and the models were passed through several cycles 
of standard Phenix refinement. In general, the lysine residue in the R174K mutations was not 
found to have strong electron density, suggesting this residue is fairly flexible, but the E161Q 
mutant did show density comparable to the nearby backbone. 
2.3 Results  
2.3.1 Mutated polymerase purification 
Each mutated poliovirus polymerase expressed well in E. coli and could be purified using 
a series of Ni-affinity, anion exchange, and size exclusion chromatographies and finally was 
concentrated to ~250 uM in 200 mM NaCl buffer. These mutated polymerases can be 
categorized into three groups: the kink, the gateway, and the sensor mutations. All groups are 
located within the polymerase fingers domain. However, the coxsackievirus polymerases were 
less stable and were prone to aggregation in lower salt conditions. For this reason, final protein 
concentrations were generally lower at ~100 uM and required a 300 mM NaCl buffer to prevent 
precipitation.  
2.3.2 Initiation rates and elongation complex stability 
Rates for initiation were determined by +1 product accumulation over time as an 
elongation complex formation and first nucleotide incorporation. These reactions were 




initiation time constant. Initiated reactions were then diluted into a high-salt buffer to prevent re-
initiation by dissociated polymerases to determine the elongation complex lifetime (Figure 2.2). 
In general, the kink mutants, with the exception of P48G, showed an increased initiation time 
and decreased elongation complex (EC) stability (Table 2.1). The lack of effect by P48G may be 
due to no interactions between that residue and the others within the kink region (Figure 2.1B). 
The gateway mutants showed a similar pattern to the kink mutants of an increased initiation time 
coupled with a decrease in EC stability. In this case however, this tended to correlated with 
residue side chain size, with T114A and T114S having shorter initiation times and more stable 
ECs than T114L or T114V. T114S in fact had a shorter initiation time and more stable complex 
than T114A even though T114A possesses a smaller side chain, likely this is due to a 
preservation of a hydrogen bond between S115 and T114 (Figure 2.1C). As for the sensor 
residues, only E161Q containing mutants deviated from WT with an increase in initiation time, 
and all mutants showed a decrease in EC stability.  
2.3.3 Rapid kinetics studies of processive elongation and nucleotide discrimination 
In order to determine processive elongation rates for each polymerase, preformed 
elongation complexes were reacted with varying concentrations of NTPs and monitored via 
fluorescence change from the polymerase’s approach to the 5ʹ-end fluorescein on the hairpin 
RNA construct (Figure 2.3A and 2.3B). Processive elongation rate for each NTP concentration, 
determined as the number of incorporated NTPs divided by lag time prior to the increase in 
fluorescence, was graphed against reaction NTP concentration to determine the processive 
elongation concentration dependence (Figure 2.3C). As with the initiation and stability 
experiments, P48G did not differ from WT while the other three kink mutations all decreased in 
processive elongation rate (Table 2.1). Also of note, P40G and R49K both showed a two-fold  
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Figure 2.2: Initiation and elongation complex stability determination. 
(A) PETE 10+1_12 RNA used for initiation and EC lifetime determination, denoted are a one 
nucleotide lock to form the EC, and the +7 position to which the polymerase extends to with 
NTP addition. (B) Example gel image showing accumulation of +1 product during the 
initiation reaction stage, and +7 product formation to test EC lifetime. +1 product formation 
is fit to a single exponential increase equation (C), decrease in +7 formation is fit to a single 
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PV WT 4 ± 1 130 ± 20 25 ± 1 20 ± 2 20 ± 1 49 ± 4 120 ± 10
Kink Mutants
P40G 13 ± 1 29 ± 2 22 ± 1 37 ± 3 13 ± 1 100 ± 10 170 ± 40
D47N 15 ± 1 19 ± 2 20 ± 1 46 ± 6 15 ± 1 55 ± 7 150 ± 30
P48G 6 ± 1 100 ± 20 27 ± 1 23 ± 3 20 ± 1 52 ± 4 130 ± 10
R49K 19 ± 2 29 ± 4 17 ± 2 40 ± 10 11 ± 1 90 ± 20 140 ± 20
Gateway Mutants
T114A 10 ± 2 57 ± 10 25 ± 2 31 ± 5 14 ± 1 63 ± 6 100 ± 10
T114L 33 ± 7 5 ± 1 26 ± 3 90 ± 20 10 ± 1 100 ± 10 130 ± 10
T114S 4 ± 1 82 ± 9 26 ± 1 23 ± 1 20 ± 1 52 ± 4 110 ± 10
T114V 18 ± 4 9 ± 2 27 ± 6 150 ± 40 5 ± 1 80 ± 40 100 ± 10
S115A 5 ± 1 90 ± 20 28 ± 2 60 ± 7 11 ± 1 95 ± 6 160 ± 10
S115L 17 ± 3 15 ± 1 19 ± 4 110 ± 30 5 ± 1 30 ± 10 150 ± 20
S115T 5 ± 1 13 ± 1 23 ± 2 61 ± 7 8 ± 1 120 ± 10 130 ± 20
S115V 18 ± 3 25 ± 2 29 ± 1 38 ± 3 16 ± 1 74 ± 4 170 ± 10
Sensor Mutants
E161D 5 ± 1 70 ± 20 24 ± 1 19 ± 2 10 ± 1 32 ± 2 100 ± 10
E161Q 10 ± 3 80 ± 20 22 ± 1 9 ± 1 17 ± 1 19 ± 2 38 ± 6
R174K 3 ± 1 60 ± 10 2 ± 1 69 ± 7 1 ± 1 39 ± 3 12 ± 2
E161Q + 




increase in KM compared to WT. We found the processive elongation rates for the gateway 
mutants decreased with respect to side chain size. The S115 mutants within the gateway group 
show more changes in KM than the T114 mutants. The sensor mutants all had a slower 
processive elongation rate than that of WT, with the decrease in rate being dependent on which 
residue was mutated. Mutations to residue 161 had less impact on elongation rate than the 
R174K mutation. The E161D and E161Q polymerases showed only a slight decrease in 
processive elongation rate, while the R174K containing polymerases had a significant rate 
decrease. The E161Q R174K mutant had an intermediate rate relative to the polymerases 
containing each mutation alone. This observation likely points to a direct interaction with R174 
that is perturbed by the lysine mutation but can be partly rescued by the additional E161Q 
mutation. 
To further investigate the rate changes observed for processive elongation, single 
nucleotide incorporation rates were also determined. Rates were measured via fluorescence 
changes of a 2-aminopurine molecule located in the downstream template RNA (Figure 2.3D). 
Briefly, after adding the incoming NTP to the growing product strand RNA, the RNA is 
translocated to reset the active site for the next NTP addition. The RNA construct used for this 
assay places 2-aminopurine in an unstacked high fluorescent position after EC formation. After 
template strand translocation the 2-aminopurine is then stacked on to the product RNA strand, 
quenching its fluorescence. This decrease in fluorescence was determined for multiple nucleotide 
concentrations (Figure 2.3E), and an NTP concentration dependence was determined (Figure 
2.3F). The kink mutants had a decrease in rate for both the single nucleotide incorporation 
reactions and their respective processive elongation rates. However, the gateway mutants showed 
almost no change in single nucleotide incorporation rates, only changes in KM that correlated  
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Figure 2.3: Discrimination factor and processive elongation analysis. 
(A) PETE 10+1_25 RNA used to determine processive elongation rates. Denoted are single 
NTP lock sequence on RNA to form EC. The 5ʹ-fluorscein molecule shows an environmental 
change in fluorescence five nucleotides before the polymerase reaches the 5ʹ-end after having 
gone through the 20-nucleotide lag phase. Example processive elongation fluorescence traces 
at multiple concentrations, left, with the determined concentration dependence curve, right. 
(B) PETE RNA 10+3/4_2Ap used for single nucleotide incorporation rates and nucleotide 
discrimination factor determination. Denoted are the four-nucleotide lock to from the EC. An 
internal 2-aminopurine was used to show a change in fluorescence after CMP incorporation 
and RNA translocation. Example single CMP incorporation fluorescence traces at multiple 
concentrations, left, with the determined concentration dependence curve, right. (C) 
Processive elongation rate verses nucleotide discrimination factor. Left, kink mutants; center, 







































































































with residue side chain size. This discrepancy between rates for a single NTP incorporation and 
multiple incorporations points to a step after the completion of an NTP addition prior to the start 
of another round of incorporation that has an effect on processive elongation rate and is directly 
proportional to the side chain size of residue 114. As for the sensor mutants, they followed the 
same rate changes that were observed for processive elongation.  
Single nucleotide incorporation experiments were also conducted using 2ʹ-dCTP in place 
of CTP to determine the nucleotide discrimination factor. Reactions were conducted as described 
above and nucleotide discrimination was determined by dividing the CTP incorporation catalytic 
efficiency, kcat/KM, by the 2ʹ-dCTP incorporation reaction catalytic efficiency. Previous work 
from our laboratory has predicted that mutations within the fingers domain generally have little 
effect on nucleotide discrimination factor. While all the kink and gateway mutants did not have 
any significant discrimination factor deviations from that of WT, in line with our previous 
results, the sensor mutants of E161Q and R174K individually did have decreased nucleotide 
discrimination factor values. It should also be noted that when processive elongation rate is 
plotted against discrimination factor, mutations that result in increases in processive elongation 
rate generally do so at the expense of nucleotide discrimination and vice versa. The two sensor 
mutations that caused changes to nucleotide discrimination also decreased processive elongation 
rate. This finding suggests that sensor residues affect these two parameters independently, even 
though elongation rate and discrimination are tightly coupled.  
2.3.4 Two-cycle elongation assays 
To further dissect the changes in elongation rate observed for the T114 gateway mutants, 
a two CMP incorporation assay was conducted. A stalled elongation complex was formed by 




once formed, an internal 2-aminopurine (2AP) is placed in the +3 template RNA position. Upon 
addition of CTP two sequential incorporation events transition the 2AP from +3 to +2 to +1, 
resulting in an increase and then decrease in fluorescence, and varies in rate depending on CTP 
concentration (Figure 2.4B). Three titration series were simultaneously modeled in Kintek 
Explorer using the reaction shown in Figure 2.4A. This analysis established a rate for each CTP 
incorporation for WT at 40±1 s-1, KD of 8.4±0.2 uM for the first CTP and 56±2 s-1, KD of 27±1 
uM for the second CTP, and a reposition step between the first and second catalytic cycles of 
10.8±0.12 s-1 (Table 2.2). Mutation of T114 to a serine resulted in essentially no change in KD, 
however the rate decreased slightly for the first CTP and increased dramatically for the second 
rate. The repositioning step also decreased to 8.7±0.09 s-1, likely it is this decreased positioning 
rate that results in the decreased processive elongation rate. The alanine mutation resulted in a 
slightly faster polymerase rate of 31±1 s-1 for the first event and an increase to 69±2 s-1, with 
only a slight change in CTP KD for either binding event. The nucleotide repositioning rate was 
further decreased to 5.8±0.07 s-1, which even with the increased reaction rate still would 
probably cause the observed decrease in processive elongation rate, more noticeably than that of 
T114S. The T114L mutation did not vary much from WT at a first reaction rate of 44±3 s-1, with 
a faster second rate of 75±5 s-1, there was however a significantly higher first CTP KD at 163±9.8 
uM but a comparable second KD and slower repositioning rate at 4.2±0.05 s-1. A combination of 
the high initial KD and slow repositioning are strong candidates for the observed slow processive 
elongation rate despite the faster second incorporation rate. The final T114V mutant had the 
fastest incorporation rate when compared to WT at 50±5 s-1, and 75±3 s-1 for the second event. 
This faster rate is countered by a slower reposition rate of 7.3±0.22 s-1. Although this reposition 







2 CMP Incorporations 










ER0r ⇀ER0 + CTP⇌ER0•CTP ⇀ ER1i ⇀ ER1 ⇌ER1•CTP ⇀ ER2 







Figure 2.4: Double CMP incorporation. 
(A) PETE 8+4_2_2Ap_3 RNA construct used for double CMP incorporation assay. Noted are 
the four-nucleotide lock to form the EC. Two CMP incorporations result in a fluorescence 
change from the internal 2-aminopurine with each translocation event, detailed on 
polymerase EC structure. Finally, the kinetic model used for fitting is shown with 
approximate polymerase starting populations and all kinetic parameters fit highlighted. (B) 
Fluorescence traces for three CTP concentration series fit to the kinetic model denoted in A. 
(C) Bar graphs showing rates and CMP affinities determined for each polymerase. 
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Table 2.2: Double CMP incorporation kinetics summary table. 
Note only the two higher concentration series were used in fitting T114L and T114V due to 
the high KD values causing no detectable signal at lower concentrations.
3Dpol











kcat (nt/s) KD (µM) kcat (nt/s) KD (µM)
PV WT 75 0.61 ± 0.01 40 ± 1 8.4 ± 0.2 10.8 ± 0.12 56 ± 2 27 ± 1
T114A 65 0.71 ± 0.03 31 ± 1 26.3 ± 0.5 5.8 ± 0.07 69 ± 2 26 ± 9
T114L 55 0.55 ± 0.01 44 ± 3 163 ± 9.8 4.2 ± 0.05 75 ± 5 25 ± 2
T114S 60 0.91 ± 0.02 34 ± 1 16.7 ± 0.2 8.7 ± 0.09 88 ± 2 30 ± 5
T114V 60 0.67 ± 0.02 50 ± 5 106 ± 11 7.3 ± 0.22 75 ± 3 50 ± 20
S115A 60 1.56 ± 0.03 65 ± 1 55.8 ± 0.7 7.1 ± 0.04 84 ± 12 16 ± 2
S115L 50 0.54 ± 0.01 58 ± 7 129 ± 18 5.3 ± 0.13 75 ± 14 10 ± 2
S115T 50 0.66 ± 0.02 76 ± 3 198 ± 5 5.6 ± 0.07 69 ± 17 64 ± 16




106±11 uM and 50±20 uM, respectively. The combination of weaker affinity coupled with 
slower repositioning is a likely why this mutant is observed to have the slowest processive 
elongation rate.  
2.3.5 Rapid quench kinetics 
To further investigate the observed changes in single nucleotide incorporation rate and 
nucleotide discrimination with the sensor mutants a series of rapid chemical quench experiments 
were conducted. Each reaction was conducted using the same RNA hairpin construct (Figure 
2.5A) and either quenched with EDTA or HCl before polyacrylamide gel analysis (Figure 2.5B 
and 2.5C), or monitored for completion using 2-aminopurine fluorescence (Figure 2.5D) over a 
range of CTP concentrations. Concentration dependence for nucleotide capture, active site 
closure and chemistry, and catalytic cycle completion were used to determine the influence of 
each sensor mutation on the catalytic cycle (Figure 2.5E-2.5G, Table 2.3). As previously seen, 
the only significant differences in KM were observed for the R174K sensor mutation, which 
showed almost a two-fold increase in KM value when compared to WT. The rate of nucleotide 
capture for WT is 52±4 s-1, and while the E161Q mutation did not have an effect on nucleotide 
capture, the E161D mutation increased the capture rate to almost 80 s-1. It is possible that by 
shortening the side chain of residue 161 a steric constraint that was present in the WT 
polymerase was released. Adding the R174K mutation to the E161Q mutation slowed nucleotide 
capture to 21±1 s-1, and the R174K mutation alone had the slowest nucleotide capture rate of 7±1 
s-1. This decrease in capture rate that was only observed in polymerases containing the R174K 
mutations suggest that of the two sensor residues R174K is the dominant residue in nucleotide 
capture but the removal of an electrostatic interaction between these residues can partially 
compensate for the lysine mutation. All the sensor mutants showed a decrease in active site  
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Figure 2.5: Rapid chemical quench and stopped-flow analysis. 
(A) PETE 8+2_3_5_2Ap RNA construct used for rapid chemical quench analysis. Denoted 
are the two-nucleotide lock, an internal 2-aminopurine used for stopped-flow analysis to 
determine the catalytic cycle completion rate, and a 5ʹ-end fluorescein as a marker for gel 
analysis of rapid chemical quench samples. (B) Representative data collected for EDTA 
quench to detect nucleotide capture, (C) acid quench for determination of active site closure 
and chemistry, and (D) fluorescence traces at multiple nucleotide concentrations to determine 
the rate for catalytic cycle completion by translocation. Concentration dependence plots for 
each reaction type are shown. A hyperbolic concentration dependence equation was fit to the 

















































































Table 2.3: Catalytic cycle kinetics summary table. 
Values for KM were derived by dividing the maximal rate by catalytic efficiency.
3Dpol






















PV WT 0.85 ± 0.07 52 ± 4 65 ± 8 0.9 ± 0.1 37 ± 2 41 ± 6 1.0 ± 0.1 35 ± 2 34 ± 5
E161D 2.1 ± 0.2 78 ± 4 38 ± 4 1.1 ± 0.2 25 ± 2 24 ± 5 0.53 ± 0.05 26 ± 2 50 ± 8
E161Q 2.1 ± 0.4 48 ± 4 23 ± 5 1.8 ± 0.1 25 ± 1 14 ± 1 1.3 ± 0.1 28 ± 2 22 ± 3
R174K 0.084 ± 0.006 7 ± 1 86 ± 8 0.093 ± 0.01 7 ± 1 70 ± 10 0.073 ± 0.004 4 ± 1 60 ± 6




closure and chemistry rate when compared to WT at  37±2 s-1. E161D and E161Q each had a 
rate of 25 s-1, thus by either shortening the residue side chain or removing the electrostatic 
interaction the overall effect on active site closure and chemistry was the same. The E161Q 
R174K mutant had an additional rate decrease to 13 s-1 while the R174K mutation alone had no 
further decrease in rate from the nucleotide capture step. This finding again suggests that 
removal of the electrostatic interaction between residues 161 and 174 can compensate for the 
lysine mutation. In all cases, the rate of catalytic cycle completion did not significantly differ 
from that of active site closure and chemistry indicating that the two events are tightly coupled.  
2.3.6 Coxsackievirus sensor mutation kinetics 
To verify the observed trends with the sensor mutations, the same mutations were 
introduced in to the coxsackievirus polymerase, with the hope that they would have the same 
observed changes in polymerase kinetics as those determined for the poliovirus polymerase. The 
same experiments detailed in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 were conducted for these polymerases and 
summarized in Table 2.4. The only observed deviation from the poliovirus results was that the 
R174K and E161Q R174K mutants had unstable elongation complexes, which made it 
impossible to determine some kinetic parameters. For the parameters that could be measured, 
they were in line with the results observed for the poliovirus polymerase mutants. It should also 
be noted that the slight drop in KM observed in poliovirus for the E161Q mutation for both single 
nucleotide and processive elongation was exacerbated in the coxsackievirus polymerase. This 
also accounts for the drop in nucleotide discrimination factor for the E161Q R174K mutant that 
was not observed in poliovirus.  
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CV WT 1.3 ± 0.1 160 ± 20 22 ± 1 35 ± 2 15 ± 1 150 ± 10 300 ± 20
E161Q 8 ± 2 74 ± 4 22 ± 1 8 ± 1 11 ± 1 22 ± 4 130 ± 20
R174K 1.3 ± 0.1 < 5 - - - - -
E161Q + 




2.3.7 Sensor mutant crystal structures 
As verification for the observed rate changes for each sensor mutation, a series of 
coxsackievirus crystal structures were solved to determine the positioning and interactions of 
residues 161 and 174. Mutation of residue 161 from a glutamate to glutamine did not show any 
significant structural changes to the polymerase (Figure 2.6A). A slight change in the positioning 
of R174 may have occurred, but in the apo structure it is difficult to determine how significant 
this change is relative to the positioning and nucleophilic attack on the incoming NTP. Mutation 
to residue 174 showed a much larger structural change (Figure 2.6B). In this structure the 174 
residue is not fully resolved due to the flexibility of the lysine side chain. It is also possible that 
this flexibility hinders both the nucleotide capture and chemistry reaction efficiencies, thus 
supporting the slow rate for each step determined by the chemical quench reactions. This slow 
reaction rate could also be explained by a tight electrostatic interaction between residues 161 and 
174, especially when the lysine mutation changes the delocalized positive charge of the arginine 
residue to the point charge of the lysine residue. It is conceivable that the lysine residue could 
occasionally occupy a position wherein it is interacting with the E161 residue and cannot break 
the electrostatic interaction, thus trapping residue 174 in an upward position and rendering it 
unable to interact with the incoming NTP. In either scenario, the lysine residue would not always 
be clearly resolved and would again result in decreased nucleotide capture and chemistry rates. 
Mutations to both residues 161 and 174 showed a positioning of each residue similar to that of 
the individually mutated residues (Figure 2.6C). This structural finding that the R174K mutation 
is no better resolved with the E161Q mutation suggests that side chain flexibility is the ultimate 
driving force behind the observed slower rates. However, there must also be some instances in  
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Figure 2.6: Mutations to sensor residues result in structural changes above the incoming 
NTP binding location. 
Crystal structure alignments of WT polymerase (yellow) with the E161Q mutant polymerase 
(A, cyan), the R174K mutant polymerase (green, B), and the E161Q R174K double mutant 





which the lysine residue becomes trapped by the glutamate residue because the partial rescue of 
reaction rates cannot be explained by structural observations alone.  
2.4 Discussion 
The picornaviral polymerase 3Dpol, while being one of the smallest replicating 
polymerases still maintains the conserved structural features of other single subunit polymerases, 
a cupped right-hand structure with fingers, palm, and thumb domains (Peersen, 2019a). 
However, unique to these polymerases is an interaction between the fingers and palm domains 
wherein the fingers domain contacts the top of the thumb domain and consequently restricts 
fingers domain movements. This restriction prevents 3Dpol from completing its catalytic cycle as 
other single subunit polymerases, such as the RNA polymerase T7 does; T7 relies on a swinging 
motion of the O-helix located within the fingers domain to drive the incoming NTP from a pre-
insertion site to the catalytic cite, and a reversal of this movement results in the translocation of 
the template and product nucleic acid strands (Yin and Steitz, 2004). Because in 3Dpol this 
movement is not possible, these polymerases instead rely on a unique active site closure 
mechanism in order for catalysis to occur (Gong and Peersen, 2010; Gong et al., 2013). While 
this mechanism solves how these polymerases preform catalysis, the question how this 
polymerase completes the catalytic cycle and preforms steps such as RNA translocation remains 
incompletely answered. One such proposed mechanism is a long-range interaction domain within 
the fingers domain that could serve the function carried out by the previously mentioned O-helix 
(Shu and Gong, 2017). Thus, working in tandem individual structural elements within the fingers 
domain, such as the kink, gateway, and sensor residues, could aid in catalytic cycle completion. 
Work from this study supports this idea, with the kink residues primarily affecting RNA binding 




positioning post-translocation, and sensor residues playing a role in nucleotide capture and 
catalysis.  
2.4.1 Kink residues play a role in RNA template binding efficiency 
The increase in initiation time along with the decrease in elongation complex stability 
that was observed for the kink mutants suggest that these residues are involved in maintaining 
the polymerase’s grip on the RNA. This is rather striking given that these residues appeared to 
no direct contact with either the template or product RNA strands in the original EC structures 
(Gong and Peersen, 2010; Gong et al., 2013). A recent publication by the Gong group has since 
shown the kink structure does indeed contact the template RNA strand, and plays a role in RNA 
binding (Shi et al., 2020), supporting our findings here. It should also be noted that this decrease 
in RNA binding efficiency made it not possible to determine individual rates within the catalytic 
cycle or two sequential CTP incorporation events. The inability to form an elongation complex 
structure in those cases suggests that by removing the hydrogen bonding network that makes up 
the kink structure, the polymerase’s RNA binding is reduced. This finding could also support 
why single nucleotide and processive elongation rates are reduced by these mutations, as these 
residues do not interact with any necessary components within the active site. When these 
findings are taken together, they suggest that the kink structural element is likely part of a much 
larger intradomain hydrogen bonding network. Previous work modeling the flexibility of 
different regions within the polymerase identified the residues containing the kink structure to be 
relatively mobile (Shen et al., 2012b). Additional molecular dynamics simulations corroborated 
these findings and suggest that these residues may function in the NTP entry channel opening 
and closing (Moustafa et al., 2011), which could explain the changes in KM that were observed 




maintaining the polymerase’s grip on the RNA, but also allow for NTP entry and closure back to 
the competent elongation complex upon nucleotide capture.  
2.4.2 Gateway residues serve to position the RNA template before NTP binding and catalysis 
Increases in initiation time, decreases in elongation complex lifetime, and processive 
elongation rate correlated with residue 114 side chain size suggest a steric interaction between 
the template RNA strand and the residue. Mutation to these residues also showed no changes 
observed for single NTP incorporation rate and the necessity of an addition reposition step 
between two sequential CTP additions. Taken together these findings suggest that residue 114 
with the aid of residue 115 acts as a positioning factor for the template RNA post-translocation. 
Previously, the residues located in motif B have been implicated in RNA translocation. These 
residues, 288-292, fluctuate between an “in” and “out” conformation as a possible mechanism to 
facilitate RNA template strand translocation (Sholders and Peersen, 2014). This swinging motion 
likely not only creates a driving force for translocation but also would serve to create additional 
space within the polymerase core to allow for RNA movement. Upon completion of template 
strand translocation, the polymerase must reset in order for another round of nucleotide 
incorporation to occur. It has previously been suggested that residue 114 would act as a sort of 
catch for the template strand RNA to prevent mispositioning (Shu and Gong, 2017). If 
residue114 does indeed serve as a molecular RNA catch, then by varying the side chain size of 
residue 114 interactions between the polymerase and the template strand RNA would have been 
affected. An increase in size for the residue 114 side chain would result in not only a larger 
barrier for the template RNA strand to traverse, but increasing sized of either the residue 114 or 
115 side change would result in template strand positioning that would ultimately shift the 




in the observed increase in KM seen for single CMP incorporation and the changes in KD for 
sequential CMP incorporation due to a now repositioned nucleotide binding site. The findings 
here support this idea as changes in KM were noticeable in the single nucleotide incorporation 
assay, however rate changes were subtle and not detectable until multiple rounds of nucleotide 
incorporation had occurred. Further kinetic modeling pointed to the need for a repositioning step 
before a second round of catalysis could occur. As for reducing the residue 114 side chain size, 
that had only effects on rate and none on KM. This rate change, while not as drastic as when side 
chain size was increased, suggest that only the rate of RNA strand capture post-translocation was 
affected due to the lack of a barrier to translocation being present.  
Unlike the T114 mutants, the S115 mutants have consistently higher values for each 
CMP incorporation event in comparison to WT. These mutations also have consistently faster 
rates for each catalytic cycle than WT. Likely this combination of faster rate and higher KD gives 
the overall observation of similar single NTP incorporation rates seen in the single CTP 
incorporation assay. It is very clear that residue 115 seems to play a larger role in the elongation 
activation rate, as reduction from a serine to alanine resulted in an almost 3-fold increase in rate. 
As with the T114 mutants, the mutations to S115 that increase side chain size decrease 
repositioning rate, and follow the trend observed for processive elongation. It should also be 
noted that mutations to either T114 or S115 all seemed to decrease the amount of EC in the 
active state, which supports the idea that T114 and S115 help establish template-RNA 
positioning in the active site. 
2.4.3 Sensor residues affect nucleotide capture and chemistry rates 
The sensor mutant residues 161 and 174 form a salt bridge that directly positions residue 




final checkpoint for the correct nucleotide, and a possible indicator that chemistry has occurred, 
especially if residue 174 is the general acid and proton donor for chemistry, which based on 
other classes of polymerases, it structurally could be (Gong and Peersen, 2010; Shen et al., 
2012a). By mutating residue 174 from an arginine to a lysine, the delocalized positive charge 
that would normally interact with the delocalized negative charge of residue 161 is now a single 
point charge. The lysine residue would likely become trapped in an electrostatic interaction with 
residue 161, and no longer be able to readily donate a proton, which would account for the 
reduced rate observed for all steps within the catalytic cycle. The inherent lysine side chain 
flexibility would also have a secondary effect, in that now the ability of residue 174 to act as a 
checkpoint for nucleotide incorporation would be compromised and is supported by the large 
decrease in nucleotide discrimination factor. Interestingly, it appears that both effects are 
observed in the crystal structure, with a loss of clear electron density for the ε-ammonium group, 
thus implying that the lysine side chain is not able to form a consistent salt bridge with E161, 
even when there is no incoming NTP. By no longer having the ridged optimal geometry present 
in the active site, incoming NTP positioning is altered, accounting for the slower nucleotide 
capture rates that were observed. In addition, the slow rate for nucleotide capture, which shifted 
the catalytic cycle rate limiting step away from active site closure, points to the importance of 
residue 174 as this decreased rate would be indicative of a polymerase no longer being able to 
signal that the incoming NTP is correctly placed and ready for active site closure and chemistry 
to occur.  
Mutations to residue 161 produced different results from those made to residue 174, even 
though they are two sides of a single salt bridge. By shortening the side chain of residue 161 




reduction of processive elongation rate and an increase in nucleotide capture rate. While these 
two results may appear counter to each other, it is possible that these results shine light on two 
aspects of the catalytic cycle residue 161 plays a role in. The first is nucleotide capture. As 
previously discussed, residue 161 plays a role in positioning residue 174 as an incoming 
nucleotide checkpoint. Shortening the side chain of residue 161 would move residue 174 further 
away from the incoming NTP and place it in a non-ideal geometry for hydrogen bonding to the 
incoming nucleotide, increasing the distance between the active site and without changing its 
relative positioning of residue 174 as a checkpoint. Thus, steric constraints associated with 
nucleotide capture would be reduced without sacrificing nucleotide discrimination. This relief of 
steric constraints would come at a cost, which would be the ability for residue 174 to efficiently 
donate a proton during chemistry, resulting in the decrease in processive elongation rate 
observed for this mutation. In contrast, a mutation to a glutamine from a glutamate had no effect 
on side chain length for residue 161 and instead disrupted the salt bridge electrostatics between 
residues 161 and 174 by removing the negative charge on residue 161. This disruption would 
place less constraints on the residue 174, ultimately changing its ability to act as a nucleotide 
checkpoint, accounting for the decrease in nucleotide discrimination factor for this mutation. The 
crystal structures for the E161Q mutation showed very little difference in active site structure, 
which could mean that even though the electrostatic interaction has been removed, hydrogen 
bonding between R174 and E161Q is still able to maintain a minimal amount of positioning 
needed for those two residues. This relaxation on the positioning of residue 174 could also 
decrease the efficiency of proton transfer, ultimately leading to the decreases in active site 





By mutating both residues 161 and 174 to a glutamine and lysine respectively, the 
cooperative roles these two residues play in the catalytic cycle were able to be determined. The 
reduction in nucleotide capture rate, while not as severe as the mutation of residue 174 alone, 
points to a clear interplay between these residues, and the necessity of an arginine at residue 174 
for effective NTP capture. Where the R174K mutation alone likely prevented residue 174 from 
interacting with the incoming nucleotide efficiently due to inconsistent positioning of the lysine 
side chain, the glutamine mutation counteracts this effect by releasing the electrostatic 
constraints placed on the lysine mutation. This interaction would likely now form a hydrogen 
bond, which would aid in residue 174 positioning and account for the minimal change in 
nucleotide discrimination factor that was observed. However, it is probable that the efficiency 
and in turn the rate for nucleotide capture is reduced due to a hydrogen bond being a much 
weaker interaction than an electrostatic one. As was seen in the crystal structures for the R174K 
alone, the E161Q R174K double mutation structure also had a loss of electron density on for the 
ε-ammonium group, and a clear deviation in lysine side chain positioning. Looking at the 
structure in conjunction with the rapid chemical quench data it seems that the ability to have both 
an electrostatic interaction with the incoming NTP as well as active site positioning via residue 
161 is what drives the rate for nucleotide capture. Unlike with the R174K mutation alone, 
nucleotide capture does not become the rate limiting step, due to no negative charge hindering 
proton donation from residue 174 to the incoming NTP, however like the residue 161 mutations, 
the rate for active site closure and chemistry is reduced when compared to WT. This reduction 
would account for the observed changes in single nucleotide incorporation and processive 
elongation rates, and likely result for inefficient proton transfer from the lysine residue. As both 




crystal structure, it is likely that an optimal active site geometry plays an influential role in 
determining the reaction rate.  
2.5 Conclusions 
While picornaviral polymerases perform the same functions as other single subunit 
polymerases, mainly to create a new nucleic acid strand from an existing template strand, the 
structural constraints present for this family of polymerases presents a unique challenge. The 
restricted fingers domain movement has not only lead to a distinct active site closure mechanism, 
but also has prevented additional functions, such as translocation, to occur in the same manner as 
other single subunit polymerases. Our work sheds light on three structural elements located in 
the fingers domain and elucidates how these regions assist in the polymerase’s nucleic acid 
addition cycle. Each set of residues preformed a unique function, with the kink residues assisting 
in RNA binding, the gateway residues serving as a molecular catch for the template strand post-
translocation, and the sensor residues acting as a nucleotide checkpoint and proton donor for 
chemistry. Unlike the O-helix found in other single subunit polymerases, none of these regions 
served multiple functions during the catalytic cycle and instead work as part of a larger intra-
domain network to carry out each round of nucleic acid addition. Thus, not only have these 
picornaviral polymerases had to evolve a unique active site closure mechanism, the other 





PICORNAVIRUS POLYMERASE DOMAIN EXCHANGES REVEAL A MODULAR BASIS FOR DISTINCT 
BIOCHEMICAL ACTIVITIES OF VIRAL RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASES 1 
Author contributions to this chapter: authors Kempf and Beaucourt conducted the 
virology work in poliovirus and coxsackievirus, respectively. The chimeric polymerase creation, 
purification, and kinetic characterization as well as figures and tables in this chapter were done 
by me.  
3.1 Introduction 
Picornaviruses are a family of positive-strand RNA viruses responsible for a multitude of 
human and animal diseases. Upon infection, their 7.5 kb RNA genomes are directly translated 
via an internal ribosome entry site, yielding a ~250 kDa polyprotein that is cleaved into about a 
dozen individual proteins and multiple functional intermediates. RNA genome replication is 
carried out by the 3Dpol protein, a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) that first uses the 
infecting RNA as a template for making negative-strand RNA and then uses these as templates 
for generating new positive-strand RNA for translation or for packaging into progeny virus 
particles. The ≈460-residue picornaviral 3Dpol enzymes are the among smallest viral RdRPs, yet 
their core structure and mechanism are retained in larger enzymes from other positive-strand 
RNA viruses (Ferrero et al., 2018; Peersen, 2019a, 2017), making them a useful model for 
studying RNA virus polymerase biochemistry. 
 
1 This work has been published in The Journal of Biological Chemistry as: Watkins CL, Kempf BJ, 
Beaucourt S, Barton DJ, Peersen OB. Picornaviral polymerase domain exchanges reveal a modular basis for distinct 





The RdRP core structure has the classic polymerase resemblance to a cupped right hand 
with palm, fingers, and thumb domains. The palm domain contains conserved motifs A, B, and C 
that form the active site using the two-metal mechanism commonly found in replicative DNA 
polymerases (Steitz, 1998), the fingers domain binds template RNA, and the thumb domain 
interacts with dsRNA product. A notable and unique feature of positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs 
is that the fingers make a direct contact with the top of the thumb domain, effectively encircling 
the active site and creating a short tunnel whereby NTPs enter the active site. Mutation of this 
interaction severely destabilizes poliovirus 3Dpol in thermal denaturation studies (Thompson et 
al., 2007), leading to the theory that the viral RdRPs evolved the fingers–thumb contact to 
stabilize the fold of a small polymerase encoded within the space limitations of a small viral 
genome. This stabilization in turn has major implications for both nucleotide addition and 
translocation mechanisms.  
Replicative polymerases often use a swinging motion of their fingers domain to capture 
and then position NTPs in the active site for catalysis, and these interactions play important roles 
in nucleotide recognition and replication fidelity (Steitz, 2006; Temiakov et al., 2004). The 
reverse motions to open the active site after catalysis facilitate translocation by directly 
contacting the RNA template and pushing it by one base-pair register in a power-stroke driven 
by pyrophosphate release (Yin and Steitz, 2004). In contrast, positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs 
with their thumb-tethered fingers domain cannot undergo such motions and they instead use a 
subtle movement of motifs A and D within the palm domain to fully structure the active site for 
chemistry only upon NTP binding (Gong and Peersen, 2010; Wu and Gong, 2018). Their fingers 




for translocation is not yet well understood beyond an initial half base-step product strand 
movement seen in enterovirus 71 polymerase structures (Shu and Gong, 2016). 
This simple active site closure mechanism gives rise to the relatively low replication 
fidelity that is a common feature of positive-strand RNA virus RdRPs, and it results in progeny 
virus populations composed of a large pool of sequence variants that are sometimes referred to as 
quasispecies (Andino and Domingo, 2015; Korboukh et al., 2014; Lauring and Andino, 2010; 
McCrone and Lauring, 2018). The population consensus sequence defines the virus, but close 
inspection of individual genomes show one or more random mutations relative to that consensus. 
This genetic diversity is essential for virus growth and spread, particularly in hosts where the 
virus must replicate in a variety of cell types, and it has been shown that either increasing or 
decreasing polymerase fidelity will adversely affect virus growth (Gnadig et al., 2012; Korboukh 
et al., 2014; Peck and Lauring, 2018; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). To guard against 
hypermutation, RNA viruses also undergo recombination events whereby entire genome sections 
are swapped with counterparts from other viruses, allowing for the large-scale purging of 
deleterious mutations (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019; Woodman et al., 2018a; Xiao et al., 2016). 
In a prior study of 3Dpol fidelity variants we made the observation that despite having 
essentially identical structures, the poliovirus (PV) and coxsackievirus B3 (CV) enzymes differ 
drastically in their biochemical characteristics (Campagnola et al., 2015). PV 3Dpol elongates 
RNA 4-fold faster than CV 3Dpol with processive elongation rates of 88 versus 22 nt/s at 37 °C, 
and it does so with much lower nucleotide discrimination than the CV enzyme. Interestingly, 
mutations in motif A tend to reduce CV 3Dpol fidelity, while analogous mutations in PV 
polymerase tend to increase fidelity. This led to the hypothesis that the picornaviral polymerases 




tuned by mutations and evolution to optimize the growth of any given virus. The strongest 
fidelity variants identified to date have been in the palm domain, near the active site or within the 
structurally coupled motifs A and D, but some have also been identified in the fingers domain 
(Peersen, 2017; Yang et al., 2012). Both NMR data and molecular dynamics calculations 
implicate long range protein dynamics networks as modulators of fidelity (Cameron et al., 2009; 
Moustafa et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2010). This led us to ask if the different 3Dpol 
structural domains serve distinct and separable functions during the catalytic cycle, and the 
extent to which they can modulate each other’s activity with respect to RNA replication 
functions. The project builds on prior work by Cornell et al. (Cornell and Semler, 2002) 
examining polyprotein processing and RNA binding activities of chimeric poliovirus–
coxsackievirus B3 3CD proteins, but with a focus on polymerase functions and a more detailed 
protein structure driven approach. 
 In the work presented here, we use the high structural similarity of picornaviral 
polymerases to generate a set of chimeric enzymes that directly examine the role each 
polymerase structural domain plays in initiation, single cycle and processive elongation, 
translocation, elongation complex stability, and nucleotide discrimination. We also tested the 
ability of chimeric coxsackie-polio polymerases to support virus replication in cell culture. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Chimeric polymerase construction  
The pinky finger exchanges, i.e. CPPP and PCCC proteins, are a straightforward swap of 
a single contiguous segment from residues 66-150, which includes all of polymerase motif G. In 




points with the palm domain and it forms a structural contact with the top of the thumb. The 
palm-fingers junction points chosen were based on the palm residues resolved and modeled in 
the original wildtype PV 3Dpol structure (PDB: 1RDR) where a crystal packing interaction led to 
the complete unfolding of the fingers domain (Hansen et al., 1997; Thompson and Peersen, 
2004). Note, however, that residues 27-37 at the tip of the index finger were always matched 
with the origin of the thumb domain so as to preserve the native fingers-thumb contact (Figure 
3.1B). For the thumb domain exchanges, polymerases were made with two different junction 
points located on either side of motif E, often referred to as the “primer-grip” element in the 
reverse transcriptase literature. These polymerases are designated with a subscripted “l” for a 
long thumb exchange that includes motif E (PPPCl), or a subscripted “s” for a short thumb 
exchange beginning after motif E (PPPCs). These two thumb exchange sites generally provided 
equivalent results in biochemistry experiments and data are reported for the long thumb junction 
point that begins with residue 369PV (370CV) unless explicitly stated.  
The chimeric polymerase genes were assembled into a T7-based expression vector with 
the In-Fusion cloning kit (Clontech) using a combination of PCR products, oligonucleotides, and 
GeneBloc fragments (IDT Inc., Coralville, IA) as needed, and the final constructs were verified 
by sequencing. Polymerase expression and purification were carried out as previously described 
(Hobdey et al., 2010) with the final purification step being size exclusion chromatography into a 
buffer composed of 5 mM Tris, pH 7, 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine 
(TCEP), 20% glycerol. 
3.2.2 Initiation and stability 
Initiation rates were assayed using 5 uM polymerase, 0.5 uM “10+1_12” RNA (Hobdey 
et al., 2010) and 40 uM GTP at room temperature in 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM  
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Figure 3.1: Chimeric polymerase construction. 
(A) Domain exchanges illustrated with the structure of 3Dpol elongation complex (PDB entry 
3OL6). Pinky finger is shown in orange, the entire fingers domain including the pinky finger 
is shown in red, and the thumb domain is shown in blue with the primer grip at the beginning 
of the thumb domain in cyan with alpha carbon spheres. RNA is colored cyan for template 
and green for product strand. (B) Structure based sequence alignment between poliovirus and 
coxsackievirus B3 polymerases to show the junction points used in the chimeric polymerase 
construction. Pinky, fingers, palm, and thumb domain colors correspond to panel A, with 
palm domain sequence shown in gray. Residues 27-37 were considered as part of the thumb 
domain to preserve the fingers-thumb contact. There is 75% amino acid identity and 86% 
similarity between the two polymerases, and their structures are essentially identical except 








HEPES pH 6.5, 2 mM Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (TCEP). 1 uL samples were removed at 
various time points up to 15 minutes and added to 19 uL of quench buffer containing 50 mM 
EDTA, 400 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. After the initiation reaction 
had progressed for 15 minutes, the assay for the temporal stability of the resulting elongation 
complexes was begun by adding 10 uL of the initiation reaction to 90 uL of 300 mM NaCl, 4 
mM MgCl2, 50 mM HEPES pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP, wherein the high salt concentration 
limited further initiation and re-initiation by preventing RNA binding. The amount of competent 
elongation complex still present in this solution was tested at various points over a four-hour 
period by removing 5 uL aliquots and mixing them with 5 uL buffer containing 160 uM each of 
ATP, GTP, and UTP, followed by a two-minute elongation reaction to produce full-length 
products before quenching with EDTA. Samples were analyzed by denaturing gel 
electrophoresis using 20% 19:1 polyacrylamide, 7M urea, 1X TBE gels. RNA bands were 
detected using a Li-Cor Odyssey 9120 infrared imager system to visualize the IRdye 800RS (Li-
COR Biosciences) label on the RNA tetraloop, as previously described (Hobdey et al., 2010). 
Data were mathematically fit to single exponential equations using Kaleidagraph (Synergy 
Software) to determine time constants for the increased formation of +1 product in the initiation 
assay or the decreased formation of +7 chase product in the stability assay. 
3.2.3 Enzyme kinetics assays 
Stopped-flow fluorescence methods were used to measure kinetics of processive 
elongation (Gong et al., 2009) and single nucleotide incorporation (McDonald et al., 2016). 
Stalled elongation complexes were first generated by incubating 15 uM polymerase with 10 uM 
RNA in 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, and 60 uM each of 




concentration of 50 nM with 50 mM HEPES pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl2, generating 
the sample that was loaded into the stopped-flow instrument and then further diluted 2-fold (i.e. 
25 nM final) when mixed with either only CTP or all four NTPs in the reaction cell. MgCl2 was 
always maintained at 4 mM excess over the total NTP concentration, and for the processive 
elongation assays the four NTPs were present at equimolar concentrations. Kinetics data were 
collected at 30°C using a Bio-Logic SFM-4000 titrating stopped-flow instrument with a MOS-
500 spectrometer. Fluorescence data from the single CMP incorporation and processive 
elongation reactions were fit using Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, Reading, PA), and data 
from double CMP incorporation reactions were analyzed and modeled using KinTek Explorer 
(Kin-Tek Corp, Austin, TX) (Johnson et al., 2009b, 2009a).   
Rapid chemical quench experiments were done by first forming stalled elongation 
complexes with 15 uM polymerase and 10 uM 5ʹ-fluorescein labeled RNA for 15 minutes at 
room temperature in buffer containing 75 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 
mM TCEP, 200 uM ATP, and 60 uM GTP. The resulting complexes were diluted 20-fold to a 
final concentration of 500 nM RNA with reaction buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES pH 7, 75 
mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl2. Polymerase complexes were further diluted 2-fold in the Bio-Logic 
QFM-4000 instrument when mixed with various concentrations of CTP, the single nucleotide 
substrate, made up in this same buffer. The QFM-4000 instrument controls reaction time by 
varying flow rate through a 3 uL reaction chamber that ends at mixing with the quench solution. 
Stalled elongation complex and CTP were mixed and allowed to react for times ranging from 5 
to 2000 ms before quenching with either 300 mM EDTA (100 mM final) or 3 M HCl (1M final). 
A total of 15 ul of each component was used in the reaction, yielding 45 uL final sample 




NaOH, 300 mM MES so as to neutralize the samples prior to gel analysis. Reaction products 
were analyzed by denaturing gel electrophoresis on 20% polyacrylamide (19:1), 7M urea, 1X 
TBE gels, and imaged using the 488 nm channel of an Amersham Typhoon Imager. Product 
formation rates were measured at eight different CTP concentrations with 8-12 timepoints 
collected for each concentration. Gel bands were quantified using the program PeakFit (Systat 
Software) to analyze lane scans by fitting band profiles to gaussian peaks, and closely spaced 
peaks in a given lane used a common (fitted) peak width to improve quantitation of weak bands. 
We verified that the 5ʹ-fluorescein modification (/56-FAM/ from IDT Technologies, Inc) was 
chemically resistant to the acid quench conditions. 
3.2.4 Virus replication studies 
The chimeric polymerases were cloned into the full-length infectious poliovirus cDNA 
using the In-Fusion method (Clontech) with PCR products and proper insertion was verified by 
sequencing. RNA was transcribed from MluI-linearized plasmids using T7 RNA polymerase 
(Ampliscribe T7 high-yield transcription kit; CellScript Inc.) and 1 ug was transfected in 
triplicate into ~106 HeLa cells in 35 mm 6-well plates using Transmessenger transfection reagent 
(Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Transfected cells were fed with 2 mL of cell 
culture media (DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U per ml penicillin, and 100 ug 
per ml streptomycin) and incubated at 37oC. Cells were examined for cytopathic effect (CPE) at 
24, 48, 72, and 96 hours post-transfection. Infectious virus (P0, Passage zero) was harvested 
following three rounds of freeze-thaw at the time of CPE (or 96 hpt when CPE was absent) and 
quantified by plaque assay. P0 virus was then used to infect ~107 HeLa cells in T75 flasks at a 




was harvested by freeze-thawing cells at 24-72 hours post-infection (hpi), based on the timing of 
cytopathic effects, and quantified by plaque assay.  
The P1 virus RNA genomes were analyzed to verify the presence and integrity of the 
chimeric polymerase constructs. P1 virus (8 ml) was layered onto 3 ml of 30% (w/v) sucrose in 
phosphate-buffered saline followed by centrifugation at 36,000 rpm for 4 h at 4 °C using a 
Beckman SW41 rotor. Pelleted material containing virus was resuspended in 400 μl 0.5% SDS 
buffer [0.5% SDS, 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), and 100 mM NaCl]. Virion RNA was isolated by 
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Virion RNA was 
solubilized in 10 ul water. cDNA was synthesized using 2 ul of virion RNA in 20 ul reactions 
using Superscript III (Invitrogen) reverse transcriptase and a primer complementary to poliovirus 
nucleotides 7415–7440 in the 3′ NTR (5′ 7440CTCCGAATTA AAGAAAAATT TACCCC7415 
3′). Reactions were incubated at 65oC for 5 min, followed by the addition of RT, followed by 
further incubation at 55oC for 1 hr and 70oC for 15 min. cDNA corresponding to the 3CD region 
of poliovirus RNA was amplified using forward and reverse primers: 
 
Forward Primer (nucleotides 5816-5838):  
5ʹ CTC GGT GGG CGC CAA ACT GCT CG 3ʹ  
 
Reverse Primer (nucleotides 7415-7740): 
5′ CTC CGA ATT AAA GAA AAA TTT ACC CC 3′ 
 
PCR reactions (50 ul) containing 2 ul of viral cDNA were incubated for 2 min at 95  oC 
and subjected to 30 cycles of PCR (94 °C 30 sec, 60 °C 30 sec, 72 °C 2 min) and a final 




ethidium bromide staining. Plasmid DNAs and viral cDNAs (~ 3 ul of PCR products – ExoSAP 
treated) were sequenced using the forward and reverse primers noted above in the University of 
Colorado Cancer Center DNA Sequencing Core Laboratory.  
3.2.5 Serial passage of PPPCsm and PPPClm (small plaque) viruses 
Viruses containing the two mutated thumb exchanged polymerases, PPPCsm and PPPClm, 
exhibited a small plaque phenotype, and serial passage in HeLa cells was used to see if both the 
genotypes and phenotypes of these viruses were stable. ~107 HeLa cells in T75 flasks were 
infected with 1 ml of P1 progeny virus (a MOI of ~10 PFU per cell). Virus was harvested at 24 
hpi by three rounds of freeze-thaw in 10 ml of culture media. After 10 cycles of infection, plaque 
assays were used to examine viral titers and plaque phenotypes and viral cDNA was prepared as 
described above. Viral cDNA was sequence both before and after TOPO-TA cloning. 30 TOPO-
TA clones were sequenced in the 3CD region of the genome to look for individual variants 
within the population. PPPCsm and PPPClm viruses retained small plaque phenotypes after 10 
cycles of infection and were indistinguishable from P1 viruses. No mutations were detected in 
PPPCsm and PPPClm viruses after 10 cycles of infection beyond those engineered into each virus. 
3.2.6 Serial passage of non-viable chimeras 
Several chimeras were non-viable (NV) following initial transfections and infections, as 
no plaques were detected at P0 and P1. For these NV chimeras (PPPCs, PPPCl, CCCP, PPCC, 
PCCC and CCCC), we used serial passage in HeLa cells to see if viable virus would arise during 
passage. Undiluted P0 was used to inoculate ~107 HeLa cells in T75 flasks. Cells were monitored 
by microscopy for CPE. At 96 hpi, cells were subjected to three rounds of freeze-thaw in 10 ml 




cDNA was prepared from media concentrated by centrifugation as described above. Throughout 
serial passage, neither CPE nor plaques were observed for these NV chimeras (PPPCs, PPPCl, 
CCCP, PPCC, PCCC and CCCC ) and cDNA failed to yield PCR products, indicating that 
neither cytopathic nor non-cytopathic virus were present (Smithee et al., 2015).  
3.3 Results  
3.3.1 Chimeric polymerase design and purification 
Polymerase domains for chimeric RdRPs were identified by inspection of superposed PV 
and CV 3Dpol structures (Peersen, 2019a, 2019b) and involve four distinct folding domains; the 
pinky finger subdomain, the fingers domain, the palm domain and the thumb domain (Figure 
3.1A). We name these chimeric polymerases using a four-letter code in the order pinky-fingers-
palm-thumb, with the letter C or P denoting which virus (CV or PV) each domain was derived 
from. Thus, PPCC is a chimeric polymerase with pinky and fingers domains from poliovirus, and 
palm and thumb domains from coxsackievirus. The full set of chimeras generated are described 
in Experimental Procedures with borders shown in Figure 3.1B. The two wildtype proteins have 
74% amino acid sequence identity and 86% similarity, and the CV enzyme is one residue longer 
due to a loop insertion at residue ~260 (Figure 3.1B). 
The chimeric polymerases generally expressed well in E. coli and could be purified at 
high yield using the normal protocol of Ni-affinity, anion exchange, and size exclusion 
chromatography followed by concentration to ~200 uM in 300 mM NaCl buffer. The one 
exception was the PPCC polymerase that had a tendency to aggregate upon concentration in high 
salt buffer and during room temperature initiation assays at micromolar concentrations in 75 mM 




considering the full fingers exchanges involve five different junction points inside an essentially 
contiguously folded domain boundary (Figure 3.1B). 
3.3.2 Initiation rates and elongation complex stability 
Basic functionality was tested with RNA initiation assays that measure the time needed to 
form +1 RNA products after mixing polymerase with RNA and GTP, and with stability assays 
that provides a measure of stalled elongation complex lifetime. The initiation data were well fit 
by single exponential curves (Figure 3.2C and 3.2D), resulting in time constants that are 
dominated by a combination of RNA binding and a reorientation step that places the RNA into a 
catalytically competent conformation (Table 3.1). The wildtype PV (PPPP) and CV (CCCC) 
proteins have very different initiation times of 12±2 and 1.4±0.3 minutes, respectively. The data 
show this difference can almost entirely be attributed to the pinky finger structure; placing the 
CV pinky onto PV 3Dpol (CPPP) reduces initiation time from 12 to 2 minutes, and conversely 
placing the PV pinky on CV (PCCC) increases initiation time from 1.4 to 10 minutes. In 
contrast, swapping the entire fingers domains (CCPP and PPCC) leads to intermediate initiation 
times of 4 and 7 minutes, indicating that grafting the more extensive interdomain contacts 
between the palm and fingers domains disrupts but does not eliminate fingers domain function. 
Exchanging the thumb domains (PPPC and CCCP) had only minor effects on initiation rates. 
The elongation complex stability assays test how much of the initiated RNA can be 
extended to full length product after incubation in a high salt buffer that prevents rebinding of 
RNA (Figure 3.2); polymerase-bound RNA will be rapidly elongated to a +7 product, while 
dissociated RNA will remain as the +1 product. The wild type elongation complexes are long 
lived and inactivate with time constants of ~100 and ~150 minutes for PV and CV, respectively. 
All the chimeric polymerases form less stable complexes than their wildtype counterparts, with  
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Figure 3.2: Polymerase initiation and stability. 
(A) RNA construct used in initiation and stability assays. (B) Example gel used to quantitate 
RNA population changes with respect to time during the initiation and stability assays. 
Starting RNA, the +1 RNA product from a single GMP incorporation, and the +7 RNA 
product are labeled. Dashed vertical line denotes transition to the stability experiment where 
+1 elongation complexes are assayed for their ability to chase to a longer +7 product upon 
addition of NTPs. Times are labeled with respect to the assay being conducted. (C) Example 
single exponential fittings used to determine time constants associated with initiation and 
elongation complex stability. (D) Results of the initiation and stability assays for the two 
wildtype (PPPP and CCCC) and six chimeric polymerases, grouped by polymerase palm 
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Table 3.1:Polymerase initial characterization kinetics data. 
Wild type poliovirus (PPPP) and wild type coxsackievirus (CCCC) 3Dpols are denoted at the 
top for comparison with chimeric polymerases. Chimeric polymerases are grouped according 


















PPPP (PV WT) 12 ± 2 109 ± 8 26 ± 1 30 ± 3 24 ± 1 105 ± 5 120 ± 20
CCCC (CV WT) 1.4 ± 0.3 160 ± 20 22 ± 1 35 ± 2 17 ± 1 153 ± 6 300 ± 20
Pinky Swaps
CPPP 1.9 ± 0.2 88 ± 6 30 ± 1 42 ± 5 19 ± 1 76 ± 8 120 ± 20
PCCC 10 ± 1 130 ± 30 18 ± 1 45 ± 6 14 ± 1 120 ± 20 270 ± 20
Fingers Swaps
CCPP 4 ± 1 95 ± 5 28 ± 1 32 ± 4 26 ± 1 83 ± 4 120 ± 20
PPCC 7 ± 1 140 ± 20 13 ± 1 60 ± 9 5 ± 1 101 ± 10 180 ± 20
Thumb Swaps
PPPC 11 ± 4 60 ± 20 29 ± 2 37 ± 3 21 ± 1 148 ± 9 150 ± 20




the smallest effects due to the pinky swaps and the largest arising from the thumb swaps, but 
even the largest reductions of inactivation rate are less than 2-fold (Table 3.1). Notably, these 
experiments show that all the chimeric polymerases can form stable elongation complexes, 
enabling further biochemical analysis of nucleotide addition by rapid kinetics methods. 
3.3.3 Rapid kinetics studies of elongation 
Nucleotide incorporation kinetics were measured by stopped-flow fluorescence methods 
for processive elongation over a 20-nucleotide long single-stranded RNA template (Figure 3.3A) 
(Gong et al., 2009) and for a single nucleotide addition using CTP and 2ʹ-deoxy-CTP (dCTP) 
templated by a guanosine (McDonald et al., 2016) (Figure 3.3B). The single cycle addition data 
were used to calculate a nucleotide discrimination factor as the ratio of the catalytic efficiencies 
for CTP and dCTP incorporation, i.e. (kpol/KM)CTP / (kpol/KM)dCTP. In this context we use kpol to 
indicate a full nucleotide addition cycle (NAC) going from NTP binding through catalysis and 
translocation, at which point we observed changes in 2-aminopurine fluorescence. We have 
previously shown that the biochemical discrimination factor, which is rooted in the importance 
of the NTP 2ʹ-OH group in stabilizing the closed conformation active site (Gong and Peersen, 
2010), serves as a proxy of changes to polymerase replication fidelity that correlated with 
mutation frequencies observed by genome sequencing methods (Campagnola et al., 2015; 
Gnadig et al., 2012). 
The data from the full set of chimeric polymerases is summarized in Figure 3.4 as plots 
of nucleotide discrimination factors versus the maximal processive elongation rates. The data 
from the pinky finger and complete fingers domain exchanges show a clear delineation of 
function where the chimeric polymerases cluster by the origin of their palm and thumb domains 
(Figure 3.4A). Exchanging the coxsackievirus pinky finger (CPPP) or full fingers domain  
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Figure 3.3: Elongation rate and nucleotide discrimination determination. 
(A) RNA template used for processive elongation assay, where a single UMP incorporation 
was used to “lock” stalled elongation complexes prior to stopped flow assays of processive 
elongation rates. Sample data at left show an NTP titration series where the initial lag phase 
before the polymerase reaches and affects the 5ʹ-fluorescein group shortens as NTP 
concentrations are increased, and the concentration dependence plot at right highlighting the 
difference in processive elongation rates between poliovirus and coxsackievirus polymerases. 
(B) RNA template designed for single CMP incorporation and nucleotide discrimination 
assay wherein a four-nucleotide “lock” for EC formation is done prior to using rapid stopped-
flow fluorescence to monitor the translocation of the internal 2-aminopurine (2AP) base 
following incorporation of a single cytosine base at different concentrations. Right panel is a 
double-XY plot showing concentration dependence of rates for both CTP (dark gray) and 2ʹ-

























































Figure 3.4: Nucleotide discrimination factor versus processive elongation rate plots. 
(A) Pinky and full fingers exchanges showing that the chimeric polymerases cluster 
according to their palm domains. The PPCC construct is shown in gray to reflect it is an 
unstable protein that is prone to aggregation. (B) Data from the two thumb exchange 
polymerases showing elongation rates and nucleotide discrimination factors that are 
intermediate between the two wildtype enzymes. Note this experiment was done at a slightly 
lower pH (6.8 versus 7.0) than those in panel A, and this slightly reduces the observed 





(CCPP) onto PV 3Dpol has only minor effects on discrimination compared to the wildtype 
enzyme (PPPP), and this is also true for the converse PCCC versus CCCC pinky exchange. The 
PPCC protein was prone to aggregation, suggesting its folding is compromised, and it is 
identified with light grey text in the figures. 
The thumb domain exchanges, on the other hand, resulted in processive elongation rates 
and discrimination that were intermediates between those of the two wildtype enzymes (Figure 
3.4B). Placing the coxsackievirus thumb onto poliovirus polymerase (PPPC) decreased the 
processive elongation rate, and conversely placing the poliovirus thumb onto coxsackievirus 
polymerase (CCCP) increased the processive elongation rate. The single cycle elongation data 
using 2-aminopurine translocation as a reporter showed similar kpol values of ~28 s-1 for the two 
thumb exchanged enzymes, slightly elevated nucleotide KM values compared to their parental 
palm and fingers domains, and nucleotide discrimination factors that were intermediate between 
those of either wild type polymerase (Table 3.1). Note the assays for the thumb exchanges were 
inadvertently done at pH 6.8 instead of 7.0 and this slightly reduces the discrimination factors for 
both wildtype and chimeric enzymes. 
3.3.4 Rapid quench kinetics 
The intermediate rates and discrimination factors observed for the thumb exchange 
polymerases led us to further dissect their mechanism by rapid chemical quench methods to 
directly monitor RNA product formation. A single RNA substrate (Figure 3.5A) was used for i) 
chemical quench with EDTA to assay the NTP capture step, ii) acid quench to assay the active 
site closure and chemistry steps via product formation rates, and iii) stopped-flow fluorescence to 
assay the overall NAC by reporting on the final translocation step (Figure 3.5B-D). The 
experiments were done at 30°C with Bio-Logic QFM-4000 and SFM-4000 instruments that use  
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Figure 3.5: Rate and catalytic efficiency determination for individual steps of nucleotide 
addition cycle. 
(A) RNA hairpin construct used for rapid chemical quench and stopped flow experiments. 
Briefly, stable EC was formed using a two-nucleotide “lock”, the 5ʹ-end fluorescein was used 
for quantitation of gel electrophoresis bands, and the internal 2-aminopurine was used for 
stopped-flow analysis of single CMP incorporation. Nucleotide capture parameters were 
determined by EDTA-quench, active site closure and chemistry were determined by acid 
quench, and overall catalytic cycle via 2AP translocation was determined using stopped-flow. 
(B) Example EDTA rapid quench data showing starting RNA, +2 “locked” EC, and 
formation of +3 species over time at a single CTP concentration. Corresponding 
concentration dependence plot for all CTP concentrations tested is shown below. (C) 
Example acid-quench data at a single CTP concentration with respect to time with 
concentration dependence plot shown below. For both panels B and C, note there is a minor 
impurity band running above the starting and +2 RNA species bands and this was corrected 
for in the data analysis by subtracting a value corresponding to 4% of the observed +2 band 
intensity. (D) Fluorescence trace for an example CTP titration series and the corresponding 

















































































Table 3.2: Single NTP incorporation kinetics. 
Values for rates and catalytic efficiency were determined directly, KMs were derived by 
dividing the rate by catalytic efficiency.
3Dpol
















PPPP 1.8 ± 0.2 56 ± 3 31 ± 4 0.94 ± 0.08 42 ± 2 44 ± 5 0.8 ± 0.1 41 ± 4 50 ± 8
PPPC 1.5 ± 0.1 56 ± 2 38 ± 3 0.67 ± 0.07 37 ± 3 55 ± 7 0.59 ± 0.07 31 ± 3 53 ± 8
CCCP 1.06± 0.09 60 ± 4 57 ± 6 0.56 ± 0.02 37 ± 1 14 ± 1 0.6 ± 0.1 38 ± 5 59 ± 13




the same syringe systems for reagent delivery. The resulting kobs values were plotted against NTP 
concentration and fit to the equation kobs = k [NTP] / ( (k/(CE) + [NTP] ) to extract the catalytic 
efficiency, CE±CE, and rate constant, k±k , and their standard errors directly from the data 
(Table 3.2). Using the standard definition of CE as k/KM then allows KM values to be calculated 
as k/CE, with its error (KM) obtained by standard root mean square error propagation. 
Fitting these data generally required a double exponential function, of which only the 
faster phase showed NTP concentration dependence reflecting 70-80% of the observed 
amplitude. In a prior coxsackievirus 3Dpol study we also observed biphasic 2-aminopurine 
fluorescence data and attributed the constant phase to a slow (k ≈ 1 s-1) final relaxation event 
within the post-translocation complex that slightly altered the 2-aminopurine environment (Karr 
and Peersen, 2016). Here we now observed the same rate as a slow trailing phase of product 
formation in both the EDTA- and acid-quench experiments (Figure 3.6). Based on this, we 
conclude that this slower rate in fact represents a minor population of stalled elongation 
complexes that must undergo an initial slow transition event before becoming competent for 
NTP binding and catalysis, at which point they presumably progress through the NAC normally. 
The molecular nature of this event is not known, but it may be related to a conformational 
change step that occurs after RNA binding and before catalytic competence (Arnold and 
Cameron, 2000). 
EDTA-quench derived rates that reflect nucleotide capture are very similar at 56±3 and 
59±5 s-1 for the wildtype PV and CV enzymes (Table 3.2), and these are not significantly altered 
by the thumb domain exchanges that yield rates of 56±2 and 60±4 for PPPC and CCCP, 
respectively. In contrast, the acid quench data show that elongation product formation occurs 
more slowly at rates of 42±2 and 35±3 s-1 for the wildtype PV and CV enzymes, respectively,  
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Figure 3.6: Identification of a second population in both EDTA and acid quench assays. 
(A) Comparison of EDTA quench for poliovirus wild type polymerase with 160 uM CTP fit 
to a single exponential, red, or double exponential, blue. Below, concentration dependence 
for each rate, note the clear concentration dependence for the faster determined rate, and 
slight concentration dependence for the second rate (fit with a linear equation). (B) Acid 







































































































and in this case both PPPC and CCCP thumb exchanged enzymes have an intermediate rate of 
~37 s-1. Thus, the CV thumb slows product formation by PV polymerase, and conversely the PV 
thumb accelerates product formation by CV polymerase. These observations are echoed and 
exacerbated in the translocation dependent k2AP values that reflect completion of the NAC; the 
PV polymerase rate is further slowed from 41±4 to 31±3 s-1 and the CV polymerase rate 
increases from 33±4 to 38±5 s-1. 
The wildtype PV polymerase has higher catalytic efficiency than the CV enzyme in all 
three assays, which is primarily a reflection of higher affinity nucleotide binding. This is most 
apparent in EDTA-quench data that is sensitive to the initial NTP capture event, where the two 
polymerase efficiencies differ 1.6-fold, but the trend of higher PV efficiency is also observed in 
the acid-quench and 2-aminopurine fluorescence assays where the thumb exchange reduces the 
PPPC efficiencies to be comparable to those of the wildtype CV. These data indicate the 
biochemical functions of the palm and thumb domains are tightly coordinated to maximize the 
speed of the nucleotide addition cycle after the rate limiting chemistry step. 
3.3.5 Two-cycle elongation assays 
To further investigate the different effects of palm and thumb domains on NAC rates, we 
carried out stopped-flow fluorescence studies with an RNA that was sensitive to two nucleotide 
incorporation steps (Figure 3.7A). The 3Dpol elongation complex structures show that the 
downstream +3 base on the template strand is partially stacked on the further downstream +4 
base, and as a result its fluorescence will be quenched compared to the fully unstacked +2 
position (Gong et al., 2013). This allowed us to design an RNA wherein a 2-aminopurine would 
start in the low-fluorescence +3 site, transition through the high-fluorescence +2 site, and finally 
enter the low-fluorescence +1 site where elongation is effectively terminated by a lack of rapid  
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Figure 3.7: Kinetic modeling of double CMP incorporation reaction. 
(A) RNA construct used for two CMP incorporation steps studied by stopped-flow 2-
aminopurine fluorescence. The elongation complex structure shows the different 
environments for the 2-aminopurine as it is translocated from the +3 to the +2 site and then to 
the +1 site after the two CMP incorporation cycles. (B) Kinetic model used for analysis by 
global fitting in the program Kintek Explorer. Each nucleotide addition cycle incorporation 
step is fitted to a CTP dissociation constant (KD1, KD2) and an elongation rate constant (kCTP1, 
kCTP2), and a slow activation step (kact) is used to account for ~35% of the 20 nM total locked 
elongation complexes being in a relaxed state (ER0r) at the beginning of the stopped-flow 
time course (see text). (B) Fluorescence traces showing raw data with simulated traces and 
associated residuals from the fitted kinetic model for the two wildtype (PPPP, CCCC) and 
thumb exchanged (PPPC, CCCP) polymerases. Data were collected at eight different CTP 
concentrations, the curves reflect KinTek Explorer model obtained by a global fit of the data, 
residuals are shown above each data plot, and vertical dashed lines are visual aids that reflect 
the time position of peak fluorescence for each wildtype polymerase (PV in red, CV in blue). 
(C) Bar graphs showing rate constants for the overall nucleotide addition cycle, CTP KD
values, and activation rates of the four polymerases. Error bars represent standard errors of 
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Figure 3.8: Extended time scale for two CMP incorporation. 
Full data set collected for kinetic modeling. Extended time scale shows a clear slow tailing of 







nucleotide incorporation opposite the 2-aminopurine template. Initiation was done via the 
incorporation of a four nucleotide GAGA sequence to generate stalled elongation complexes and 
the stopped-flow fluorescence data reflect two sequential cytosine incorporation events. Data 
were analyzed using KinTek Explorer (KinTek Corp, Austin TX) (Johnson et al., 2009b, 2009a) 
with a double incorporation model where two CTP binding equilibria and two translocation rates 
were fit simultaneously. The explicit modeling of the full datasets also required inclusion of the 
slow activation step discussed above for a portion of the stalled elongation complexes, and it is 
this population that give rise to the slow trailing decrease observed in the fluorescence traces (k ≈ 
1s-1). The fraction of total elongation complex in the initially “inactive” state represented 30-40% 
of the total 20 nM complex used in the reaction and was determined empirically for each dataset 
because it varied for each initiation reaction. 
 
Figure 3.7B shows a portion of the data obtained from the two wildtype and two thumb 
exchanged polymerases as the CTP concentration was titrated from 6 uM (red trace) to 46 uM 
(purple trace), with the full data set shown in Figure 3.8. Each titration series dataset was 
collected using the variable volume mixing capabilities of the SFM-4000 instrument in ~10 
minutes from initial instrument loading, which helps maintain consistent signal amplitudes by 
minimizing decay of the stalled elongation complex during the experiment. A visual comparison 
of the data traces from the two wildtype polymerases shows that PV 3Dpol is faster than CV 
3Dpol; at the highest CTP concentrations with near maximal rates, PV 3Dpol reaches peak 
fluorescence in ≈60 ms versus the slower ≈90 ms needed for CV 3Dpol. The thumb exchanges 
affect this rate, slowing PPPC relative to the wildtype PPPP enzyme, and accelerating CCCP 
relative to CCCC (Figure 3.7B). Fitting these data to a double elongation model yielded KM and 




second nucleotide incorporation was more efficient than the first and this was primarily driven 
by 2-3-fold faster kpol rates. Wildtype PV was faster than wildtype CV polymerase with rates for 
the second event of 38 s-1 versus 24 s-1 and exchanging the thumb domains essentially reversed 
this relationship, with PPPC slowing to 27 s-1 while CCCP became faster at 32 s-1. The effects on 
CTP KD values were relatively minor, ranging from 5–15 uM among all the constructs, and 
unlikely to have significant effects on elongation rates at millimolar physiological nucleotide 
concentrations. Last, the activation rates for the slow population of stalled elongation complexes 
ranged from 0.8 to 1.9 s-1. These changed slightly with the thumb exchanges and appear to be 
somewhat faster with the PV thumb, although that is not a definitive conclusion from this limited 
dataset. We did also attempt to fit a more comprehensive kinetic model involving discrete 
nucleotide binding, chemistry, and translocation steps using global fitting of the EDTA, acid 
quench, and fluorescence datasets described in Figure 3.5, but could not get satisfactory 
convergence of all the kinetic parameters involved. 
3.3.6 Infectious virus studies  
We tested if the domain exchanged polymerases could support virus growth by inserting 
their coding sequence into both poliovirus and coxsackievirus genomes, generating viral RNA by 
T7 transcription, and transfecting that RNA into HeLa cells. We did not recover any virus using 
the coxsackievirus background, but in the poliovirus background we recovered infectious virus 
from both the pinky finger (CPPP) and full fingers domain (CCPP) exchanged polymerases 
(Figure 3.9A). The titers of virus from the initial RNA transfections were ~10 to 100-fold lower 
than those of the wildtype virus (5x105-106 versus 108 PFU/ml), but upon subsequent reinfection 
the domain exchanged viruses replicated as well as wildtype poliovirus. Sequencing showed the  
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Figure 3.9: Chimeric virus growth analysis. 
Viral titers obtained from poliovirus genomes carrying the chimeric polymerases upon (A) 
RNA transfection and (B) subsequent infection of cells with chimeric polymerase viruses 
(NV, nonviable). Polymerases containing both the palm and thumb domains from poliovirus 
were the only viable viruses from the original set of chimeras. Interestingly, virus was 
recovered from thumb exchange PPPC polymerase when its coxsackievirus thumb was 
mutated to make it more poliovirus-like (PPPCm), suggesting the thumb may be involved in 
enterovirus species-specific protein-protein interactions, where the (putative) polymerase 
protein-protein interaction is distinct within species B (CVB3) and species C (PV) 
enteroviruses. (C) Structural superposition of the thumb domains from poliovirus (gray) and 
coxsackievirus (wheat) with the two residues mutated in the PPPCm chimeric polymerases 
shown with atom spheres. These residue pairs are Leu446 / D449 in PV (yellow) and T447 / 










chimeric polymerase constructs were genetically stable without any additional mutations arising 
within their 3CD polyprotein regions. 
To address the possibility that the domain exchange with the coxsackievirus thumb 
prevented virus replication by disrupting a known interaction between the PV palm and thumb 
domains (see Discussion), we made two mutations in the PPPC construct to make its 
coxsackievirus thumb more polio-like. These T447LCV and A450ECV surface mutations 
effectively restore the poliovirus L446 and E449 residues involved in the 3Dpol–3Dpol interface, 
resulting in mutant chimeric polymerases we call PPPCm (Figure 3.9B). Interestingly, 
introducing these two mutations restored virus growth, resulting in small-plaque phenotype 
viruses that titered at near wildtype levels after one passage in HeLa cells. We recovered viruses 
with the thumb domain exchange starting before (PPPClm) and after (PPPCsm) the 3Dpol motif E 
primer grip region, indicating that this element can also be exchanged between viruses. In an 
attempt to recover spontaneous mutations that could further enhance virus growth, we carried out 
ten serial blind passages of viruses containing mutated coxsackievirus thumb domains under 
conditions that would potentially select for more rapidly replicating viruses. However, resulting 
PPPCsm and PPPClm viruses retained small plaque phenotypes and were indistinguishable from 
P1 viruses. Sequencing of 30 TOPO-TA clones for each virus also failed to show any minor 
population variants or additional mutations in either 3Dpol or 3Cpro coding regions. 
Several chimeras were non-viable (NV) following initial transfections and infections, as 
no plaques were detected at P0 and P1 (Figures 3.9A and 3.9B). After 10 cycles of passage, 
neither CPE nor plaques were observed for the following NV chimeras: PPPCs, PPPCl, CCCP, 
PPCC, PCCC and CCCC. cDNA also failed to yield PCR products, indicating that neither 




other studies of interspecies incompatibility when swapping enterovirus B and C polymerases 
(Bell et al., 1999). Notably, T447LCV and A450ECV mutations in the CV thumb domain of PPPC 
chimeras overcome one aspect of this interspecies incompatibility (Figure 3.9, PPPCsm and 
PPPClm). 
3.4 Discussion 
The picornaviral 3Dpol enzymes are generally considered the smallest viral polymerases 
and their core structure composed of palm, fingers, and thumb domains is highly conserved at 
the structural level despite sequence divergence. Structures of polymerases alone and their 
complexes with RNA have provided insights into the molecular architecture and mechanisms of 
the elongation complex, including the RNA path through the enzyme and the existence of a 
unique palm-domain based active site closure mechanism that can be used to fine tune 
replication fidelity. In the study presented here we use poliovirus and coxsackievirus B3 
polymerases, two enzymes with inherently different elongation rates and nucleotide 
discrimination factors, to examine the extent to which different biochemical functions could be 
assigned to modular 3Dpol structural domains.  
3.4.1 Pinky finger controls RNA binding 
Initiation, measured as a combination of slow RNA binding followed by the faster first 
nucleotide addition, is primarily controlled by the pinky finger as exchanging this structural 
element between the two polymerases almost perfectly reverses their initiation times. From a 
structural perspective, the pinky finger forms the outer wall of the template RNA channel and it 
contacts the RNA both before and after the active site. Notably, the pinky finger contains the 




nascent duplex, ii) interacts with the single-stranded template backbone via residues 114-115 that 
are opposite the +2 nucleotide binding pocket, and iii) ends with Tyr118 located at the opening 
of a putative extended RNA entry channel (Kortus et al., 2012). Folded above motif G there is an 
extended conformation for residues 124-139 that includes Arg128 and Lys133, both of which 
contact product-strand phosphate groups, and Lys127 which interacts with a template-strand 
phosphate. This latter interaction is interesting because it is stabilized by an intricate protein fold 
wherein motif G residues wrap around the aliphatic portion of the Lys127 side chain to position 
its NH3+ group for an electrostatic contact with the template-strand phosphate of the priming 
base pair. As such, this is a direct link between proper folding of the pinky finger and structural 
interactions that recognize and/or position the RNA in the active site. The Lys127 residue is 
conserved in enteroviruses and there is rapid reversion of an introduced K127A mutation, 
indicating the lysine is required for poliovirus replication (Kortus et al., 2012). The pinky finger 
also contains a conserved cis-Pro119 flanked by conserved Gly117 and Gly124 residues in a 
folding motif that may be poised for conformational changes via proline cis/trans isomerization 
(Thompson and Peersen, 2004), and a G117A mutation results in complete loss of electron 
density for residues 112 to 129, suggesting cooperative folding within the pinky finger 
(Thompson, 2006). 
Based on this, we propose that motions and folding transitions within the pinky finger 
open the polymerase for template loading, and then lock the RNA into place for processive 
elongation. The pinky finger folding does not require the presence of nucleic acid, as shown by 
essentially identical conformations in the absence and presence of RNA for multiple picornaviral 
polymerases (Peersen, 2019a, 2017). Initiation kinetics could thus be governed by either the rate 




the RNA in place. We do not yet know which of these events explains the different rates of the 
PV and CV pinky fingers, but suspect the slower initiation rate for PV 3Dpol is due to a slow 
refolding event based on the higher B-factors observed in structures solved in the absence versus 
presence of RNA. Considering the pinky finger as a semi-independent functional unit also makes 
sense in the context of other RdRP structures: While picornaviral polymerase structures are 
almost identical, there is a distinct difference in the pinky finger whereby a surface helix, 
composed of residues 128-138 in PV, is rotated ~90° in the aptho-, cardio-, and kobuviral 
polymerases (Dubankova et al., 2019; Ferrer-Orta et al., 2004). This alternate helix rotation is 
also seen in noroviral and caliciviral polymerases, whose overall structures are quite similar to 
the picornaviral ones. 
3.4.2 Thumb domain affects translocation 
The pinky and full fingers exchanged chimeras both kept the palm and thumb domains 
together in a polymerase “core” and the elongation rates and nucleotide discrimination factors 
cluster according to this core, i.e. CPPP and CCPP are polio-like while PCCC and PPCC are 
coxsackie-like (Figure 3.4). It is only when we separate the palm and thumb with the PPPC and 
CCCP constructs that we get intermediate values for the elongation rates and discrimination 
factors. To investigate this further we used a combination of rapid chemical quench and stopped-
flow fluorescence experiments (Figure 3.5, Table 3.2). Data from both the EDTA- and acid-
quench experiments show that nucleotide incorporation rates and catalytic efficiencies follow the 
origin of the palm and fingers domains, while the translocation rates follow the origin of the 
thumb domain.  
The EDTA quench experiments reflect the kinetics of NTP capture that ultimately results 




the polymerase, the NTP•Mg2+ complex is effectively immune to chelation of its Mg2+ ion by 
EDTA present in the bulk solution. Exchanging the thumb domains does not significantly alter 
the observed EDTA-quench rates, indicating that the thumb does not play a major role first step 
in the nucleotide addition cycle. Next, acid quench experiments were used to investigate the rate 
at which active site closure and chemistry for +1 product formation occurs. Unlike the EDTA-
quench, this assay immediately stops the reaction through protonation of active site groups and 
protein denaturation. The acid-quench rates are slower than the capture step rates because they 
include the additional molecular motions needed to close the active site and perform chemistry. 
The PPPC thumb exchange reduced both the rate and catalytic efficiency compared to PPPP, 
indicating the thumb domain can exert an indirect effect on the chemistry step. This is likely due 
to altering the exact positioning and/or motions of the priming ribose in the active site. Last, the 
2-aminopurine fluorescence data reports on template translocation, the last step in the NAC. The 
wildtype polymerases have k2AP values that are only slightly slower than their kacid rates, 
indicating that translocation is normally a rapid step following catalysis. In contrast, the thumb 
exchanges resulted in an almost perfect reversal of the observed rates. The double CMP 
incorporation data similarly showed that placing the PV thumb onto CV polymerase increased 
NAC rates by ≈40%, and conversely the CV thumb slowed PV polymerase by ≈40% (Figure 
3.7). This two-cycle modeling also showed that for any polymerase, the second nucleotide 
addition was more efficient than the first, primarily due to 2-3-fold faster incorporation rates. 
This likely reflect subtle biochemical and dynamics changes in the 3Dpol•RNA complex as it 
transitions to the more processive state of a true elongation complex. 
Altogether, these kinetic data are consistent with previous studies showing that active site 




Structures of 3Dpol elongation complexes show that this step involves a subtle movement within 
the palm domain whereby the C-terminal end of motif A moves to fully form the 3-stranded 
-sheet with motif C and position the active site aspartates for catalysis (Gong and Peersen, 
2010). This is associated with movements of motif D, which forms the outer edge of the NTP 
entry tunnel and interacts tightly with motif A via backbone hydrogen bonding and co-folding 
(McDonald et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2012a; Yang et al., 2012). All these interactions are within 
the palm domain, consistent with our data showing that this domain is the primary effector of 
both the nucleotide binding and chemistry steps. The new revelation from our thumb exchanged 
polymerases is that the thumb domain plays a role in controlling translocation, the final step in 
the nucleotide addition cycle. 
3.4.3 Poliovirus replication studies 
In a PV background we recovered viruses with near wildtype titers for both the CPPP and 
CCPP polymerases, showing that both the pinky and the full fingers could be exchanged without 
significant impact on viral replication. We initially did not recover any virus from the thumb 
exchanged polymerases, and due to the biochemical coupling between the palm and thumb 
domains we tested this with constructs where the palm–thumb junction point was located either 
before or after the motif E primer-grip element. However, an alternative explanation for this 
result can be found in the observation that the poliovirus thumb domain has been implicated in 
the formation of two different protein-protein interfaces. The first is with the palm of another 
3Dpol to form long polymerase fibers (Hobson et al., 2001; Spagnolo et al., 2010) and sheet like 
structures (Lyle et al., 2002; Tellez et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013), and the second is a 
biochemically identified interaction with the 3C domain of the viral 3CDpro protease to stabilize 




interfaces for virus growth, we made the coxsackie thumb of PPPC more polio-like by restoring 
two PV surface residues, L446 and E449 (Figure 3.9B). Interestingly, these two mutations 
resulted in near wildtype titers of chimeric PPPCsm and PPPClm viruses, clearly indicating this 
region of the thumb domain surface is essential for poliovirus replication. We further attempted 
to obtain viruses with improved growth characteristics by serial passaging of the PPPCsm and 
PPPClm viruses under conditions that would favor the emergence of variants carrying 
spontaneous mutations. The locations of such mutations could have validated the importance of 
either the 3Dpol–3Dpol or the 3Dpol–3CDpro interface, but unfortunately none were obtained. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this study we used the high similarity of poliovirus and coxsackievirus polymerases to 
generate chimeric 3Dpol enzymes and determine the extent to which different biochemical 
functions could be assigned to RdRP structural domains. The results showed that the pinky 
finger plays a key role in initiation while nucleotide discrimination and catalysis are primarily 
associated with the palm domain, and the thumb domain subtly impacts the translocation step 
and elongation complex stability. We propose a general model for positive-strand RNA virus 
polymerases wherein the pinky forms a semi-independent subdomain atop the fingers domain 





A KINETIC ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE ROLE RESIDUE L420 PLAYS IN RECOMBINATION AND 
ERROR CATASTROPHE 
Author contributions: All experiments in this chapter were done by me, as well as figure 
creation. Authors Kemfp and Barton originally provided us with the scientific need for this 
project, thus their inclusion in this work.  
4.1 Introduction 
A long-standing question in virology has been the mechanism by which viruses exchange 
genetic information through recombination and what is the biological purpose for this 
recombination (Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011). In particular with picornaviruses, a positive 
sense ssRNA virus, the prevailing theory has become recombination is used to combat error 
catastrophe (Aguado et al., 2018; Crotty et al., 2002; Eigen, 2002). Picornaviruses have 
relatively small genomes, generally under 10 kb in length and accumulate 2 to 4 mutations per 
replication cycle (Drake and Holland, 1999; Jenkins et al., 2002; Kautz and Forrester, 2018; 
Sanjuán et al., 2010). This mutation rate is due to the low fidelity associated with the virally 
encoded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, 3Dpol. 3Dpol is responsible for both negative- and 
positive-strand synthesis during viral replication, and as such can incorporate mutations equally 
during synthesis of either RNA-strand. This variance in genome sequence leads to quasispecies 
formation during a viral infection (Dolan et al., 2018; Korboukh et al., 2014). While mutation is 
necessary for viral infection progression, in particular by aiding in viral infection of different cell 
types, many mutations can also be deleterious to the virus (Acevedo et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 




accumulation of these detrimental mutations, ultimately driving the virus to error catastrophe by 
Muller’s ratchet (Chao, 1990). Presently it is thought that recombination serves to counteract 
error catastrophe by facilitating the exchange of a mutated genome template with a different 
RNA, thus generating a new RNA product that has been purged of negative mutations and 
resetting the virus’s molecular clock (Chao, 1997). While it has easy to justify the biological 
purpose of recombination, the mechanism of action is less straight forward. Presently, the 
prevailing theory how recombination is accomplished is by a copy-choice mechanism (Simon-
Loriere and Holmes, 2011). During negative strand replication it is thought the polymerase 
exchanges RNA-templates, producing a product RNA derived from more than one parental 
strand, although how this template strand swap occurs has not come to a consensus. Studies have 
also shown that this template exchange does not always produce a clean junction genome, which 
requires resolution of duplicated regions as viral replication continues (Kirkegaard and 
Baltimore, 1986; Lowry et al., 2014). Despite the incomplete picture currently of recombination 
there is one key feature for each mechanism, the dependence on 3Dpol for this process to occur. 
Multiple laboratories have set out to determine residues in 3Dpol from poliovirus and 
other picornavirus family members that play a role in genome recombination, and thus far 
several residues have been identified to causing changes in recombination frequency (Kempf et 
al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Woodman et al., 2018b; Xiao et al., 2016). Our laboratory in 
collaboration with the Barton laboratory has identified one such mutation, L420A (Kempf et al., 
2016). This residue is located on the thumb of 3Dpol and directly interacts with the product strand 
RNA backbone at the -3 position. Our data have shown that viral recombination is reduced ~50-
fold in the presence of this mutation, rendering the virus more susceptible to error catastrophe 




other strategies to combat error catastrophe, in particular by changing polymerase fidelity. G64S 
is a well-studied mutation within 3Dpol that has been shown to decrease ribavirin incorporation 
into the viral genome during replication (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). Interestingly, our 
previous work showed that despite the G64S mutation to 3Dpol, the L420A mutation overpowers 
it and renders the G64S L420A double mutant susceptible to error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 
2019).  
To investigate this finding, we expanded our investigation to determine the role L420A 
plays in the polymerase catalytic cycle in both the presence and absence of G64S (Figure 4.1). 
By dissecting the catalytic cycle into individual steps, we determined that L420A and G64S 
affect not only different steps within the cycle but that they are orthogonal to each other when it 
comes to polymerase fidelity during genome replication. By looking at each of these components 
of genome replication individually and in conjunction with each other, we have tried to elucidate 
the mechanism as to how recombination effecting residues and fidelity effecting residues are 
both intimately linked and opposed to each other during the process of genome replication.  
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Nucleotide discrimination assay 
3Dpol mutants were purified as described previously. Nucleotide discrimination was 




Figure 4.1: Location of residues G64 and L420 within the 3Dpol elongation complex. 
Poliovirus elongation complex structure showing the fingers domain, right, containing 
residue G64 located on the index finger, and thumb domain residue L420. Note the 
positioning of L420 to the product strand backbone at base position -3, upper, and the relative 










4.2.2 Rapid chemical quench assays 
Rapid EDTA quench experiments were done by mixing 15 uM polymerase and 10 uM 
“8+2_3_5 RNA” in buffer containing 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 
mM TCEP, 200 uM ATP, and 60 uM GTP. The “8+2_3_5 RNA” is based off previously used 
RNA hairpin constructs (Hobdey et al., 2010) and contains a 8 nucleotide downstream base 
paired portion and two nucleotide lock to form the elongation complex which is needed for 
further experiments. An internal 2-aminopurine was included for stopped-flow experiments and 
5ʹ-fluorescein for gel visualization of rapid quench reactions. Reactions were incubated for 15 
minutes at room temperature to generate a stalled polymerase-RNA elongation complex. 
Reactions were diluted 20-fold in a buffer with 50 mM HEPES pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM 
MgCl2 to a final concentration of 250 nM. Kinetics data was collected using a Bio-Logic QFM-
400 rapid quench instrument. Each reaction was aged for 5-2000 msec before EDTA-quench to a 
final concentration of 50 mM. Samples were visualized by denaturing gel electrophoresis using 
20% polyacrylamide 19:1, 7 M urea and 1X TBE, and imaged using a GE Typhoon FLA 9500. 
Rapid acid-quench reactions were set up as described above before quench after aging to a final 
HCl concentration of 1 M. Reactions were neutralized by addition of 1 M NaOH to achieve a 
neutral pH before samples were visualized by denaturing gel electrophoresis, described above.  
4.2.3 Nucleotide misincorporation assay 
Nucleotide misincorporation was modified from a previously described GMP 
incorporation assay (Campagnola et al., 2015). Briefly, 30 uM polymerase was mixed with 10 
uM “8+4_3_3” RNA in buffer containing 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 
mM TCEP and 40 uM GTP. Reactions were incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes to 




next diluted 10-fold into dilution buffer containing 300 mM NaCl 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES 
pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, and 100 uM to 1 mM GTP. Reactions were incubated at room temperature 
for 60 minutes with time points taken throughout the reaction. At each timepoint 5 uL of 
polymerase reaction was quenched in 15 uL quench buffer containing 50 uM EDTA, 400 mM 
NaCl, 50 uM HEPES pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. An elongation complex competency 
measurement was also made for each timepoint. 5 uL of polymerase reaction was mixed with 5 
uL of chase buffer containing 100 uM ATP in addition to the dilution buffer components. 
Reactions were incubated for 2 minutes at room temperature before 10 uL of quench buffer was 
added. Samples were quantitated by denaturing gel electrophoresis as described for the rapid 
chemical quench assays.  
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Nucleotide discrimination analysis 
As part of our investigation in to characterizing how L420A affects the nucleotide 
incorporation cycle and the interplay between that and viral genome recombination, we 
developed two additional nucleotide discrimination assays to determine if the pattern we saw in 
CTP vs 2ʹ-dCTP discrimination factor held true for purine addition, presented in Kempf 2019 
(Kempf et al., 2019), as a way to mimic ribavirin (RTP) incorporation. We observed that the 
changes in discrimination factor did in fact hold for purine addition, suggesting that our results 
were a viable proxy for ribavirin incorporation. As was previously reported, L420A had the 
lowest nucleotide discrimination, followed by WT, and G64S and G64S L420A both had the 




Further analysis of the concentration dependence plots for each NTP or 2ʹ-dNTP addition 
showed an interesting result. The changes in determined discrimination factor value are derived 
from kcat and not KM, thus making nucleotide discrimination a product of polymerase rate and 
not nucleotide affinity. As a whole NTP KM did not significantly vary between polymerases, 
Figure 4.2A. 2ʹ-dNTP KMs also did not show much variation with the exception of 2ʹ-dCTP, with 
G64S and G64S L420A both having decreased KMs when compared to WT. An unexpected 
finding with this analysis was that there is very little KM difference between GTP and 2ʹ-dGTP as 
well as between ATP and 2ʹ-dATP. We also determined that the KM for GTP is between 1 and 3 
uM, almost 10X lower than that of CTP determined under the same conditions. The determined 
KM values for ATP did not significantly vary from the values determined for CTP, however the 
KM values for 2ʹ-dATP incorporation were almost 10-fold lower than that of 2ʹ-dCTP.  
Nucleotide incorporation rates all showed the same trend regardless of which NTP or 2ʹ-
dNTP was being incorporated, Figure 4.2B. For NTP incorporation, L420A always had a higher 
kcat than WT. G64S L420A had a higher incorporation rate than G64S alone, but was slower than 
WT. This incorporation rate change was also observed for 2ʹ-dNTP incorporation, although the 
faster rate for L420A was accentuated. The G64S mutation, in either the absence or presence of 
L420A, exacerbated the rate decrease compared to WT for 2ʹ-dNTP addition. Rates for GTP and 
2ʹ-dGTP incorporation were much slower than either CTP or 2ʹ-dCTP, a 5-fold or 10-fold 
decrease, respectively. ATP and 2ʹ-dATP addition rates also showed some changes incorporation 
rate. While the ATP rate relative to the CTP rate did not show more than a 1.5- to 2-fold change, 
2ʹ-dATP rates were closer to that of 2ʹ-dGTP incorporation than 2ʹ-dCTP.  
The catalytic efficiency for each polymerase for each NTP or 2ʹ-dNTP followed the 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2: Kinetic parameters affecting NTP verses 2ʹ-dNTP discrimination factors. 
(A). Catalytic efficiency for nucleotide pairs Light gray denotes NTP, dark gray for 2ʹ-dNTP. 
(B) Maximal complete catalytic cycle rate, kpol, for respective nucleotide pairs. Note the 
decrease in rate for G64S containing mutants relative to WT, and rate increase for L420A. 
Variations in catalytic cycle rate follow the same pattern as catalytic efficiency. (C) Nucleotide 




or 2ʹ-dGTP, by approximately 7-fold for either substrate relative to CTP or 2ʹ-dCTP. ATP or 2ʹ-
dATP incorporation had a decrease in catalytic efficiency of approximately 2-fold for either 
reaction relative to the respective CTP or 2ʹ-dCTP reaction.  
4.3.2 Rapid quench analysis 
Rapid EDTA quench was conducted to assess NTP capture for each polymerase by 
preventing additional NTPs from binding once the reaction had been quenched, but not 
preventing bound nucleotides from completing the nucleic acid addition cycle. WT is fastest at 
nucleotide capture and has the highest catalytic efficiency for the reaction, Figure 4.3D. L420A 
had a nucleotide capture rate of 49 s-1, lower than the rate determined for WT. L420A also had a 
catalytic efficiency approximately 2-fold lower than WT, Figure 4.3E. The G64S L420A mutant 
had a nucleotide capture rate of 44 s-1, within error of the L420A mutation alone. However, 
unlike the L420A mutation alone, the catalytic efficiency for G64S L420A was within error of 
WT. G64S alone for nucleotide capture had both the lowest rate and catalytic efficiency for NTP 
capture.  
Rapid acid quench interrogates the rates and catalytic efficiency for active site closure 
and chemistry. WT has a rate for these reactions of 32 s-1 and a catalytic efficiency of almost 1 
uM-1 s-1. Unlike the EDTA quench reactions, L420A had a faster active site closure rate than WT 
with a rate of 40 s-1 and a comparable catalytic efficiency, Figures 4.3D and 4.3E. G64S L420A 
had a slower rate for active site closure of 28 s-1 and a catalytic efficiency almost 2-fold lower 
than WT or the L420A mutation alone, differing significantly from the pattern seen with the 
EDTA quench. Once again G64S had the lowest rate and catalytic efficiency. Both of these 
values are much closer to those determined for G64S L420A. 
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Figure 4.3: Mutation effects on single CMP incorporation for defined steps within the 
catalytic cycle. 
(A) RNA hairpin construct. Elongation complex was achieved using a 2-nucleotide lock 
before CTP incorporation site. 5ʹ-end fluorescein was used for gel visualization and internal 
2-Ap was used to track catalytic cycle completion. (B) Representative quantitation gels for 
EDTA and acid rapid quench. (C) EDTA and acid quench concentration dependence plots. 
(D) CMP incorporation rates grouped by reaction step. (E) CMP incorporation catalytic 
















































































































































































































































To determine the rate and catalytic efficiency for a single nucleic acid addition cycle, 2-
aminopurine, 2AP, translocation upon catalytic cycle completion was assessed using stopped-
flow to measure fluorescence quenching as 2AP was translocated from the +2 to +1 position 
(McDonald et al., 2016). WT had a rate of 30 s-1, a small decrease from the rate determined for 
active site closure using the acid quench, Figure 4.3D. L420A alone had a rate of 40 s-1, almost 
identical to the rate determined by acid quench. G64S L420A also had a rate almost identical to 
the acid quench rate at 28 s-1. Finally, G64S alone showed a small decrease in overall rate as 
compared to the acid quench rate at 23 s-1. Thus, with the native L420 residue there is an 
additional small rate effect that is not observed when the L420A mutation is present. As was also 
seen in the acid quench reactions, L420A and WT have the highest catalytic efficiencies 
followed by G64S L420A, and G64S only had the lowest catalytic efficiency, Figure 4.3E.  
4.3.3 GTP misincorporation 
To further support our pervious claims that G64S L420A is indeed a highly 
discriminatory polymerase, we conducted a GTP misincorporation assay in which GTP is 
templated by UMP instead of the canonical CMP. These reactions are slow in comparison to 
either a native GTP incorporation or a 2ʹ-dGTP incorporation. Because of this, we needed to 
consider the elongation complex stability, previously reported in Kempf 2019, and determined 
the amount of competent elongation complexes in the reaction at each time point as well as the 
complexes that had misincorporated a GMP into the product strand. This value was used to 
determine the corrected fraction of competent complexes at each time point that had incorporated 
GMP and is further detailed in the materials and methods, Figure 4.4A-4.4D. In this context the 
G64S L420A polymerase behaved like the L420A only mutant and had a high percentage of 
GMP misincorporation relative to WT. The G64S only polymerase had a lower percentage of  
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Figure 4.4: Different mutation effects on GMP misincorporation. 
(A) RNA hairpin used to assess GMP misincorporation events. Elongation complex was 
formed at a low concentration of GTP before dilution into higher GTP concentration. Gel 
band notation and the correlated incorporation events are noted. (B) Gel quantification of 
GMP incorporations when reactions were incubated with GTP only or transferred to a 
solution containing both ATP and GTP. Native NTP incorporation products were run for band 
size verification. (C) Quantitation of decrease in elongation complex competency, determined 
by the difference in RNA total greater than +1 when incubated with ATP and GTP as 
compared to GTP only. (D) Gel species greater than +1 quantitation without elongation 
complex competency, black and corrected, gray. Early reaction timepoints were used to 
determine linear rate, open circles and dashed line. (E) Percentage RNA species with GMP 
misincorporations at the experiment’s end. Black bars denote raw data with gray bars being 
corrected for elongation complex lifetime. (F) Maximal incorporation rate determined by 
GTP concentration dependence. (G) Catalytic efficiency for GMP incorporation relative to 
polymerase mutations. (H) KM for GMP incorporation calculated from maximal rate and 




GMP misincorporation when compared to WT with and without the elongation competency 
correction. These findings are in direct contrast to the 2ʹ-dNTP incorporation results, pointing to 
the idea that residues L420 and G64 affect nucleotide fidelity differently by altering different 
steps within the catalytic cycle.  
To determine where this unexpected result is derived from, we ran the misincorporation 
assay at multiple GTP concentrations to determine the concentration dependence kinetic 
parameters. As was expected based on the length of time needed for a GMP misincorporation to 
occur, the rates for all polymerases were slow, Figure 4.4F. WT had the fastest rate, followed by 
L420A and G64S L420A, with G64S L420A slightly slower. However, none of these rates 
varied much relative to each other. G64S only had the slowest rate, and all of generally followed 
the pattern seen for a correct incorporation event. 
The catalytic efficiencies showed a different pattern than was previously seen for a native 
incorporation event, Figure 4.4G. Where G64S L420A had previously giving a catalytic 
efficiency comparable to WT, for a misincorporation the catalytic efficiency was now 
significantly higher than WT by almost 2.5-fold. This was also the case for the L420A mutant 
alone, which previously had only showed a marginally higher catalytic efficiency. The catalytic 
efficiency for the G64S only polymerase was lower than wildtype, but this followed the observed 
pattern for a correct NTP incorporation.  
Also, of interest was the KM values determined for each polymerase. In the case of GMP 
misincorporation, KM values differed dramatically between polymerases, where it had remained 
relatively constant for a correct incorporation event, Figure 4.4H. Under these conditions, the 
L420A containing polymerases had a drop in KM between 3- and 4-fold relative to WT, resulting 




determined for G64S only. This KM drop resulted in the catalytic efficiency increase seen for the 
L420A containing polymerases, making NTP affinity the driving factor in the reaction. 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Nucleotide discrimination is derived from incorporation rate, not nucleotide affinity 
Previous findings from ours and other labs have suggested that active site closure is the 
rate limiting step in the 3Dpol’s nucleic acid addition cycle. We have shown here that is the 
efficiency of a nucleic acid addition, and in turn nucleotide discrimination factor, is determined 
by the reaction rate and not nucleotide binding affinity, for both native NTP and non-native 2ʹ-
dNTP incorporations. As the nucleotide discrimination assay is an end-point readout requiring 
catalytic cycle completion for a detectable fluorescence signal change, it cannot be assumed that 
the rates for individual steps within the catalytic cycle are indeed the same for each polymerase. 
Because the reaction rates for acid quench, which looks at active site closure and chemistry, are 
comparable to the rates determined for catalytic cycle completion and are lower than those for 
EDTA quench looking at nucleotide capture, it can therefore be assumed that the dominant rate 
detected in this assay is the rate limiting step of active site closure. Thus, the rate for active site 
closure in all of our nucleotide discrimination experiments is the determining the preference for 
cognate versus noncognate nucleotide. It is also clear from these assays that even in the presence 
of an L420A mutation, the rate decrease from the G64S mutation is dominant, suggesting that 
G64S and L420A have different effects on active site closure. Differences in purine versus 
pyrimidine incorporation KMs likely come from energetic costs associated with the binding of a 




4.4.2 G64S and L420A affect different steps in the catalytic cycle and are independent from each 
other. 
The differences in rates observed for G64S L420A when the reaction was quenched with 
EDTA versus acid gives insight into the steps in catalysis that are affected by each mutation 
independently. EDTA quench interrogates the nucleotide capture step in the catalytic cycle. The 
relatively close reaction rates for both L420A and G64S L420A suggest that in this context 
L420A is the dominant mutation over G64S. With both of these mutant polymerases having 
slower nucleotide capture rates than WT, it also suggests that multiple mechanisms have an 
effect on nucleotide capture. Because G64S alone has an even slower rate for nucleotide capture 
than the G64S L420A polymerase it is likely that L420A is in some way compensating for the 
G64S mutation. It has previously been shown that the G64S mutation alters the active site 
geometry, which in turn slows the rate of active site closure to occur after nucleotide capture 
(Marcotte et al., 2007). These results suggest that not only is active site closure affected by 
G64S, but the initial nucleotide capture as well. The L420A mutation may alter the product 
strand 3ʹ-end positioning, and in turn add back the needed flexibility within the active site. 
However, with either or both mutations present, the active site has been altered away from its 
optimal geometry.  
A recent paper by Boehr and colleagues showed that 2ʹ-OH altered ribonucleotides hinder 
genome replication by 3Dpol through preventing active site closure for the incoming nucleotide 
after the modified nucleotide has been incorporated, but not incoming nucleotide binding (Boehr 
et al., 2019). Perhaps this observation works in reverse as well, in that removing steric 
constraints on the product-RNA strand would result in faster active site closure without much 




amino acid side chain size significantly and likely adds flexibility to the interaction between the 
polymerase and product strand RNA, which could allow for faster active site closure. This 
possibility is supported by the increase in active site closure and catalysis rate we observed 
during the acid quench experiments in which L420A had a faster rate than WT. It should also be 
noted that during these reactions G64S and G64S L420A had very similar reaction rates, 
pointing to G64S being the dominant mutation over L420A during active site closure. Despite 
the increased active site closure rate observed for L420A alone, in the context of G64S the 
possible added active site flexibility seems to be rendered moot.  
4.4.3 Nucleobase and nucleosugar fidelity are modulated differently by G64S and L420A 
mutations. 
Another previous paper from the Boehr and Cameron groups suggested that nucleobase 
and nucleosugar fidelity while comparable may not be identical for a given polymerase (Liu et 
al., 2015). The findings from our GMP misincorporation study do indeed support this theory. In 
the context of our discrimination assay G64S L420A produced a high discrimination factor 
similar to G64S only, while L420A only had a lower than WT discrimination factor. For the 
misincorporation assay, when elongation complex lifetime was accounted for, G64S L420A had 
a higher percentage of GMP misincorporation similar to that of L420A only, with G64S having a 
low amount of GMP misincorporated. While these results may seem contradictory, they may in 
fact be due to the disparity between nucleobase and nucleosugar fidelity. In the nucleotide 
discrimination assay, base pairing geometry is maintained while the sugar geometry has been 
perturbed by the 2ʹ-OH loss on the DNA base. In the case of this assay the G64S mutation is 
dominant and controls active site closure through a hydrogen bond interaction network with the 




G64S mutation with or without the L420A mutation. In contrast, the GMP misincorporation 
assay interrogates the context of incorrect base pair geometry and maintains the correct 
nucleosugar. Under these conditions the added flexibility in the product strand’s 3ʹ-end 
positioning is able to compensate for the misaligned base pairs allowing for a faster GMP 
incorporation with or without the G64S mutation because the needed 2ʹ-OH hydrogen bond 
network necessary for active site closure has been maintained. When taken together these results 
and the differences in rate observed for each step in the catalytic cycle point to the idea that 
L420A and G64S affect different steps in the catalytic cycle and act orthogonally to each other.  
4.4.4 Product strand positioning may play a role in RNA translocation upon completion of 
catalysis in addition to active site closure rate.  
Previous work from our laboratories has shown that not only does the L420A mutation 
reduce viral genome recombination frequency, it also increases the poly-A tail length at the end 
of the viral genome. One possibility to explain this finding is that the change in product strand 3ʹ-
end positioning implied by the mismatch assay has also resulted in a weakened grip on the 
product strand by the polymerase, causing the polymerase to slip and increase poly-A tail length. 
This could likely also lead to an overall faster translocation rate, explaining the rate decrease 
between the active site closure and chemistry steps and translocation being observed for WT and 
G64S only that is not observed in the L420A containing polymerases. In addition, L420 is 
located within the polymerase thumb domain, which we have established plays a role in 
translocation rate. It is highly likely that this residue not only plays an established role in 





4.4.5 Elongation complex formation could play a role in recombination efficiency.  
When the kinetic findings for the L420A mutation are analyzed in the context of an 
extended primer grip region it is clear these residues play a clear role in virus genome 
recombination through positioning of the product strand 3ʹ-end. Genome recombination occurs at 
a relatively low frequency and requires both a polymerase dissociation and re-association event 
with the RNA genome. Mutations to the residues in this extended primer grip region have not 
only translocation effects, but also result in changes to both elongation complex formation rates 
and stability. With L420A in particular, an increase in elongation complex formation time could 
reduce recombination efficiency by hindering polymerase rebinding or RNA strand switching 
during recombination, thus extending the time this event takes to complete and possibly even 
causing recombination to become so slow it almost looks infrequent when compared to the rate 
of genome replication. It should also be noted that the extended primer grip region interacts with 
the product strand RNA and not the template strand. In the copy-choice mechanism that is the 
current prevailing theory as to how recombination occurs, it is thought the product strand 
remains bound to the polymerase and the template strand is exchanged. Because the mutations 
that effect recombination and elongation complex stability are interacting with the product strand 
it may warrant further investigation as to if it is actually the product strand that is dissociated 
from the polymerase during recombination and not the template strand.  
4.5 Conclusions 
The findings in this work show that modifying the polymerase’s interaction with the 
product strand RNA changes the polymerase function beyond that of only viral genome 
recombination by altering multiple steps in the catalytic cycle. It is also conceivable that 




closer to the -1 base position would also have effects on the polymerase’s catalytic cycle. In 
particular, mutations in this region may not be accurately represented by a nucleosugar 
discrimination assay due to accommodation that may be made to either incoming nucleotide 
binding or 3ʹ-OH positioning. This extended primer grip region may not only serve in primer 
positioning and genome recombination, but also as a checkpoint for correct nucleosugar 





CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
The picornavirus family of viruses includes poliovirus, the causative agent of 
poliomyelitis, the endocarditis from coxsackievirus, and rhinovirus, which is responsible for the 
common cold. There has been a large push for an eradication effort of poliovirus starting in 1988 
and continuing today with the use of both an inactivated poliovirus vaccine (IPV), and a live-
attenuated poliovirus vaccine (OPV) (De Jesus, 2007). While this eradication has largely been 
successful using predominantly the OPV, there still remain countries in which poliovirus is 
endemic (World Health Assembly, 2019). Compounded with that issue is the emergence of 
vaccine derived poliovirus cases, caused by either reversion of attenuating mutations or 
recombination of circulating enteroviruses C family members with OPV (Burns et al., 2013; 
Combelas et al., 2011; Famulare et al., 2016; Jegouic et al., 2009; Korotkova et al., 2017). 
Whichever is the case, a mechanistic understanding is needed to prevent these events, and 
possibly continue the eradication effort to completion. The goal of this work has been to provide 
insight into the mechanism of action by the poliovirus polymerase, 3Dpol, how these findings 
affect these two scenarios, and how 3Dpol can be altered as a form of mutation prevention by 
regulating replication speed independently of polymerase fidelity, and recombination disabling 
to further increase vaccine efficacy.  
A trait common among viral RdRPs is a high mutation rate, which is essential for virus 
survival (Graci and Cameron, 2002; Graci et al., 2012; Vignuzzi et al., 2006). High mutation 




genetic pool produced (Korboukh et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2017). This mutation frequency is 
correlated to polymerase replication rate, with slower replicating RdRPs having a higher fidelity 
and lower fidelity RdRPs replicating much faster. A previous study in coxsackievirus showed 
mutations within the RdRP palm domain resulted in changes to both the fidelity and the 
nucleotide incorporation rate, while mutations in the fingers domain primarily change the 
nucleotide incorporation rate with less of an effect on fidelity (Campagnola et al., 2015). Even 
though the mutations in the palm domain of coxsackievirus 3Dpol resulted in faster active site 
closure, the elongation rate remained slower than that of poliovirus 3Dpol. This finding led to the 
possibility that regulation of speed and fidelity are controlled by different regions within the 
RdRP, with the rate of translocation being controlled by the fingers domain. The first section of 
this work is aimed at addressing if distinct regions within the fingers domain are involved in 
translocation. The three poliovirus 3Dpol regions in the fingers domain were targeted for single 
residue mutations. The first region, the index finger “kink” is a stabilizing structure mediated by 
a large hydrogen bonding and electrostatic network. The second region targeted, found in the 
pinky finger, was the “gateway”, a possible barrier to templating RNA translocation. The final 
region targeted was the “sensor”, located in the ring finger, which may function as a sensor for 
catalysis, and ultimately translocation. The second section of this work investigates if there is a 
possibility that individual residues are not responsible for translocation, but instead the fingers 
domain functions as an entire unit. To address this, a set of chimeric polymerases based on 
poliovirus and coxsackievirus 3Dpols will be constructed by exchanging the fingers domains 
between the two viral polymerases. Finally, the third section of this work looks at how mutations 




5.2 Fingers Domain Mutations: Summary and Future Directions 
In chapter 2, I originally set out to determine if three distinct structures in the fingers 
domain were involved in the final step in the catalytic cycle, translocation. While we found that 
none of these regions directly affected translocation rates, we did determine the individual roles 
each play in the complete catalytic cycle. The kink region plays a role in RNA binding and likely 
positioning, the gateway residues act as a catch for the template strand RNA after translocation, 
and the sensor residues assist in verification that the correct nucleotide has bound prior to 
chemistry as well as potentially serving as the proton donor in the chemistry reaction. While 
much of the work in chapter 2 has clear experimental conclusions, the largest hole I see involves 
the kink residues. It is clear from the data that these residues affect both elongation complex 
formation and stability, but how this is achieved remains unknown. Work from the Cameron 
group has suggested a slow step, on the order of 1 sec-1, after RNA binding by the polymerase 
during which time the complex repositions into its catalytically active form (Arnold and 
Cameron, 2000). If the EC is not actively elongating then it is possible the polymerase could 
revert back to the inactive form, which our rapid chemical quench data and data from a previous 
study in the laboratory by Karr and Peersen have also supported (Karr and Peersen, 2016).  
To address these questions, an experiment needs to be conducted looking at RNA binding 
for these kink mutants. However, the readout would need to look at both local and global RNA 
binding. To accomplish this an RNA construct could be designed with two fluorophores, one on 
the 5ʹ-end to look at global RNA binding via fluorescence polarization, and a second internal 
fluorophore to dissect the local RNA binding within the polymerase. The goal with using two 
fluorophores would be to discover a delay in binding rate between the global and local events, 




post initial binding. The issues I see with an experiment like this is the fluorescence change 
associated with local binding could be small and difficult to determine a rate from especially if 
there is very little local RNA re-positioning after global binding. Hopefully the concern is moot, 
and the local repositioning is the dominant fluorescence change observed, or the local binding 
fluorescence change is biphasic to represent both RNA binding aspects and could simply then be 
fit by a double exponential equation, with one rate being similar to the global binding rate. One 
possible work around if the local binding signal does get lost in the global binding signal would 
be to use two adjacent 2-aminopurine molecules as the internal probe and monitor the binding 
using Circular Dichroism (CD). When in solution the 2AP molecules would be stacked against 
each other and the confirmation can be detected around a wavelength of 320 nm. When the RNA 
become bound by the polymerase the stacking interaction would be lost only when one 2AP is 
bound into the +2 pocket, so only when the RNA is repositioned would the signal change be 
detected, circumventing the fluorescence signal issue above, much like the work done by the von 
Hippel group with the T7 RNA polymerase (Datta et al., 2006). 
5.3 Chimeric Polymerase Domain Swaps Conclusions and Future Directions 
Chapter 3 in this document continued to investigate how RdRPs translocated, but instead 
of taking a residue focused approach as in chapter 2, this section looked at whole domains as 
interaction networks controlling translocation (Yang et al., 2010). While conducting this research 
the domain exchanges uncovered multiple interaction networks that control different polymerase 
functions. These findings suggest that the pinky finger predominately acts as its own intra-
domain network and controls RNA binding, but there is some involvement by the entire fingers 
domain. The palm domain controls polymerase fidelity and influences the elongation rate 




affected by the thumb domain that controls translocation rate, unique to RdRPs when compared 
to other single subunit polymerases. It was also determined throughout this study that an 
interaction between the palm and thumb domains was required for successful virus growth.  
As with the work in chapter 2, the RNA binding kinetics were not experimentally 
addressed. Likely the experiment laid out in the previous section will also shed light on the 
outstanding questions surrounding the pinky finger and fingers domain. The work in this section 
was able to identify the thumb domain as the controller of translocation, however no individual 
residues or smaller interaction networks were identified. I did investigate if a change in a single 
residue, PV R456/ CV K457, from arginine to lysine (PV to CV) within the thumb domain that 
contracts the template RNA strand plays a role in the observed translocation rates, but that 
proved to be not to be the case. I believe a structure guided approach, such as looking at the outer 
two helices on the thumb domain, which includes the helix that contains residue 420, as an entire 
unit may be more fruitful than the single residue approach. The other missing component from 
this work is a rate for translocation was never directly determined. I was never able to reconcile 
the EDTA- and acid-quench data with that acquired by stopped-flow. The two CMP 
incorporation assay is clearly the best for determining the rate of translocation as having multiple 
fluorescence changes gives more information about reaction rates, however that RNA is not 
quench compatible since when the elongated species are run on a gel they are not able to be 
resolved from each other. This will require the design of a new RNA template that does only two 
identical incorporations with each species clearly visible on a gel. From there an expanded 




5.4 Genome Recombination Conclusions and Future Directions 
Chapter 4 in this work investigates how the lysine to alanine mutation of residue 420 that 
reduces recombination efficiency affects the polymerase replication kinetics (Kempf et al., 2016, 
2019). The major findings from this analysis were that the L420A mutation likely changes the 
product strand 3ʹ-hydroxyl positioning allowing for better accommodation of a mismatched base 
pair yielding a slightly lower polymerase fidelity and more frequent misincorporation events. In 
turn the polymerase has a weaker association with the product strand, generating the faster 
elongation rates that were observed most likely by facilitating a faster product strand 
translocation. We were also able to discern in this work that the previously identified G46S 
mutation that results in higher polymerase fidelity (Arnold et al., 2005; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 
2003) likely does so by monitoring changings in nucleosugar positioning, which is altered as a 
consequence of a misincorporation. These two residues, while both altering polymerase fidelity, 
function within different long-range interaction networks and as a result alter different steps in 
the 3Dpol catalytic cycle. These mutations also operate orthogonally to each other, as shown by a 
polymerase containing both mutations having multiple catalytic steps altered derived from each 
residue individually.  
The interesting finding from this study is a possible increase in translocation rate derived 
from the L420A mutation. I would therefore say it is important to further characterize this 
mutation using a two CMP incorporation once rapid chemical quench change be reconciled with 
the stopped-flow work. As is noted in appendix 2, this residue is likely part of a much larger 
extended primer grip that is involved in recombination. I would propose this extended primer 
grip to be looked at both as an entire functional unit, which could be exchanged much like the 




it may be also beneficial to determine if exchanging the primer grip alone would support virus 
growth, which would need to be done in conjunction with the Barton laboratory. I am curious if 
exchanging the extended primer grip would modify the kinetics enough in a poliovirus context to 
produce an attenuated virus with too many mutations to revert via genome replication and also 
yield the virus being unable to recombine with circulating enteroviruses. Ultimately this would 
produce a virus that would be an ideal vaccine candidate as it circumvents the two largest 
obstacles in live-attenuated vaccine design.  
5.5 Conclusions 
The works presented in these studies all revolve around resolving an incomplete 
mechanistic picture for the complete catalytic cycle and recombination, both of which are carried 
out by the picornavirus RdRP 3Dpol. The two greatest hindrances to complete poliovirus 
eradication have been issues surrounding viral mutation during replication and recombination 
between circulating enteroviruses and the live attenuated virus within the OPV. Hopefully the 
work presented here begins to shed light on how these processes are carried out and ways to 
manipulate them in future vaccines. While poliovirus is no longer a threat to the vast majority of 
the world, the fundamental understanding of how viral RdRPs function will prove viral in the 
years to come as emerging viruses disrupt our lives and develop into global pandemics. It is my 
sincerest hope that the findings in this work assist not only with our knowledge and prevention of 
current known diseases, but also provide a foundation upon which we can face head on the 
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PICORNAVIRUS RNA RECOMBINATION COUNTERACTS ERROR CATASTROPHE2 
Author contributions to this appendix: The original project was thought up by Kempf and 
Barton, who also wrote the paper. Virology related experiments were carried out by Kempf. I 
contributed the in vitro kinetics data, summarized in figure A1.5 and its associated text.  
A1.1 Introduction 
RNA viruses are outstanding tools to study the molecular basis of mutation and selection 
due to their template-dependent replication mechanisms, their error prone polymerases, their 
ability to produce vast amounts of genetically diverse progeny in very short periods of time, and 
the strong selection for efficiently replicating progeny (Domingo and Holland, 1997; Drake and 
Holland, 1999). Consequences of template-dependent RNA replication mechanisms and error 
prone polymerases are a loss of fitness after repeated genetic bottlenecks (Duarte et al., 1992) 
and error catastrophe (Graci and Cameron, 2002), an overwhelming accumulation of mutations 
in viral RNA genomes incompatible with viability. Viral RNA recombination, a form of sexual 
replication (Chao, 1997) wherein progeny are produced from more than one parental genome 
(Kirkegaard and Baltimore, 1986; Nagy and Simon, 1997), likely arose to counteract the 
negative consequences of asexual template-dependent RNA replication mechanisms – namely 
error catastrophe (Barton, 1998; Chao, 1997; Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011; Xiao et al., 
2016). Viral RNA recombination is advantageous because it can purge deleterious mutations 
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while enriching beneficial mutations in viral genomes (Barton, 1998; Simon-Loriere and 
Holmes, 2011; Xiao et al., 2016). In this study, we explore the relationship between viral RNA 
recombination and error catastrophe. 
Picornaviruses, along with other RNA viruses, arose before the radiation of eukaryotic 
supergroups (Koonin et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2018). Viral RNA recombination contributed to viral 
evolution in ancient times and remains important today, where it shapes and maintains 
picornavirus species groups (Brown et al., 2003; Oberste et al., 2004a; Simmonds, 2006). 
Because viral RNA recombination is a natural aspect of virus replication, we sought to define 
polymerase features that mediate viral RNA recombination. An L420A mutation in the 
poliovirus polymerase significantly reduces RNA recombination without any deleterious effects 
on template-dependent RNA replication or virus production (Kempf et al., 2016). Thus, 
poliovirus with an L420A mutation has normal asexual RNA replication mechanisms, but is 
defective for sexual RNA replication / recombination. In this study, we examine how this L420A 
polymerase mutation impacts error catastrophe. 
Ribavirin, a mutagenic antiviral drug, restricts poliovirus replication via error catastrophe 
(Crotty et al., 2000, 2001). As a nucleoside analog pro-drug, ribavirin is converted into ribavirin 
triphosphate in cells and used as a substrate by the polymerase during viral RNA replication, 
where it can be incorporated opposite cytosine or uracil on the template strand (Ferrer-Orta et al., 
2007). The incorporation of ribavirin into viral RNA induces G->A and C->U transition 
mutations during subsequent rounds of RNA replication (Graci and Cameron, 2002). Ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe arises when the accumulation of mutations in viral RNA become 
incompatible with viability. A G64S mutation in poliovirus polymerase mediates ribavirin 




mutations in viral RNA (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). In this study, we assess how a G64S 
polymerase mutation impacts viral RNA recombination and ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. 
The ability of viral RNA recombination to counteract error catastrophe is theoretically 
sound (Barton, 1998; Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011; Xiao et al., 2016); however, there is 
conflicting evidence in the literature (Figure A1.1). Previously, we found that an L420A 
mutation in the poliovirus polymerase inhibits RNA recombination while exacerbating ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2016). In contrast, the Andino lab reported that a D79H 
polymerase mutation inhibits RNA recombination, but without impacting ribavirin-induced error 
catastrophe (Xiao et al., 2016). Due to these conflicting reports, we further investigated the 
relationship between RNA recombination and ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. Our data 
indicate that RNA recombination counteracts error catastrophe, substantiating theories regarding 
the advantages and disadvantages of asexual and sexual RNA replication strategies (Barton, 
1998; Chao, 1997; Drake and Holland, 1999). 
A1.2 Materials and Methods 
A1.2.1 Poliovirus RNAs and cDNA clones.  
Poliovirus type 1 (Mahoney) and cDNA clones thereof were used for this study (Collis et 
al., 1992; Kempf et al., 2013, 2016; Steil et al., 2010). Viral RNAs were produced by T7 
transcription of MluI-linearized cDNA clones (Ampliscribe T7 high-yield transcription kit, 
Cellscript Inc).  
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Figure A1.l: Conflicting evidence regarding viral RNA recombination and error 
catastrophe. 
(A) Xiao et al. report that a D79H mutation in poliovirus polymerase inhibits viral RNA 
recombination but has no effect on ribavirin-induced error catastrophe, whereas Kempf et al. 
report that an L420A mutation in the poliovirus polymerase inhibits viral RNA 
recombination and exacerbates ribavirin-induced error catastrophe (Xiao, et. al., 2016, 
Kempf, et. al., 2016). (B) Locations of D79H and L420A mutations in poliovirus polymerase. 
Poliovirus polymerase PDB entry 4K4T rendered using the PyMOL molecular graphics 
system (Schrödinger, LLC). Polymerase is shown in green with D79H (red on left) and 
L420A (red on right) mutations; the active site GDD residues (fuchsia), template (blue), and 




A1.2.2 Viral RNA recombination.  
L929 cells were co-transfected with a mixture of two viral RNAs, each of which 
contained a lethal mutation (Figure A1.3A, ∆Capsid Donor and 3Dpol ∆GDD Recipient). 
∆Capsid Donor is a subgenomic replicon containing an in-frame deletion of VP2 and VP3 capsid 
gene sequences (∆ nucleotides 1175-2956) (Collis et al., 1992; Kempf et al., 2016). 3Dpol ∆GDD 
Recipient is a full-length poliovirus RNA containing a 9 base deletion in 3Dpol (∆ 6965GGU GAU 
GAU6973) (Kempf et al., 2016). Deleting three catalytic residues from the viral polymerase 
(∆GDD) results in a non-infectious, RNA replication incompetent derivative of poliovirus 
(Figure Al.3, 3Dpol ∆GDD Recipient) (Kempf et al., 2016). Wildtype and mutant derivatives of 
∆Capsid Donor RNA were used – with the following 3Dpol substitution mutations: G64S, G64Fix, 
G64Fix L420A, D79H, L419A and L420A. Mutations were engineered into ∆Capsid Donor 
cDNA clones as previously described (Kempf et al., 2013, 2016).  
L929 cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes ~24 hours before transfection, with ~106 
cells per well. ∆Capsid Donor and 3Dpol ∆GDD Recipient RNAs (1 ug of each) were transfected 
into each well, in triplicate (i.e., three independent samples for every experimental condition) 
(Transmessenger Transfection Reagent, Qiagen). Following transfection, 2 ml of culture medium 
(Dulbecco modified Eagle medium containing 100 units of penicillin and 100 ug per ml of 
streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, and 10 mM MgCl2) was added to each well and cells 
were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. Virus was harvested at 72 hours post-transfection (hpt) and 
quantified by plaque assay in HeLa cells.  
Mean titer from triplicates was plotted with standard deviation (error bars). Statistical 




A1.2.3 Replication controls 
L929 cells were transfected with full-length infectious poliovirus RNAs (wt and mutant 
derivatives as noted in Figure A1.3C). Wildtype and mutant derivatives of poliovirus RNA were 
used – with the following 3Dpol substitution mutations: G64S, G64Fix, G64Fix L420A, D79H, 
L419A and L420A. Mutations were engineered into infectious cDNA clones as previously 
described (Kempf et al., 2013, 2016). 
L929 cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes ~24 hours before transfection, with ~106 
cells per well. Poliovirus RNA (2 ug) was transfected into each well, in triplicate (i.e., three 
independent samples for every experimental condition) (Transmessenger Transfection Reagent, 
Qiagen). Following transfection, 2 ml of culture medium (Dulbecco modified Eagle medium 
containing 100 units of penicillin and 100 ug per ml of streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, 
and 10 mM MgCl2) was added to each well and cells were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. Virus 
was harvested at 72 hours post-transfection (hpt) and quantified by plaque assay in HeLa cells. 
Mean titer from triplicates was plotted with standard deviation (error bars).  
A1.2.4 Wildtype and mutant poliovirus stocks 
Wildtype and mutant derivatives of poliovirus were grown in HeLa cells as previously 
described (Kempf et al., 2013). Poliovirus stocks with the following 3Dpol genotypes were 
prepared: WT, G64S, G64Fix, G64Fix L420A, D79H, L419A and L420A.  
HeLa cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes ~24 hours before transfection, with ~106 
cells per well. Poliovirus RNA (2 ug) from cDNA clones was transfected into each well 
(Transmessenger Transfection Reagent, Qiagen). Following transfection, 2 ml of culture medium 




streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, and 10 mM MgCl2) was added to each well and cells 
were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. P0 virus was harvested at 72 hours post-transfection (hpt), 
recovered after three rounds of freezing and thawing, cleared of cellular debris by centrifugation 
at 3,000 rpm, and quantified by plaque assay in HeLa cells. Larger P1 virus stocks were obtained 
by infecting T150 flasks containing HeLa cell monolayers. Following infections, 20 ml of 
culture medium (Dulbecco modified Eagle medium containing 100 units of penicillin and 100 ug 
per ml of streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum, and 10 mM MgCl2) was added to each flask and 
cells were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 72 hrs at which time complete CPE was evident. P1 
virus was quantified by plaque assay in HeLa cells. cDNA synthesis and sequencing were used 
to confirm the stability of 3Dpol mutations in each virus (Kempf et al., 2013). 
A1.2.5 Ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
HeLa cells were infected with wildtype or mutant derivatives of poliovirus and incubated 
in media with escalating concentrations of ribavirin (0-1000 uM) (Sigma-Aldrich), as previously 
described (Crotty et al., 2000, 2001; Xiao et al., 2016). 
HeLa cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes ~24 hours before infection, with ~106 cells 
per well. Cells were infected with wt and mutant polioviruses at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) 
of 0.1 PFU per cell. Following 1 hour of virus adsorption, inoculums were removed and cells 
were incubated for 24 hours at 37°C in 2 ml of media with or without ribavirin (Sigma Aldrich). 
Viruses were titered by plaque assay.  
Mean titer from triplicates was plotted with standard deviation (error bars). Statistical 




A1.2.6 3Dpol biochemistry 
Biochemical characteristics of purified 3Dpol were examined as previously described 
(Hobdey et al., 2010; Kortus et al., 2012). Briefly, initiation experiments were done at room 
temperature by mixing 5 uM polymerase with 0.5 uM “10+1–12 RNA” (Hobdey et al., 2010) 
and 40 uM GTP in reaction buffer containing 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 
6.5, 2 mM Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)-phosphine (TCEP). 1 uL samples were removed from the 
reaction at various times and quenched with 19 uL of quench buffer consisting of 50 mM EDTA, 
400 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES pH 6.5, and 2 mM TCEP. The amount of +1 product formed as a 
function of time was determined by gel electrophoresis and mathematically fit to a single 
exponential equation to obtain an initiation time constant. Elongation complex stability was 
determined by allowing the initiation reaction to proceed for 15 minutes and then diluting 10 uL 
of reaction into 90 uL of high salt buffer (300 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 50 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 
and 2 mM TCEP) to prevent further RNA binding. The amounts of elongation-competent 
complexes remaining at various time points up to four hours was assayed by mixing 5 uL 
aliquots of this diluted sample with 80 uM final concentrations of ATP, GTP, and UTP and 
allowing elongation to take place for 2 minutes before the addition of 10 uL quench buffer and 
10 uL gel loading dye. Samples were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis in 20% 
polyacrylamide 19:1, 7M urea and 1X TBE. RNA was labeled with an IRdye 800RS NHS ester 
(LI-COR Biosciences) and detected using a LI-COR Odyssey 9120 infrared imager system. 
Kinetics assays were performed using stopped-flow methods to assess processive 
elongation with a fluorescein 5ʹ end-labeled RNA (Gong et al., 2009), and single nucleotide 
incorporation and rNTP-vs-2ʹ-dNTP discrimination with an internally 2-aminopurine labeled 




complexes were formed at room temperature for 15 minutes with 15 uM polymerase, 10 uM 
RNA, 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 2 mM TCEP, and 60 uM each of 
ATP and GTP. Samples were then diluted 200-fold to a final RNA concentration of 50 nM in 
buffer containing 50 mM HEPES pH 7, 75 mM NaCl, and 4 mM MgCl2. Elongation reactions 
were done using a Bio-Logic SFM-4000 titrating stopped-flow instrument with an MOS-500 
spectrometer at 30°C. MgCl2 was always present at 4 mM excess over the total NTP 
concentration, and NTP mixes in the processive elongation experiments contained equal 
concentrations of all four nucleotides. 
A1.3 Results 
A1.3.1 One-step growth of wildtype and mutant viruses 
Before addressing the relationship between viral RNA recombination and error 
catastrophe, we investigated the one-step growth phenotypes of the wildtype and mutant viruses 
used in this investigation (Figure A1.2). Wildtype poliovirus (wt), along with seven mutant 
viruses, were used in the investigation: G64Fix, G64S, D79H, L419A, L420A, G64Fix L420A and 
G64S L420A. The emergence of the G64S ribavirin resistance mutation typically requires a 
single transition nucleotide change (GGUGly -> AGUSer), and to prevent this we engineered the 
G64Fix mutation as a GGG codon that requires two or three point mutations for conversion to 
serine which is encoded by AGC, AGU, UCA, UCC, UCG, or UCU. Viruses containing G64S, 
D79H, L419A and L420A 3Dpol mutations have been reported in the literature (Kempf et al., 
2013, 2016; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003; Xiao et al., 2016). For this investigation, we 
engineered new viruses containing both G64Fix L420A and G64S L420A 3Dpol mutations. All of 
these mutations were genetically stable in the viruses grown in HeLa cells, as confirmed by  
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Figure A1.2: One-step growth of wild-type and mutant polioviruses. 
HeLa cells were infected with wild-type or mutant poliovirus at an MOI of 10 PFU per cell. 
Virus was harvested at the indicated times by freeze-thawing cells. Titers were determined by 




cDNA sequencing. Under one-step growth conditions, each of the viruses used in this 
investigation grew by four orders of magnitude between 4 and 8 hpa, reaching titers ~ 109 PFU 
per ml (Figure A1.2). These data indicate that the wildtype and mutant viruses used in this 
investigation have similar one-step growth phenotypes. Other studies examined viral RNA 
synthesis by poliovirus containing G64S, L419A and L420A 3Dpol mutations (Kempf et al., 
2013). The 3Dpol mutations used in this investigation are genetically stable within polioviruses 
and support viral RNA replication at rates and magnitudes comparable to wildtype polymerase. 
A1.3.2 Impact of 3Dpol mutations on viral RNA recombination 
To explore the relationship between viral RNA recombination and error catastrophe, we 
first examined the impact of 3Dpol mutations on the frequency of viral RNA recombination 
(Figure A1.3). The frequency of viral RNA recombination was measured using murine L929 
cells co-transfected with viral RNAs containing lethal mutations in the capsid and 3Dpol genes 
(Figure A1.3A). The ∆Capsid Donor is an RNA replicon with a large in-frame deletion in the 
capsid genes. When transfected into cells, the ∆Capsid Donor RNA is translated, producing all of 
the viral proteins needed for viral RNA replication and recombination, including 3Dpol. 
Furthermore, because the ∆Capsid Donor RNA has all of the cis-active elements needed for viral 
RNA replication, this viral RNA begins to replicate within cells. Nonetheless, the ∆Capsid 
Donor RNA is unable to form infectious virus on its own due to the lethal capsid gene deletion. 
The 3Dpol ∆GDD recipient RNA has a three amino acid deletion in the catalytic domain of the 
polymerase, preventing the expression of functional 3Dpol. Otherwise, the 3Dpol ∆GDD recipient 
RNA is intact, containing a full complement of capsid genes and all of the cis-active elements 
needed for viral RNA replication. When co-transfected into murine cells, nascent RNA products 
from the ∆Capsid Donor RNA move from one template to another – resuming elongation on the  
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Figure A1.3: Impact of 3Dpol mutations on viral RNA recombination. 
(A) Diagram of viral RNA recombination assays. The ΔCapsid “Donor” and ΔGDD 
“Recipient” RNAs have lethal mutations. When they are cotransfected into murine cells, 
poliovirus is produced via viral RNA recombination. The titer of virus produced is 
determined by plaque assays in HeLa cells. (B) Titers of poliovirus produced in cotransfected
murine cells. ΔCapsid Donor contained wild-type or mutant polymerases as indicated on the 
x axis. (C) Replication controls. Titers of poliovirus produced in murine cells transfected with 
poliovirus RNA containing wild-type or mutant polymerases as indicated on the x axis. **, P




3Dpol ∆GDD template, leading to the production of recombinant poliovirus (Figure A1.3A). 
Recombinant poliovirus genomes introduced by transfection can replicate in by not re-infect the 
murine cells, and the infectious virus produced is detected by subsequent plaque assays in HeLa 
cells (Figure A1.3A).  
The impact of 3Dpol mutations on the frequency of viral RNA recombination was 
determined by engineering 3Dpol mutations into the ∆Capsid Donor RNA (Figure A1.3). When 
the ∆Capsid Donor RNA has a wildtype polymerase, ~ 1 x 104 PFU per ml of poliovirus was 
produced in co-transfected murine cells (Figure A1.3B, WT). In contrast, as previously shown 
(Kempf et al., 2016), an L420A mutation in the ∆Capsid Donor RNA led to substantially less 
poliovirus (Figure A1.3B, L420A). By comparison, mutations other than L420A, i.e. G64S, 
G64Fix, D79H and L419A, did not significantly impact the recombination frequency (Figure 
A1.3B). Thus, in our assays, a D79H mutation in 3Dpol had no detectable impact on the 
frequency of viral RNA recombination, which is inconsistent with the data reported by Xiao et 
al. (Xiao et al., 2016). 
We engineered additional mutations into 3Dpol to further investigate viral RNA 
recombination and error catastrophe, including a G64Fix codon mutation, a G64Fix codon 
mutation with L420A, and a G64S L420A double mutant (Figure A1.3). The G64S L420A 
double mutation was engineered to determine how a high-fidelity polymerase mutation (G64S) 
and a viral RNA recombination disabling mutation (L420A) function together. The L420A 
mutation inhibited the frequency of viral RNA recombination in both cases (Figure A1.3B, 
G64Fix L420A and G64S L420A). Thus, the L420A 3Dpol mutation inhibited viral RNA 




mutation (G64Fix L420A), and when combined with a high-fidelity polymerase mutation (G64S 
L420A). 
Replication controls were performed to determine whether any of the 3Dpol mutations 
inhibit virus replication in murine cells (Figure A1.3C). Poliovirus RNAs encoding either the 
wildtype or mutant polymerase all produced ~ 1 X 106 PFU per ml of poliovirus, showing that 
the 3Dpol mutations under investigation did not affect the magnitude of poliovirus replication in 
murine cells (Figure A1.3C).  
A1.3.3 Impact of 3Dpol mutations on ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
Ribavirin-induced error catastrophe was assayed in poliovirus-infected HeLa cells treated 
with ribavirin (Figure A1.4). The amounts of poliovirus produced within cells decreased as the 
dose of ribavirin increased from 0 to 1000 μM, consistent with the antiviral mechanism of 
ribavirin (Crotty et al., 2001). Poliovirus with a wildtype polymerase decreased ~ 50-fold from 
titers ~ 109 PFU per ml in the absence of ribavirin to titers of ~ 2x107 PFU per ml in the presence 
of 1000 μM ribavirin (Figure A1.4, WT). Poliovirus with a G64S 3Dpol mutation resisted the 
antiviral activity of ribavirin (Figure A1.4, G64S), as previously established (Pfeiffer and 
Kirkegaard, 2003), and titers decreased ~ 10-fold. In contrast, poliovirus with an L420A 3Dpol 
mutation was substantially more sensitive to inhibition by ribavirin, showing a ~ 500-fold 
decrease in titers (Figure A1.4, L420A). Based on these data, we conclude that poliovirus with 
an L420A mutation is more susceptible than wildtype poliovirus to ribavirin-induced error 
catastrophe.  
Poliovirus with G64Fix, D79H and L419A 3Dpol mutations exhibited wildtype sensitivity 
to ribavirin (Figure A1.4, WT, G64Fix, D79H and L419A). Furthermore, it is important to note  
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Figure A1.4: Impact of 3Dpol mutations on ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. 
HeLa cells were infected with wild-type or mutant poliovirus at an MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell 
and incubated for 24 h with the indicated concentrations of ribavirin. Each condition was 
performed in triplicate. After 3 freeze-thaw cycles, viral titers were determined by plaque 
assay and plotted versus ribavirin concentration. *, P values are <0.01 compared with the 




that adding a high fidelity G64S mutation to poliovirus with an L420A mutation did not make 
poliovirus more resistant to ribavirin (Figure A1.4, compare WT, G64S, L420A and G64S 
L420A; P value < 0.003 for G64S versus G64S L420A at all ribavirin concentrations). Based on 
these results, we conclude that a G64S mutation can make poliovirus resistant to ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe, but only when viral RNA recombination is at near wildtype levels. 
A1.3.4 Biochemical characteristics of mutant polymerases 
We examined the biochemical characteristics of purified polymerase to determine the 
effects of individual mutations on RNA synthesis initiation, elongation complex stability, 
elongation rates and fidelity of nucleotide addition as measured by a discrimination factor 
reflecting the relative efficiency of rNTP versus 2ʹ-dNTP incorporation (Campagnola et al., 
2015). By comparison with wildtype polymerase, the D79H polymerase exhibited wildtype 
phenotypes in all assays (Figure A1.5 and Table A1.1, compare WT and D79H). In contrast, a 
G64S mutation decreased the processive elongation rate from 22 to 12 nt per sec (Table A1.1). 
By slowing the rate of elongation at a pre-catalytic step of RNA synthesis, the G64S polymerase 
has more time to discriminate between correct and incorrect nucleotides, leading to an increase 
in the fidelity of RNA synthesis (Arnold et al., 2005). Accordingly, a G64S polymerase exhibited 
an increased discrimination factor for both pyrimidines and purines (Figure A1.5C). Polymerase 
with an L420A mutation exhibited slightly slower initiation rates, decreased elongation complex 
stability and faster elongation rates, and a nucleotide discrimination factor only slightly lower 
than that of wildtype polymerase. These data suggest that the faster elongation rates of the 
L420A polymerase may slightly reduce fidelity, perhaps contributing to increased susceptibility 
to ribavirin. However, the G64S L420A double mutant exhibited a hybrid biochemical profile 
with faster elongation rates like L420 polymerase and a high discrimination factor like G64S  
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Figure A1.5: Biochemical assays of wild-type and mutant polymerases. 
(A) RNA hairpin structures used for single nucleotide discrimination assays of CTP, GTP, and 
ATP. Each hairpin contained an identical stem-loop, shown for the first hairpin only, while 
four initiation nucleotides (“lock”) and templating bases were varied for each construct. (B) 
Example 2-aminopurine fluorescence trace and concentration dependence plot from single-
nucleotide incorporation stopped-flow assay. The signal change reflects the postcatalysis
quenching of 2-aminopurine fluorescence when it is translocated from the +2 pocket into the 
+1 position in the polymerase active site. (C) NTP versus 2′-dNTP nucleotide discrimination 
factors for each polymerase, organized by NTP. Dashed lines denote value of wild-type 3Dpol
discrimination for each NTP.
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Table A1.1 Biochemical phenotypes of wild-type and mutant polymerasesa
a Single-nucleotide incorporation and processive elongation were assayed in 75 mM NaCl (pH 





polymerase (Figure A1.5 and Table A1.1). Thus, while L420A polymerase discrimination is 
slightly reduced as compared to WT, G64S L420A polymerase discrimination is comparable to 
that of the high fidelity G64S polymerase (Figure A1.5C). From these data, we conclude that the 
G64S L420A polymerase is a high-fidelity polymerase, like G64S. Notably, the virus containing 
this high fidelity G64S L420A polymerase exhibits the high ribavirin sensitivity like virus 
containing the L420A mutation alone (Figure A1.4). Taken together, these data support the 
conclusion that viral RNA recombination counteracts ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. 
A1.4 Discussion  
Our data reveal two distinct mechanisms by which picornaviral RdRPs influence error 
catastrophe: fidelity of RNA synthesis and RNA recombination. A G64S mutation increased 
viral polymerase fidelity and rendered the virus resistant to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe, 
but only when RNA recombination was present at wildtype levels. An L420A mutation in the 
polymerase inhibited RNA recombination and exacerbated ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. 
Furthermore, the high fidelity G64S polymerase failed to make virus resistant to ribavirin when 
RNA recombination was substantially reduced by an L420A mutation. Taken together, these data 
provide strong evidence to conclude that viral RNA recombination counteracts error catastrophe. 
A1.4.1 Asexual versus sexual RNA replication mechanisms.  
Picornaviruses have asexual and sexual RNA replication mechanisms, both of which are 
catalyzed by 3Dpol, the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Figure A1.6A). Template-
dependent RNA replication is an efficient form of replication while replicative RNA 
recombination is used more sparingly to purge mutations from viral RNA. We find that an 
L420A mutation in 3Dpol reduces viral RNA recombination without inhibiting template- 
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Figure A1.6: Reiterative cycles of template-dependent RNA replication lead to ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe when RNA recombination is impaired. 
(A) 3Dpol is required for both template-dependent RNA replication and replicative RNA 
recombination. 3Dpol L420 was selected during evolution to mediate replicative RNA 
recombination. (B) An L420A mutation in 3Dpol disables replicative RNA recombination 
without impacting template-dependent RNA replication. Reiterative cycles of template-
dependent RNA replication, in the context of impaired RNA recombination, lead to ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe. Mutations in viral RNA indicated with asterisks (*). Poliovirus 




dependent RNA replication. Reiterative cycles of template-dependent RNA replication, in the 
context of impaired RNA recombination, exacerbates ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
(Figures A1.4 and A1.6B).  
The frequency of viral RNA recombination is controlled in part by the size and shape of 
membrane-anchored replication complexes that facilitate the co-localization of two or more 
parental templates (Egger and Bienz, 2002; Garcia-Ruiz et al., 2018), and in part by molecular 
features of 3Dpol. An L420A mutation in 3Dpol reduces RNA recombination-dependent viral titers 
~50-fold without inhibiting template-dependent RNA replication in cells (Figure A1.3B,C). It is 
important to note that an L420A mutation does not completely inhibit viral RNA recombination; 
residual amounts of replicative RNA recombination remain and non-replicative RNA 
recombination is unaffected by the L420A mutation (Kempf et al., 2016). It is also noteworthy 
that an L420A mutation failed to render poliovirus susceptible to error catastrophe in the absence 
of ribavirin (Kempf et al., 2016). Serial genetic bottlenecks can result in error catastrophe 
(Duarte et al., 1992); however, limiting dilution serial passage of L420A poliovirus in HeLa 
cells, in the absence of ribavirin, did not lead to an increased accumulation of mutations in 
poliovirus genomes or to error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2016). While an L420A mutation does 
not lead to the extinction of virus populations during limiting dilution serial passage, it does 
render poliovirus more susceptible to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. This ability to avoid 
error catastrophe in the absence of ribavirin may be due to residual levels of replicative and non-
replicative RNA recombination, or due to the highly permissive nature of HeLa cells. Error 
catastrophe is not expected when large virus populations replicate competitively within highly 




Asexual template-dependent RNA replication can sustain wildtype magnitudes of virus 
replication in cells in the absence of mutagenic pressures (Figure A1.3C). Wildtype magnitudes 
of viral RNA recombination, on the other hand, were needed to avoid error catastrophe in the 
presence of ribavirin (Figure A1.4). These data indicate that some viral polymerase features 
evolved specifically to mediate RNA recombination. Based on the protein-RNA interactions 
found in the structures of 3Dpol–RNA elongation complexes, we previously identified poliovirus 
3Dpol leucine 420 as an important residue that mediates efficient viral RNA recombination. 
Leu420 is located on a long helix in the polymerase thumb domain that packs into the minor 
groove of the RNA duplex as it exits the polymerase, and the Leu420 sidechain forms a direct 
contact with the product-strand ribose that is three bases out from the active site (Figure A1.6). 
Based on these structural insights, we suspect that Leu420 helps to distinguish between 
homologous and non-homologous partners in recombination by playing an indirect role in 
favoring proper Watson-Crick base pairing between template and product strands at the active 
site. The degree of homology between viral RNA products and partners in recombination ranges 
from 3-30 nucleotides. When Leu420 reinforces interactions between homologous partners, three 
nucleotides from the active site, the polymerase can efficiently resume elongation and produce 
recombinant genomes. If the recombination partners are not homologous, then Leu420 will 
destabilize the binding geometry of the nascent RNA near the active site, reducing or precluding 
further elongation of the partial genome.  
A1.4.2 L420A mutation in RdRP disables replicative RNA recombination.  
Theory suggests that viral RNA recombination is advantageous because it can en masse 
purge deleterious mutations that arise during RNA replication (Chao, 1997). The replicative 




template to another during RNA synthesis to produce infectious virus, as both individual 
templates have lethal mutations (Figure A1.3A). We find that an L420A mutation in the 
poliovirus polymerase disables RNA recombination ~50-fold without impacting template-
dependent RNA replication (Figure A1.3). In contrast, neither G64S nor D79H mutations in the 
viral polymerase inhibited replicative RNA recombination, contrary to findings reported from 
other labs (Lowry et al., 2014; Woodman et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2016). Technical differences in 
the design of recombination assays may be important in this regard. In our recombination assay 
(Kempf et al., 2016), functional 3Dpol is only expressed from one viral RNA template, the 
∆Capsid Donor (Figure A1.3A). In contrast, functional 3Dpol is expressed from both RNA 
templates in the recombination assays from the Evans and Andino labs (Lowry et al., 2014; 
Woodman et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2016). The expression of functional 3Dpol from both viral 
RNA templates may confound the recombination assay, increasing the concentrations of the 
different viral RNAs and allowing for competition between the two replicons, in addition to 
detecting recombination events. Expressing functional 3Dpol from only one of the recombination 
partners may alleviate these confounding issues. It is important to note that we have not yet 
resolved these technical discrepancies and future investigations are required to better understand 
the basis for quantitative differences in viral RNA recombination associated with D79H and 
G64S 3Dpol mutations in the two systems.  
A1.4.3 L420A mutation in RdRP exacerbates ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. 
One key disadvantage of asexual reproduction is the accumulation of mutations in 
progeny genomes, which can be detrimental to fitness or viability. Error catastrophe can arise 
due to repeated genetic bottlenecks (Duarte et al., 1992) or as a consequence of ribavirin’s 




impact of viral RNA recombination on error catastrophe (Figure A1.4) and found that the L420A 
recombination mutation in 3Dpol exacerbated ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. This effect was 
evident independent of whether a G64S mutation was used to increase the fidelity of RNA 
synthesis. A G64S mutation increases viral polymerase fidelity and renders an otherwise 
wildtype virus resistant to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe (Figures A1.4 and A1.5, Table 
A1.1). However, this was not the case when RNA recombination was disabled by an L420A 
mutation, showing that viral RNA recombination is required to counteract error catastrophe.  
One caveat to these interpretations is the possibility that an L420A polymerase increases 
the incorporation of ribavirin into viral RNA. This would confound the interpretation that the 
L420A mutation renders virus susceptible to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe due to its impact 
on viral RNA recombination. Ribavirin incorporation is expected to increase or decrease 
coincident with changes in the speed and fidelity of the viral polymerase (Arnold et al., 2005). 
Biochemical assays of polymerase nucleotide discrimination partially address this caveat, 
suggesting that the L420A mutation slightly reduced polymerase fidelity, while polymerase 
containing both G64S and L420A mutations has a high-fidelity phenotype, like G64S (Figure 
A1.5 and Table A1.1). Importantly, virus containing the high fidelity G64S L420A polymerase 
exhibits increased ribavirin sensitivity like that of virus containing the L420A mutation alone 
(Figure A1.4). These data indicate that a high fidelity polymerase does not mediate ribavirin 
resistance when RNA recombination is disabled by an L420A mutation. Biochemical studies of 
RTP utilization indicate that RTP is a poor substrate for the polymerase, with incorporation rates 
being 3000- to 6000-fold slower than for the cognate rNTPs (Crotty et al., 2000; Graci and 
Cameron, 2002). We find that ribavirin incorporation into RNA products by purified polymerase 




wildtype and L420A polymerases. A comprehensive biochemical analysis of the 3Dpol catalytic 
cycle is ongoing to further explore how the L420A mutation impacts fidelity and ribavirin 
incorporation. Furthermore, it is possible that mechanisms other than ribavirin-induced error 
catastrophe (Graci and Cameron, 2006), such as an inhibition of viral RNA synthesis by ribavirin 
(Vo et al., 2003), could influence the replication of viruses containing an L420A polymerase. 
Future experiments with other mutagens could provide insights in this regard. However, 
compelling evidence of ribavirin-induced error catastrophe in the literature (Crotty et al., 2000, 
2001; Graci and Cameron, 2002) combined with our experimental data (Figures A1.3-A1.5) 
make us conclude that viral RNA recombination is debilitated by an L420A mutation and that 
viral RNA recombination counteracts ribavirin-induced error catastrophe.  
A1.4.4 3Dpol L420 is conserved across picornavirus species groups.  
It is notable that an L420A mutation can disable RNA recombination ~50-fold (Figure A1.3B) 
without impairing the template-dependent RNA replication that sustains virus replication in cells 
(Figure A1.3C). This suggests that some polymerase features evolved specifically to mediate 
sexual reproduction, as would be expected (Chao, 1997). There are currently 94 species groups 
in the Picornaviridae family (www.picornaviridae.com), and because viral RNA recombination 
is advantageous one would expect the viral polymerases across these groups to have 
evolutionarily conserved features that facilitate recombination. Consistent with this notion, 3Dpol 
L420 is conserved in sequence and structure across picornavirus species groups (Table A1.2) 
(Chen et al., 2013; Ferrer-Orta et al., 2007; Gong et al., 2013; Kempf and Barton, 2015; Kempf 
et al., 2013; Love et al., 2004; Vives-Adrian et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017). Based on the 
sequence and structural conservation, we predict that all picornaviruses have the capacity to use 
RNA recombination to avoid error catastrophe. Consistent with this, an L421A 3Dpol mutation in  
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Table A1.2 Conservation of 3Dpol L420 sequence and structurea
a Modified from Kempf and Barton (Kempf and Barton, 2015).




EV-A71, analogous to the L420A 3Dpol mutation in poliovirus, inhibits EV-A71 RNA 
recombination coincident with an increase in sensitivity to ribavirin (Woodman et al., 2018b). It 
is theoretically satisfying that picornaviruses, which evolve into species groups due to frequent 
RNA recombination in nature (Brown et al., 2003; Oberste et al., 2004b; Simmonds, 2006), can 
avoid error catastrophe via RNA recombination. Viral RNA recombination has the potential to 
enrich beneficial mutations while purging deleterious mutations (Xiao et al., 2016). Thus, it is 
not surprising that picornaviral polymerases have conserved elements, including L420, to 
mediate RNA recombination. 
A1.5 Summary  
Why do RNA viruses recombine (Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011)? Our data indicate 
that viral RNA recombination counteracts error catastrophe, substantiating long held theories 
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of asexual and sexual RNA replication strategies 





AN EXTENDED PRIMER GRIP OF PICORNAVIRUS POLYMERASE FACILITATES SEXUAL RNA 
REPLICATION MECHANISMS3  
Author’s contributions to the following text: Authors Kempf and Barton conceived of this 
project and wrote the manuscript. Author Kempf conducted all virology related experiments. I 
contributed the in vitro biochemistry data, summarized in table A2.3. 
A2.1 Introduction 
RNA viruses arose billions of years ago, becoming ubiquitous parasites of cellular life 
(Krupovic et al., 2019). The RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of RNA viruses is monophyletic, 
providing a means to consider the evolutionary history of all RNA viruses, to compare distinct 
groups of RNA viruses, and to classify RNA viruses (Kamer and Argos, 1984; Wolf et al., 
2018). Picornaviruses, whose origins predate the radiation of eukaryotic supergroups (Koonin et 
al., 2008), have been studied extensively. Poliovirus, in particular, has been studied intensively 
for 100 years (Racaniello, 2006). The poliovirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase was initially 
purified and biochemically characterized in 1977 (Flanegan and Baltimore, 1977). Since then, 
labs across the globe have studied the poliovirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase in great 
detail [reviewed in (Peersen, 2017)]. Picornavirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerases are 
multifunctional, catalyzing distinct steps of viral RNA replication, from making primers (VPg-
uridylylation) (Chen et al., 2013; Paul et al., 2003; Steil and Barton, 2008; Sun et al., 2012; Yang 
 
3 This appendix is published in the Journal of Virology as: Kempf BJ, Watkins CL, Peersen OB, Barton DJ. 





et al., 2002), to replicating viral RNA (Van Dyke and Flanegan, 1980; Van Dyke et al., 1982), to 
polyadenylation of progeny RNA genomes (Kempf et al., 2013). Solving the atomic structure of 
poliovirus polymerase (Thompson and Peersen, 2004), and its elongation complex (Gong and 
Peersen, 2010), led to unprecedented opportunities, including our ongoing work to understand 
viral RNA replication mechanisms and error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2019). 
Picornaviruses have both asexual and sexual RNA replication mechanisms, both of which 
are catalyzed by the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Figure A2.1). Asexual RNA 
replication mechanisms involve one parental template whereas sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms involve two or more parental templates. Previously, we established that an L420A 
polymerase mutation exacerbates ribavirin-induced error catastrophe coincident with defects in 
sexual RNA replication mechanisms (Figure A2.1) (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). Asexual RNA 
replication mechanisms are advantageous because vast amounts of progeny can be produced very 
quickly from one parental RNA template. However, asexual RNA replication mechanisms, in 
conjunction with error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (Drake and Holland, 1999; 
Ward and Flanegan, 1992), can be disadvantageous, contributing to a loss of fitness due to 
Muller’s ratchet (Chao, 1990; Duarte et al., 1992). Errors introduced into viral RNA during 
asexual RNA replication cannot be easily removed in the absence of viral RNA recombination, 
except by reversion or negative selection (Agol and Gmyl, 2018). In conjunction with genetic 
bottlenecks, reiterative asexual RNA replication leads to error catastrophe, an overwhelming 
accumulation of mutations in viral RNA. Negative-strand RNA viruses like vesicular stomatitis 
virus, which do not recombine, are especially susceptible to Muller’s ratchet (Duarte et al., 
1992). In contrast, picornaviruses, which have relatively high levels of replicative RNA 
recombination (Jarvis and Kirkegaard, 1992; Kirkegaard and Baltimore, 1986), are somewhat  
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Figure A2.1: Picornaviruses have both asexual and sexual RNA replication mechanisms. 
(A) Asexual RNA replication involves one parental template whereas sexual RNA replication 
involves two parental templates. Mutations (asterisks) introduced during asexual RNA 
replication can be removed by sexual RNA replication. (B) Ribavirin-induced error 
catastrophe. The fidelity of RNA synthesis (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003, Arnold, et. al., 
2005) and the frequency of RNA recombination (Kempf, et. al., 2019, Kempf, et. al., 2016) 
influence ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. Because an L420A mutation exacerbates 
ribavirin-induced error catastrophe coincident with defects in sexual RNA replication (Kempf, 
et. al., 2019), we hypothesized that ribavirin-resistant poliovirus selected from L420A 
background would acquire novel mutations that restore efficient sexual RNA replication. 




resistant to Muller’s ratchet (Escarmís et al., 2008; Escarmı́s et al., 2002; Lázaro et al., 2002). 
Nonetheless, ribavirin, a mutagenic antiviral drug, can restrict picornavirus replication via error 
catastrophe (Crotty et al., 2000, 2001). Replicative RNA recombination, a form of sexual RNA 
replication (Barton, 1998; Chao, 1997), can counteract ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
(Kempf et al., 2016, 2019), presumably by purging lethal mutations from viral RNA genomes 
(Dolan et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2016).  
A growing body of evidence indicates that sexual RNA replication mechanisms play an 
essential role in picornavirus speciation and ongoing genetic exchange between viruses within 
defined species groups (Benschop et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2003; Van Dung et al., 2014; 
McIntyre et al., 2013; Oberste et al., 2004b, 2004a; Simmonds and Welch, 2006). Mucosal 
surfaces in the respiratory (Martin et al., 2013) and gastrointestinal tracts (Van Dung et al., 2014) 
are important ecological environments for ongoing genetic exchange between related 
picornaviruses. Gastrointestinal bacteria may even enhance virus co-infection to promote 
recombination (Erickson et al., 2018). RNA sequence complementarity between genomes 
undergoing recombination (Kirkegaard and Baltimore, 1986; Lowry et al., 2014), among other 
factors (Runckel et al., 2013), influence the frequency of recombination, with higher rates of 
recombination when sequences are more alike. When two related viruses co-infect a cell, sexual 
RNA replication mechanisms lead to the generation of chimeric RNA genomes, which are often 
fit, culminating in sustained host-to-host transmission. Circulating vaccine-derived polioviruses, 
obstacles to poliovirus eradication, are products of sexual RNA replication mechanisms – formed 
when unfit portions of OPV RNA genomes recombine with more fit regions of non-polio group 
C enteroviruses (Combelas et al., 2011; Jegouic et al., 2009; Korotkova et al., 2017). When 




recombinant strains circulate from host-to-host (Burns et al., 2013; Famulare et al., 2016). Thus, 
an important biological consequence of sexual RNA replication mechanisms is the frequent 
exchange of genetic material among related picornaviruses. Picornavirus species groups are 
sustained over time by repeated, ongoing genetic exchange between related viruses within the 
species group. A leucine 420 residue in the polymerase thumb domain, conserved across 
picornavirus species groups, is required for efficient RNA recombination / sexual RNA 
replication (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). 
The interplay between asexual and sexual RNA replication (Figure A2.1) is central to 
what Eigen deemed a grand challenge for the 21st century, elucidating the complex mechanisms 
of error catastrophe, which are variable from one type of virus to another (Eigen, 2002). Error 
catastrophe and lethal mutagenesis are commonly used in the literature to describe decreased 
virus titers associated with replication in the presence of ribavirin (Bull et al., 2007; Crotty et al., 
2001; Eigen, 2002). In 2007, Bull et al. (Bull et al., 2007) set out to develop the theory of lethal 
mutagenesis, espousing that it be distinct from the theory of error catastrophe. In their theory of 
lethal mutagenesis, Bull et al. assume that viral RNA recombination is absent (Bull et al., 2007). 
By assuming that viral RNA recombination is absent, lethal mutagenesis theory fails to 
appreciate the important interplay between asexual and sexual RNA replication mechanisms. 
Asexual RNA replication mechanisms are efficient; however, they render viruses susceptible to 
error catastrophe / lethal mutagenesis (Barton, 1998; Chao, 1997; Crotty et al., 2001). Sexual 
RNA replication (aka recombination), while inefficient, counteracts the primary disadvantage of 
113 asexual RNA replication, namely error catastrophe / lethal mutagenesis (Barton, 1998; Chao, 
1997). Overall, we find that the theory of error catastrophe is more realistic because it better 




Using this theoretical framework, we propose that viral RNA recombination counteracts 
ribavirin-induced error catastrophe by purging ribavirin-induced mutations from viral RNA 
genomes (Figure A2.1). Viral RNA recombination can re-assemble mutant-free genomes to 
refresh the pool of RNA undergoing asexual RNA replication (Figure 1). Thus, consistent with 
theoretical underpinnings (Barton, 1998; Chao, 1997), genetic exchange during sexual RNA 
replication is advantageous because it provides a mechanism to counteract error catastrophe.  
Building upon previous studies showing an L420A polymerase mutation exacerbates 
ribavirin-induced error catastrophe coincident with defects in sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019), we predicted that ribavirin-resistant poliovirus selected 
from L420A parental strains will 125 acquire polymerase mutations that facilitate sexual RNA 
replication mechanisms (Figure A2.1). In the work presented here we used several ribavirin-
sensitive and ribavirin-resistant parental viruses, in conjunction with serial passage in ribavirin, 
to select for ribavirin resistant poliovirus. Novel ribavirin resistance mutations, along with 
L420A revertants and pseudorevertants, were identified and characterized. These data implicate 
an extended primer grip of the viral polymerase in sexual RNA replication mechanisms. 
A2.2 Materials and Methods 
A2.2.1 Poliovirus and infectious cDNA clones.  
Poliovirus type 1 (Mahoney), and mutant derivatives thereof, were derived from an 
infectious cDNA clone (Collis et al., 1992). Poliovirus RNAs were produced by T7 transcription 
of MluI-linearized cDNA clones (Ampliscribe T7, Cellscript Inc.) and transfected into HeLa 




A2.2.2 Serial passage of poliovirus in escalating concentrations of ribavirin.  
Poliovirus was grown in HeLa cells in the presence of escalating concentrations of 
ribavirin (Sigma-Aldrich) using methods modified from those of Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard 
(Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). HeLa cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes 24 hours before 
infection with WT or mutant parental strains of poliovirus at an MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell and 
incubated in 0 uM (P0), 100 uM (P1 to P4), 400 uM (P5 to P9) or 800 uM ribavirin (P10). Virus 
was harvested at 24 hpi by three freeze-thaw cycles and titered by plaque assay in HeLa cells. 
Three independent lineages of each parental strain were subjected to 10 serial passages in 
escalating concentrations of ribavirin. We expanded the population of poliovirus for each lineage 
after passage 10 by infecting a T150 flask of HeLa cells.  
Viral cDNA was prepared from expanded passage 10 (P10e) viruses from each lineage 
and sequenced to identify polymerase mutations fixed in the virus populations. 
A2.2.3 One-step growth of poliovirus.  
HeLa cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes 24 hours before infection with wildtype 
and mutant polioviruses. An MOI of 10 PFU per cell was used for one-step growth conditions. 
After 1 hour for virus adsorption, the inoculum was removed and the cells were incubated with 2 
ml of culture media at 37°C. Total virus was harvested by three freeze-thaw cycles at the 
indicated times post-infection. Titers were determined by plaque assays.  
Mean titers from triplicates were plotted versus time post-infection with standard 
deviation error bars. Statistical significance was assessed using the Holm-Sidak method of 




A2.2.4 Ribavirin dose-response assays.  
HeLa cells were plated in 35mm 6-well dishes 24 hours before infection with wildtype 
and mutant polioviruses. An MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell was used for ribavirin-dose response 
assays. After 1 hour for virus adsorption, the inoculum was removed and the cells were 
incubated with 2 ml of culture media at 37°C. Total virus was harvested by three freeze-thaw 
cycles at 24 hours post-infection. Titers were determined by plaque assays.  
Mean titers from triplicates were plotted with standard deviation error bars. Statistical 
significance was determined using the Holm-Sidak method of pairwise comparisons from 
GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, CA). 
A2.2.5 Viral RNA recombination and replication controls.  
Viral RNA recombination assays and replication controls were performed in L929 cells 
as previously described (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). For viral RNA recombination, L929 murine 
cells were co-transfected with two viral RNAs, each of which contained a lethal mutation: 
∆Capsid Donor and 3Dpol ∆GDD Recipient. ΔCapsid Donor is a subgenomic replicon containing 
an in-frame deletion of VP2 and VP3 capsid gene sequences (Δ nucleotide positions 1175 to 
2956) (Collis et al., 1992; Kempf et al., 2016). 3Dpol ΔGDD recipient is a full-length poliovirus 
RNA containing a 9-base deletion in 3Dpol (Δ 6965GGU GAU GAU6973). Deleting three 
catalytic residues from the viral polymerase (ΔGDD) results in a noninfectious, RNA replication 
incompetent derivative of poliovirus (Kempf et al., 2016). Wild-type and mutant derivatives of 
ΔCapsid Donor RNA were used, with the following 3Dpol substitution mutations: G64S, Y275H, 
G64S L420A, L420A, L420I, L420V, M392A, K375R, R476K, M299I, M323I, T353I and 
∆GDD. Mutations were engineered into ΔCapsid Donor cDNA clones as previously described 




well dishes ~24 h before transfection, with ~106 cells per well. Two micrograms of viral RNA (1 
ug each of ∆Capsid Donor and 3Dpol ∆GDD Recipient) was transfected into each well in 
triplicate (i.e., three independent samples for every experimental condition) (TransMessenger 
Transfection Reagent; Qiagen). Following transfection, 2 ml of culture medium (Dulbecco 
modified Eagle medium containing 100 units of penicillin and 100 ug per ml of streptomycin, 
10% fetal bovine serum, and 10 mM MgCl2) was added to each well, and the cells were 
incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. Virus was harvested at 72 h post-transfection, recovered after 
three rounds of freezing and thawing, cleared of cellular debris by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm, 
and quantified by plaque assay. RNA recombination is evident when infectious virus is 
recovered from cells co-transfected with two noninfectious RNAs. L929 murine cells, which 
naturally lack the poliovirus receptor, prevent multiple rounds of virus amplification beyond that 
within co-transfected cells (Kempf et al., 2016; Lowry et al., 2014). Virus was harvested from 
co-transfected cells at 72 hours post-transfection, an endpoint when co-transfected cells have 
produced as much recombinant virus as possible. For replication controls, L929 cells were 
transfected with full-length infectious poliovirus RNAs containing wildtype or mutant 
polymerase, as indicated. Infectious poliovirus recovered from the transfected cells was titered 
by plaque assay in HeLa cells.  
Mean titers from triplicates were plotted with standard deviation error bars. Statistical 
significance was determined using Tukey’s test for single-step multiple comparisons from 
GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, CA).  
A2.2.6 Biochemical characterization of purified polymerase.  
Biochemical characteristics of purified polymerase were examined as previously 




Briefly, proteins were expressed in E. coli and purified through metal affinity, ion exchange, and 
gel filtration chromatography. Initiation rates are based on the time needed to form a +1 product 
after mixing 5 uM polymerase with 0.5 uM “10+1–12 RNA” and 40 uM GTP in reaction buffer 
containing 50 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES (pH 6.5), and 2 mM Tris(2-
carboxyethyl)-phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), all at room temperature. Elongation complex 
stability measurements are based on diluting a 15-minute initiation reaction 10-fold into the same 
buffer with 300 mM NaCl and then testing the amount of elongation competent complex present 
at time points up to 4 hours and fitting the resulting data to a single exponential decay function. 
Kinetics assays were done using rapid stopped-flow fluorescent methods in 75 mM NaCl, 50 
mM HEPES pH7, and MgCl2 in 4 mM excess over total NTP concentration. Processive 
elongation rates were determined with 26-nt long template RNA bearing a 5ʹ-fluorescein end 
label (Gong et al., 2009) and the single cycle data were obtained with an RNA whose 
fluorescence reports on translocation of a template strand 2-aminopurine base from the +2 to +1 
site following incorporation of a single CMP or 2ʹ-dCMP (McDonald et al., 2016). The 
Discrimination Factor is the ratio of catalytic efficiencies of CTP and dCTP incorporation 
reactions, i.e. (kpol/KM) CTP / (kpol/KM) dCTP.  
A2.3 Results 
A2.3.1 Serial passage of poliovirus in ribavirin.  
We adapted the methods of Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003) to 
select for ribavirin resistance in poliovirus (Figure A2.2). We used serial passage in escalating 
concentrations of ribavirin (Figure A2.2A), beginning with several ribavirin-sensitive and 
ribavirin-resistant parental viruses (Figure A2.2B): ribavirin-sensitive L420A virus, ribavirin- 
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Figure A2.2: Selection of ribavirin-resistant poliovirus. 
(A) Serial passage of poliovirus in escalating doses of ribavirin. Methods adapted from 
Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003 (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). (B) Diagram showing the 




resistant G64S virus and virus with a G64 codon mutation (G64Fix) designed to inhibit 
emergence of G64S-mediated resistance. Altogether, this study contained eight parental strains 
with three independent lineages per strain: wildtype (WT), G64S, G64Fix, D79H, L419A, L420A, 
G64Fix L420A and G64S L420A. Poliovirus with these mutations have normal one-step growth 
phenotypes in HeLa cells and all of the mutations are stably maintained in virus populations in 
the absence of ribavirin (Kempf et al., 2019). A G64S mutation in the poliovirus polymerase 
mediates resistance to ribavirin by increasing the fidelity of RNA synthesis (Arnold et al., 2005; 
Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003) while an L420A mutation in the poliovirus polymerase increases 
sensitivity to ribavirin by inhibiting replicative RNA recombination / sexual RNA replication 
(Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). Virus with a D79H polymerase mutation was included due to 
conflicting reports: one suggesting the mutation inhibits replicative RNA recombination (Xiao et 
al., 2016) and another refuting these conclusions (Kempf et al., 2019). Virus with an L419A 
polymerase mutation was included because the L419 residue is immediately adjacent to the L420 
residue, and alanine substitution mutations at these sites have been functionally characterized in 
biochemical and virological assays (Kempf et al., 2013, 2016, 2019). We used an MOI of 0.1 
PFU per cell for each serial passage, harvesting virus by freeze thaw at 24 hpi. We used an MOI 
of 0.1 PFU per cell to avoid genetic bottlenecks, so that irrelevant (random) mutations that have 
nothing to do with ribavirin resistance would be less likely to accumulate and fix in the 
populations. At an MOI of 0.1 (~ 105 PFU per 35 mm well), advantageous (ribavirin resistance) 
mutations need to outcompete parental strains (due to positive selection) to become fixed in the 
population. 
In order to maintain an MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell for each serial passage, we monitored 
the titer of poliovirus recovered from each infection (Figure A2.3). P0 titers ~109 PFU per ml  
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Figure A2.3: Titers of poliovirus recovered during serial passage in ribavirin. 
HeLa cells were infected with WT or mutant parental strains of poliovirus at an MOI of 0.1 
PFU per cell, with three independent lineages per virus, and passaged 10 times (P1-P10). 
Virus was incubated in 0 uM (P0), 100 uM (P1 to P4), 400 uM (P5 to P9) or 800 uM ribavirin 
(P10). Virus was harvested at 24 hpi and titered by plaque assay at each passage.  Dashed line 




were obtained in the absence of ribavirin (Figure A2.3, P0). Under most circumstances, the titers 
for each lineage of virus were similar from passage to passage, with lower titers recovered as the 
concentrations of ribavirin increased: titers of 108 to 109 PFU per ml for passage 1-4 in 100 uM 
Rb, a wider range of titers from 105 to 108 PFU per ml for passage 5-9 in 400 uM Rb and titers ~ 
106 to 107 PFU per ml for passage 10 at 800 uM Rb. In some cases, the titers of poliovirus 
recovered for independent lineages varied considerably from one passage to another: L420A 
lineage 2 (L420A2) titers dropped precipitously at passage 5 (~ 105 PFU per ml) and remained 
low through passage 8 whereas L420A lineages 1 and 3 dropped at passage 5 but then increased 
incrementally from passage 5 through passage 9. Similar divergence was apparent in G64Fix 
L420A lineages: G64Fix L420A lineage 2 (G64Fix L420A2) titers did not drop at passage 5 
whereas G64Fix L420A lineages 1 and 3 dropped precipitously at passage 5, with an incremental 
recovery by passage 9. In contrast, titers for G64S lineages 1-3 remained relatively high at all 
passages, as compared to other parental strains. Altogether, these data show that WT, ribavirin-
resistant and ribavirin-sensitive parental strains behave differently during serial passage in 
escalating concentrations of ribavirin, and that individual lineages of ribavirin sensitive parental 
viruses become more resistant to ribavirin at different points during passage. 
A2.3.2 Polymerase mutations selected by serial passage in ribavirin.  
We expanded the population of poliovirus for each lineage after passage 10 and 
sequenced viral cDNA to identify polymerase mutations fixed in the virus populations (Table 
A2.1). No polymerase mutations were selected in 12 of 24 lineages, including all lineages of WT 
and ribavirin-resistant G64S parental viruses. These data indicate that genetic bottlenecks were 
avoided - no mutations were detected in expanded passage 10 (P10e) populations from WT or 
G64S parental viruses. In contrast, we identified revertants, pseudorevertants or second site  
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Table A2.1: Polymerase mutations selected by serial passage in ribavirin.
* Poliovirus recovered from passage 10 (Figures A2.2 & A2.3) was expanded by infecting a 





mutations fixed in expanded passage 10 (P10e) virus populations in 9/9 lineages of ribavirin-
sensitive parental viruses (Table A2.1). Ribavirin-sensitive parental viruses include L420A, 
G64Fix L420A and G64S L420A (Kempf et al., 2019). Polymerase mutations were also detected 
in 1/3 lineages of G64Fix, D79H and L419A parental viruses, parental viruses with ribavirin 
sensitivity like WT virus (Table A2.1). The precise nature of polymerase mutations varied from 
one ribavirin-sensitive parental virus to another. A variety of polymerase mutations were 
selected from L420A and G64Fix L420A parental viruses (Table A2.1. Lineage 1-3 of L420A and 
G64Fix L420A viruses) while G64S L420A parental viruses had one singular outcome – 
reversion to L420 while maintaining the G64S resistance mutation (Table A2.1, G64S L420A 
Lineages 1-3). These data indicate that distinct genetic backgrounds and codon potential played a 
role in the nature of selected ribavirin-resistance mutations. When G64S was present alone 
(G64S parental virus), or within an otherwise ribavirin-sensitive parental population (G64S 
L420A parental virus), the only outcome was L420A reversion to WT while maintaining G64S 
alleles.  
In contrast, when G64S was absent from the parental virus, or a codon mutation was used 
to inhibit G64S emergence, a variety of novel polymerase mutations were selected during serial 
passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin. Thus, by using a variety of parental viruses, a 
variety of polymerase mutations were selected during serial passage in escalating concentrations 
of ribavirin. Altogether, polymerase mutations were selected in 12/24 lineages, including L420A 
revertants (L420), L420A pseudorevertants (L420V and L420I), G64S and several novel 
ribavirin resistance mutations (M299I, M323I, M392V and T353I) (Table A2.1). It was 
surprising to find that G64S was selected infrequently and even more surprising to see it selected 




ribavirin-resistant mutants that arise in the population must outcompete parental strains to 
become fixed in the population. Under the conditions of our experiment, G64S mutations 
became fixed in the populations on occasion, but infrequently overall. 
The polymerase mutations selected during serial passage in escalating concentrations of 
ribavirin were located at several sites within polymerase elongation complexes, but all were in 
close proximity to RNA or the active site (Figure A2.4). G64S, a well-studied ribavirin-
resistance mutation (Arnold et al., 2005; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003), is distal from the active 
site, near the back of the palm domain (Figure A2.4. G64S). L420A revertants and 
pseudorevertants are present in an alpha-helix in the thumb region of the polymerase, where they 
pack into the minor groove of the dsRNA product as it exits the polymerase (Figure A2.4, L420). 
L420, and presumably pseudorevertants thereof (L420V and L420I), interact with the ribose of 
viral RNA products 3 bases from the active site (Kempf et al., 2016). M392V is found between 
L420 and the primer grip in polymerase elongation complexes (Figure A2.4, M392V). The 
location of the M392V ribavirin-resistance mutation underpins several important insights from 
this investigation. T353I is in motif D at the back of the palm domain and near the NTP entry 
tunnel and G64 (Figure A2.4, T353I). M299I is on the motif B helix and buried in the palm 
domain, not far from M323I that is found in the motif C beta-sheet containing the active site 
YGDD motif (Figure A2.4).  
A2.3.3 Ribavirin sensitivity of parental and progeny virus.  
We compared the titers of parental and progeny virus populations grown in the presence 
and absence of 600 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.5). Expanded passage 10 (P10e) viruses from each 
lineage were compared to their respective parental viruses. Titers ~ 109 PFU per ml were 
obtained for all viruses when they were grown in the absence of ribavirin (Figure A2.5). WT  
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Figure A2.4: Location of polymerase mutations within elongation complexes. 
The atomic structure of poliovirus polymerase elongation complexes (Gong and Peersen, 
2010) was used to highlight the locations of mutations. Polymerase is shown in grey, RNA 
template in cyan, RNA products in green and locations of mutations in purple (G64, D79, 
Y275 and L419), dark green (M299, M323, T353), orange (M392) and yellow (L420). 
Classic primer grip residues are shown in red (K375 and R376). L419 (purple) and L420 
(yellow) residues are adjacent to one another at the base of a thumb alpha-helix (blue) that 
interacts with the minor groove of the RNA product helix. Poliovirus polymerase PDB entry 




poliovirus, and the P10e viruses derived from WT after serial passage in escalating 
concentrations of ribavirin, remained sensitive to inhibition by ribavirin, with titers below 107 
PFU per ml when grown in 600 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.5, WT).  G64S parental virus, and the 
P10e viruses derived therefrom, retained resistance to ribavirin, with titers well above 107 PFU 
per ml when grown in the presence of 600 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.5, G64S). Expanded passage 
10 (P10e) virus from other parental strains exhibited a spectrum of sensitivity to ribavirin, as 
compared to WT and G64S viruses (Figure A2.5). G64Fix parental virus was similar to WT 
poliovirus; however, G64Fix lineage 3 was more resistant to ribavirin (Figure A2.5, G64Fix), 
presumably due to the selected M392V mutation (Table A2.1). D79H parental virus was similar 
to WT poliovirus, as reported (Xiao et al., 2016), yet D79H lineage 2 was modestly resistant to 
ribavirin (Figure A2.5, D79H panel), presumably due to the selected T353I mutation (Table 
A2.1). L419A parental virus was similar to WT poliovirus, as reported (18, 19), yet L419A 
lineage 3 was more resistant to ribavirin (Figure A2.5, L419A panel), no doubt due to the 
selected G64S mutation (Table A2.1). L420A parental virus was more sensitive to ribavirin than 
WT virus, as reported (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019); however, L420A lineage 1, 2 and 3 viruses 
grew to higher titers in the presence of ribavirin (Figure A2.5, L420A panel), presumably due to 
the selected polymerase mutations in each lineage (Table A2.1). G64Fix L420A parental virus 
was more sensitive to ribavirin than WT virus, as reported (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019); however, 
G64Fix L420A lineage 1, 2 and 3 viruses grew to higher titers in the presence of ribavirin (Figure 
A2.5, G64Fix L420A panel), presumably due to the selected polymerase mutations in each 
lineage (Table A2.1). Similarly, ribavirin-sensitive G64S L420A parental virus and its selected 
progeny exhibited ribavirin phenotypes consistent with the genotypes of the respective virus 
populations (Figure A2.5 and Table A2.1). Altogether, these data suggest that the polymerase  
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Figure A2.5: Ribavirin sensitivity of parental and progeny virus. 
Titer of parental and progeny virus grown in the absence and presence of 600 uM ribavirin. 
Expanded passage 10 (P10e) viruses from each lineage were used to infect HeLa cells at an
MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell. Infected cells were incubated for 24 hrs in the absence or presence 
of 600 uM ribavirin. Virus was harvested by freeze-thaw and titered by plaque assay on HeLa 
cells. The names of parental strains and lineage 1, 2 and 3 strains are indicated on the X-axis. 
Polymerase mutations selected during serial passage and identified in Table 1 are annotated 




mutations selected during serial passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin (Table A2.1) 
correlate with measurable resistance to ribavirin (Figure A2.5). 
A2.3.4 Virus derived from infectious cDNA clones.  
The polymerase mutations identified during serial passage in escalating concentrations of 
ribavirin were reverse engineered into infectious cDNA clones of poliovirus to derive genetically 
defined virus populations (Table A2.2, Ribavirin Selected Mutations). In addition, several 
engineered variants originating from our work, and that of others, were similarly generated 
(Table A2.2, Engineered Variants) (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003; 
Xiao et al., 2016). Many of these mutations lie within an extended primer grip region of the 
polymerase, consisting of L420, M392 and primer grip residues (K375 and R376). All of the 
mutations listed here were stably maintained in infectious virus, except for alanine substitution 
mutations in the primer grip residues (K375A and R376A) that reverted back to wildtype 
residues, precluding further evaluation. However, the charge retaining K375R and R376K 
mutants at these sites were stable. Virus containing polymerase mutations were assessed in one-
step growth assays (Figure A2.6), ribavirin dose-response assays (Figure A2.7A), viral RNA 
recombination assays (Figure A2.7B) and replication controls (Figure A2.7C). 
A2.3.5 One-step growth of wildtype and mutant polioviruses.  
Before assessing ribavirin sensitivity and resistance, we measured one-step growth of 
wildtype and mutant polioviruses in HeLa cells (Figure A2.6). HeLa cells were infected at an 
MOI of 10 PFU per cell, and virus yields were determined at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 24 hpi (Figure 
A2.6). Each of the viruses grew by 4 orders of magnitude between 3 and 24 hpi, reaching titers 
~109 PFU per ml. While some mutant viruses had noticeably lower titers than wildtype at 6 or 8  
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Table A2.2: Virus derived from infectious cDNA. 
* Polymerase mutations identified during ribavirin selection, along with engineered variants, 
were cloned into infectious cDNA. Poliovirus was recovered from HeLa cells transfected 
with RNA derived from each clone. cDNA from the 3Dpol region was sequenced to determine 
whether mutations were stably maintained in virus. Citations (Kempf, et. al., 2019, Kempf, et. 






WT Yes Collis et al. 1992
G64S  Yes Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003
L420A  Yes Kempf et al. 2016
G64S L420A  Yes Kempf et al. 2019
L420V  Yes This study
L420I  Yes This study
M392A  Yes This study
M392L  Yes This study
M392V  Yes This study
K375R  Yes This study
R376K  Yes This study
K375A  No This study
R376A  No This study
M299I  Yes This study
M323I  Yes This study
T353I  Yes This study




hpi, overall differences between WT and mutant viruses were not statistically significant. A 
Holm-Sidak comparison of each mutant to wildtype yielded the following p-values for Y275H 
(0.5368), M299I (0.3686), M323I (0.6709), T353I (0.3425), K375R (0.1099), R376K (0.4372), 
M392A (0.7341), M392L (0.4467), M392V (0.4391), L420I (0.4590) and L420V (0.9703). 
These Holm-Sidak comparisons include all time points, effectively comparing one virus growth 
curve to another. In another statistical analysis, we compared WT and mutant virus titers at 
individual time points using unpaired t-tests. Statistically significant differences (p-values < 
0.05) were not obtained in unpaired t-tests, except for some spurious differences at 0, 1 and 2 
hpi. The error bar on the WT virus titer at 8 hpi is larger than error bars at other time points 
because one of three WT virus titers was unusually higher at 8 hpi, making this data point shift 
higher, with a larger error bar (Figure A2.6). Because of this, differences in WT and mutant virus 
titers are noticeable at 8 hpi but are not statistically significant. These one-step growth curves do 
not rule out the possibility of subtle differences in replication rates between WT and mutant 
viruses; however, the wildtype and mutant viruses exhibited similar one-step growth phenotypes 
in highly permissive HeLa cells. 
A2.3.6 Ribavirin sensitivity and resistance.  
Poliovirus-infected HeLa cells were used to assess ribavirin sensitivity and resistance 
(Figure A2.7A). Wildtype and mutant polioviruses reached titers ~109 PFU per ml in the absence 
of ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, 0 uM ribavirin). Wildtype poliovirus titers decreased incrementally as the 
dose of ribavirin increased, from titers ~109 PFU per ml in the absence of ribavirin to titers ~ 2 x 106 PFU 
per ml in 1000 uM ribavirin. Consistent with other studies (Graci et al., 2012), we normalized the 
ribavirin dose-response data using the titers of each virus at 0 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, Percent 0 uM 
Ribavirin Titers for y-axis). Wildtype poliovirus titers decreased by ~1000-fold as ribavirin treatment  
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Figure A2.6: One-step growth of wildtype and mutant polioviruses. 
Polymerase mutations selected by serial passage in ribavirin were engineered into infectious 
cDNA clones. Viruses derived from infectious cDNA clones were compared under one-step 
growth conditions: HeLa cells were infected with wild-type or mutant poliovirus at an MOI 
of 10 PFU per cell. Virus was harvested at the indicated times by freeze-thawing cells. Titers 
were determined by plaque assay and plotted versus time (hpi, hours post-infection). Mean 
titers from triplicates were plotted with standard deviation error bars, although some error 
bars are too small to show. 
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Figure A2.7: Polymerase mutations influence ribavirin-induced error catastrophe and 
sexual RNA replication mechanisms. 
(A) Polymerase mutations influence ribavirin sensitivity and resistance. HeLa cells were 
infected with wild-type or mutant poliovirus at an MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell and incubated for 
24 h with the indicated concentrations of ribavirin. Each condition was performed in 
triplicate. After three freeze-thaw cycles, viral titers were determined by plaque assay and 
plotted versus ribavirin concentration. Three ribavirin-responsive phenotypic clusters were 
observed: a ribavirin-resistant cluster (blue), a wildtype cluster (grey & black) and a ribavirin-
sensitive cluster (red). M392V (green) congregated with viruses in the WT cluster. Mean 
titers from triplicates were plotted with standard deviation error bars, although some error 
bars are too small to show. Holm-Sidak p-values ranging from 0.01 (200 uM) to 0.000002 
(1000 uM) when comparing viruses in the WT cluster to those in the G64S or L420A clusters. 
(B) Polymerase mutations influence the frequency of viral RNA recombination mechanisms, 
i.e. sexual RNA replication. ΔCapsid “Donor” and ΔGDD “Recipient” RNAs were co-
transfected into murine cells as previously established (Kempf, et. al., 2019, Kempf, et. al., 
2016). The titer of virus produced in co-transfected murine cells was determined by plaque 
assays in HeLa cells. Mean titers from triplicates were plotted with standard deviation error 
bars. *, P values are <0.05 compared to the wildtype. (C) Replication controls showing titers 
from poliovirus RNA containing polymerase mutations (x-axis) after transfection into murine 
cells. At 72 hpt, the amount of poliovirus produced within the murine cells was determined by 




increased from 0 to 1000 uM (Figure A2.7A, WT). Poliovirus with a G64S polymerase mutation 
resisted inhibition by ribavirin, as previously reported (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019; Pfeiffer and 
Kirkegaard, 2003), with titers decreasing by ~100-fold in 1000 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, 
G64S). In contrast, poliovirus with an L420A polymerase mutation was more sensitive to 
inhibition by ribavirin, with titers decreasing by ~10,000-fold in 1000 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, 
L420A). Likewise, poliovirus containing both G64S and L420A mutations was more sensitive to 
ribavirin, with titers decreasing by ~10,000-fold in 1000 uM ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, G64S L420A). 
Thus, the ribavirin-resistant (G64S) and ribavirin-sensitive (L420A) controls behaved as 
previously reported (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). 
The viruses used in this investigation segregated into three ribavirin-responsive 
phenotypic groups (Figure A2.7A): a ribavirin-resistant cluster (blue), a wildtype cluster (black) 
and a ribavirin-sensitive cluster (red). Holm-Sidak p-values were significant at all ribavirin 
concentrations when comparing viruses in the WT cluster to those in the G64S or L420A 
clusters: p-values ranging from 0.01 (200 uM) to 0.000002 (1000 uM). Ribavirin-resistant 
polioviruses included those with G64S, M299I, M323I and T353I (Figure 7A, ribavirin-resistant 
cluster in blue). Although an M392V mutation was selected during serial passage in ribavirin, 
poliovirus with an M392V mutation was not as resistant to ribavirin as G64S: rather, it grouped 
with other viruses in the WT cluster (Figure A2.7A, M392V in green). Furthermore, M392V 
resistance to ribavirin was not statistically significant when compared to WT poliovirus: p-values 
of 0.262 (200 uM), 0.173 (400 uM), 0.393 (600 uM) and 0.173 (1000 uM). Ribavirin-sensitive 
polioviruses included those with L420A, G64S L420A, R376K and M392A polymerase 
mutations. Polioviruses in the wildtype cluster included WT, Y275H, K375R, M392V, M392L, 




passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin (G64S, L420V, L420I, M392V, M299I, M323I, 
and T353I) are indeed ribavirin-resistance mutations, although one mutant (M392V) was not 
statistically different from WT. By comparison to the selected M392V mutation, an M392A 
variant was ribavirin-sensitive and an M392L variant had wildtype sensitivity to ribavirin. 
L420A and G64S L420A parental strains were ribavirin-sensitive viruses, whereas L420V and 
L420I containing viruses exhibited wildtype sensitivity to ribavirin. Conservative substitutions in 
the primer grip exhibited divergent ribavirin phenotypes: poliovirus containing a K375R 
mutation had wildtype sensitivity to ribavirin whereas poliovirus containing a R376K mutation 
was ribavirin-sensitive. These data indicate that polymerase mutations influence ribavirin 
sensitivity and resistance, with some mutations rendering virus more resistant to ribavirin while 
others render virus more sensitive to ribavirin.  
A2.3.7 Viral RNA recombination.  
Based on our previous investigation (Kempf et al., 2019), we predicted that ribavirin-
resistant poliovirus might acquire polymerase mutations that facilitate sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms as a means to avoid ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. Consequently, we assayed 
the impact of polymerase mutations on the frequency of replicative RNA recombination (Figure 
A2.7B). In replicative RNA recombination assays, we co-transfect murine cells with two viral 
RNAs, each of which contains a lethal mutation: 1, a subgenomic replicon with an in-frame 
capsid deletion carrying the mutant polymerase, and 2, a full-length poliovirus RNA with a lethal 
deletion of the active site GDD motif in the polymerase (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). Wildtype or 
mutant polymerase is produced from the subgenomic replicon in the co-transfected cells. The 




frequency of viral RNA recombination. By comparing the titers of poliovirus, we assess the 
impact of polymerase mutations on the frequency of viral RNA recombination (Figure A2.7B). 
WT polymerase established wildtype levels of replicative RNA recombination in our 
experiments, with titers of poliovirus ~ 105 PFU per ml (Figure A2.7B, WT). While Lowry et al. 
(Lowry et al., 2014) report that a G64S mutation inhibits viral RNA recombination, we 
consistently find that a G64S mutation has no impact on the frequency of viral RNA 
recombination under the conditions of our experiments (Figure A2.7B, G64S). Technical 
differences in viral RNA recombination assays between the Barton and Evans labs may be 
responsible for these divergent outcomes, as previously reported (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). In 
contrast, an L420A mutation inhibited replicative recombination by two orders of magnitude, 
with poliovirus titers ~103 PFU per ml (Figure A2.7B, L420A). Likewise, a G64S L420A 
polymerase supported decreased levels of replicative RNA recombination, with titers near 102 
PFU per ml (Figure A2.7B, G64S L420A). These outcomes for WT, G64S and L420A 
polymerases are similar to those previous reported (Kempf et al., 2019): WT and G64S 
polymerases support wildtype magnitudes of viral RNA recombination whereas an L420A 
polymerase mutation significantly inhibits replicative RNA recombination.  
L420A pseudorevertants (L420V and L420I), selected during serial passage in escalating 
concentrations of ribavirin, restored replicative RNA recombination frequencies to wildtype 
levels (Figure A2.7B, L420I and L420V). All the other polymerase mutations selected during 
serial passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin maintained replicative RNA 
recombination frequencies at near wildtype levels, albeit with some variation in titers both above 




Engineered polymerase mutations had divergent ribavirin and recombination phenotypes: 
M392A was ribavirin-sensitive with wildtype levels of recombination while M392L exhibited 
wildtype ribavirin sensitivity and wildtype levels of recombination (Figure A2.7, M392A and 
M392L). Likewise, K375R exhibited wildtype ribavirin sensitivity and wildtype levels of 
recombination whereas R376K was ribavirin sensitive with wildtype levels of recombination 
(Figure A2.7, K375R and R376K). Finally, consistent with data reported by Acevedo et al. 
(Acevedo et al., 2018), a Y275H mutation inhibited viral RNA recombination without impacting 
ribavirin sensitivity or resistance (Figure A2.7A and A2.7B).  
As a control for the viral RNA recombination assay, we examined the impact of 
polymerase mutations on virus replication in murine cells (Figure A2.7C, Replication Controls). 
Full-length infectious RNA containing each of the polymerase mutations (Figure A2.7C, x-axis) 
was transfected into murine cells. Infectious poliovirus was recovered at 72 hpi by freeze-thaw 
and titered plaque assay (Figure A2.7C, Replication Control). These data show that the 
polymerase mutations do not inhibit virus replication within murine cells. Consequently, the 
decreased titers of virus recovered from viral RNA recombination assays of Y275H, L420A and 
G64S L420A polymerases are due to defects in sexual RNA replication mechanisms (i.e. viral 
RNA recombination) rather than defects in asexual RNA replication mechanisms.  
Altogether, these results indicate that ribavirin resistant poliovirus selected during serial 
passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin restored (or maintained) efficient viral RNA 
recombination mechanisms. Furthermore, polymerase with engineered amino acid substitution 
mutations at M392 and primer grip residues (K375 and R376) exhibited divergent ribavirin and 
recombination phenotypes, with some mutations increasing sensitivity to ribavirin without 




A2.3.8 Biochemical phenotypes of wildtype and mutant polymerase.  
Having examined viral RNA recombination and ribavirin sensitivity, we next examined 
the biochemical phenotypes of wildtype and mutant polymerases (Table A2.3). We used purified 
polymerase to assess the effects of individual mutations on various biochemical parameters, 
including RNA synthesis initiation, elongation complex stability, processive elongation rate, and 
single nucleotide addition cycle rate. The fidelity of nucleotide addition was indirectly assayed 
via a nucleotide Discrimination Factor (DF) that is based on the relative catalytic efficiency of 
rNTP versus 2’-dNTP incorporation (Campagnola et al., 2015). Previous studies established that 
the speed of polymerase elongation tends to correlate with the fidelity of RNA synthesis: as the 
rate of elongation increases the fidelity of RNA synthesis decreases (Arnold et al., 2005; 
Campagnola et al., 2015; Peersen, 2017). 
In a previous study (Kempf et al., 2019), we compared the biochemical phenotypes of 
WT, G64S, L420A and G64S L420A polymerases (Table A2.3). A G64S mutation reduced the 
rate of RNA elongation in both single nucleotide (23 per second for G64S versus 30 per second 
for WT) and processive elongation assays (12 nt/s for G64S versus 22 nt/s for WT), with a 
corresponding increase in the fidelity of RNA synthesis (DF of 220±40 for G64S polymerase 
versus 120±10 for WT). Consequently, G64S is considered a high-fidelity polymerase (Arnold et 
al., 2005; Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003). An L420A mutation decreased elongation complex 
stability, increased RNA elongation rates, and exhibited a wildtype discrimination factor of 
100±10. Thus, L420A polymerase is considered to have normal (wildtype) fidelity. Polymerase 
containing both G64S and L420A mutations has hybrid phenotypes, with faster elongation rates 
like L420A polymerase and an increased discrimination factor of 220±50. Consequently, G64S 
L420A is considered a high-fidelity polymerase, like G64S polymerase. Consistent with our  
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Table A2.3: Biochemical phenotypes of purified polymerase. 
*Polymerase was expressed and purified. Biochemical phenotypes were determined as 
previously reported (Hobdey, et. al., 2010, Kortus, et. al., 2012).



















From Kempf et al. 2019**
WT 6 ± 1 88 ± 9 22 ± 1 67 ± 2 30 ± 1 37 ± 2 120 ± 10
G64S 8 ± 1 24 ± 7 12 ± 1 46 ± 4 23 ± 1 39 ± 5 220 ± 40
L420A 8 ± 1 28 ± 4 30 ± 1 75 ± 3 40 ± 1 39 ± 3 100 ± 10
G64S L420A 6 ± 3 40 ± 8 26 ± 1 84 ± 9 28 ± 1 36 ± 6 220 ± 50
From this study
WT 4 ± 1 130 ± 20 26 ± 1 72 ± 4 40 ± 1 46 ± 3 100 ± 10
L420V 4 ± 1 170 ± 10 29 ± 1 82 ± 5 41 ± 1 40 ± 3 99 ± 9
L420I 4 ± 1 60 ± 2 33 ± 1 90 ± 5 45 ± 1 41 ± 2 107 ± 8
M392A 3 ± 1 20 ± 1 30 ± 1 90 ± 8 33 ± 1 38 ± 3 120 ± 10
M392L 4 ± 1 39 ± 4 25 ± 1 74 ± 9 38 ± 1 34 ± 1 102 ± 6
M392V 4 ± 1 11 ± 1 22 ± 1 74 ± 7 42 ± 1 51 ± 3 160 ± 10
K375R 5 ± 1 51 ± 2 20 ± 1 96 ± 8 36 ± 1 44 ± 3 200 ± 20
R376K 2 ± 1 30 ± 3 65 ± 2 160 ± 10 48 ± 1 46 ± 3 17 ± 1
M299I 4 ± 1 180 ± 30 18 ± 1 66 ± 4 35 ± 1 42 ± 2 120 ± 10
M323I 4 ± 1 150 ± 20 18 ± 1 64 ± 4 37 ± 1 50 ± 3 130 ± 10
T353I 5 ± 1 90 ± 20 18 ± 1 73 ± 2 38 ± 1 49 ± 3 160 ± 10




previous report (Kempf et al., 2019), an L420A mutation inhibits viral RNA recombination 
(Figure A2.7B, L420A) and renders virus more susceptible to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
(Figure A2.7A, L420). Furthermore, the high-fidelity G64S L420A polymerase fails to render 
virus resistant to ribavirin when viral RNA recombination is substantially reduced (Figure A2.7, 
G64S L420A). These observations for WT, G64S, L420A and G64S L420A polymerases 
provide context to interpret the biochemical data for the new polymerase mutants identified in 
this study (Table A2.3).  
As compared to WT polymerase, the L420V, M299I and T353I polymerases form more 
stable elongation complexes (Table A2.3). In contrast, mutations in the extended primer grip of 
the polymerase significantly reduced elongation complex stability (Table A2.3, L420A, L420I, 
M392A, M392L, M392V, K375R and R376K). The M392V mutation reduced elongation 
complex stability by 10-fold to 11±1 min versus 130±20 min for WT.  
Primer grip mutations (K375R and R376K) exhibited divergent biochemical phenotypes 
(Table A2.3). The K375R mutation reduced the rate of RNA elongation in both single nucleotide 
(36 per sec versus 40 per sec for WT) and processive elongation assays (20 nt per sec versus 26 
nt per sec for WT), with a corresponding increase in nucleotide discrimination (DF of 200±20). 
In contrast, the R376K mutation increased the rate of RNA elongation in both single nucleotide 
(48 per sec) and processive elongation assays (65 nt per sec), with a dramatic decrease in the 
fidelity of RNA synthesis (DF of 17±1 for R376K polymerase). The low fidelity R376K 
polymerase rendered poliovirus more susceptible to ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, R376K), as one 
might expect, however, the high fidelity K375R polymerase exhibited normal (wildtype) 
sensitivity to ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, K375R). The R376K polymerase also initiated RNA 




substitution mutations in the primer grip (K375R and R376K) result in divergent biochemical 
phenotypes (Table A2.3) and divergent ribavirin sensitivity (Figure A2.7A). 
Polymerase mutations selected during serial passage in ribavirin tend to have reduced 
rates of RNA elongation and increased discrimination factors (Table A2.3, G64S, M392V, 
M299I, M323I and T353I). The M299I, M323I and T353I mutations reduced the rate of RNA 
elongation in processive elongation assays (18 nt per sec for M299I, M323I and T353I versus 26 
nt per sec for WT), with corresponding increases in nucleotide discrimination (Discrimination 
Factors of 120±10 for M299I polymerase, 130±10 for M323I polymerase and 160±10 for T353I 
polymerase). The M392V mutation reduced the rate of RNA elongation in processive elongation 
assays (22 nt per sec for M392V versus 26 nt per sec for WT) and increased the fidelity of RNA 
synthesis (Discrimination Factor of 160±10 for M392V polymerase). Increases in the fidelity of 
RNA synthesis are consistent with increased resistance to ribavirin (Figure A2.7A, G64S, 
M392V, M299I, M323I and T353I). Altogether, these data indicate that the polymerase 
mutations selected during serial passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin tend to increase 
the fidelity of RNA synthesis and decrease rates of RNA elongation.  
We included a Y275H mutation in this study based on the report from Acevedo et al. 
(2018) (Acevedo et al., 2018). Consistent with their data, we find that the Y275H mutation 
inhibits viral RNA recombination (Figure A2.7B) without increasing sensitivity to ribavirin 
(Figure A2.7A). These phenotypes are distinct from those associated with an L420A polymerase 
mutation, where decreased viral RNA recombination is mechanistically linked with increased 
sensitivity to ribavirin (Figure A2.7A and A2.7B, L420A). The biochemical phenotypes of 
Y275H are important in this regard (Table A2.3). The Y275H mutation inhibits the initiation of 




mutations in our panel exhibit this phenotype. The proximity of Y275 to the template entry 
channel of the polymerase suggests this defect in the initiation of RNA synthesis may arise from 
defects in template RNA binding (Kortus et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2020). In the discussion, we 
elaborate on the structural and functional distinctions of Y275 and L420 residues in the 
polymerase, especially as they relate to viral RNA recombination and ribavirin-induced error 
catastrophe.  
A2.4 Discussion 
In this study, we investigated the interplay between sexual RNA replication mechanisms 
and ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. Sexual RNA replication involves two parental templates, 
wherein mutant-free genomes can be re-assembled from viral RNAs containing mutations  
(Figure A2.1). An L420A polymerase mutation inhibits sexual RNA replication by ~50-fold 
(Figure A2.7B) coincident with increased susceptibility to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
(Figure A2.7A). During serial passage in ribavirin, L420A revertants and pseudorevertants 
(L420I and L420V) regained efficient viral RNA recombination coincident with ribavirin 
resistance (Figure A2.7). These data reinforce previous studies suggesting that viral RNA 
recombination counteracts error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2019). We conclude that sexual RNA 
replication mechanisms counteract ribavirin-induced error catastrophe by purging ribavirin-
induced mutations from viral RNA genomes (Figure A2.1).  
The structural orientation of L420 interacting with primer-template duplexes provides 
insights into its role in sexual RNA replication mechanisms (Figure A2.8). Within this region of 
the structure, residues K375 and R376 constitute the classic primer grip electrostatic interaction 
that brackets the phosphodiester bonds of the nascent RNA product one base from the active site. 
L420 is located on the thumb domain and expands these RNA interactions via a hydrophobic  
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Figure A2.8: An extended primer grip in the viral polymerase mediates sexual RNA 
replication mechanisms. 
Poliovirus polymerase L420 (yellow), M392 (orange) and classic primer grip residues K375 
& R376 (red) constitute an “extended primer grip”. Altogether, these residues work 
coordinately to hold nascent RNA products on homologous RNA templates near the catalytic 
site of the polymerase. (A) Back view of extended primer grip with the active site YGDD 
residues (fuchsia), template (cyan), and product (green) RNAs. (B) Surface representation 
showing how extended primer grip residues form a continuous surface in direct contact with 
the 3’ terminal nucleotides of the RNA primer strand (in green). The template strand was 
omitted for clarity. Poliovirus polymerase PDB entry 3OL6 rendered using the PyMOL




contact with the product strand ribose group three bases from the active site. M392, which 
mutated during our serial passage experiments, is found immediately between L420 and the 
classic primer grip. Altogether, residues L420, M392, and K375/R376 form an extended surface 
for direct interactions with the RNA product strand at the third, second and first bases from the 
active site, respectively (Figure A2.8). We refer to this structural element as an “extended primer 
grip”. These protein-RNA interactions facilitate both asexual and sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms by modulating the orientation and dynamics of the primer (i.e. product) RNA strand 
in the active site. Notably, the L420A mutation specifically disrupts sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms without inhibiting asexual RNA replication mechanisms (Figure A2.1).  
By using several ribavirin-sensitive and ribavirin-resistant parental viruses, serial passage 
in escalating doses of ribavirin led to the selection of both known and novel ribavirin resistance 
mutations (Table A2.1). These data reinforce and build upon prior studies regarding ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe (Crotty et al., 2000; Eigen, 2002; Kempf et al., 2019; Pfeiffer and 
Kirkegaard, 2003). A G64S mutation was selected in two instances, reinforcing its well-
established role as a modulator of RNA synthesis fidelity (Arnold et al., 2005; Pfeiffer and 
Kirkegaard, 2003). In addition, three novel ribavirin-resistance mutations were identified: 
M299I, M323I and T353I. Two important phenotypes were shared by all polymerases containing 
these ribavirin-resistant mutations: efficient viral RNA recombination and increased fidelity of 
RNA synthesis. Thus, both asexual (fidelity and nucleotide discrimination) and sexual (viral 
RNA recombination) RNA replication mechanisms influence ribavirin sensitivity and resistance.  
A2.4.1 L420A revertants and pseudorevertants.  
Because an L420A polymerase mutation exacerbates ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 




predicted that ribavirin-resistant poliovirus selected from L420A parental strains would acquire 
polymerase mutations that facilitate sexual RNA replication mechanisms. Consistent with this 
prediction, L420A revertants or pseudorevertants (L420I and L420V) were selected in every 
lineage of virus containing an L420A mutation: 3/3 lineages of L420A parental virus, 3/3 
lineages of G64FixL420A parental virus and 3/3 lineages of G64S L420A parental virus (Table 
A2.1). Importantly, L420A revertants and the L420I and L420V pseudorevertants restored 
efficient sexual RNA replication mechanisms coincident with ribavirin resistance (Figure A2.7). 
These data reinforce the correlation between efficient viral RNA recombination and resistance to 
ribavirin-induced error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2019).  
A2.4.2 Novel ribavirin-resistance mutations.  
Serial passage in escalating concentrations of ribavirin leads to the selection of ribavirin 
resistant polymerase mutations in both poliovirus and foot-and-mouth-disease virus (FMDV): a 
G64S mutation in the poliovirus polymerase (Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003) and an M296I 
mutation in the FMDV polymerase (Arias et al., 2008; Sierra et al., 2007). By using several 
ribavirin-sensitive and ribavirin-resistant parental viruses, we obtained both known and novel 
ribavirin resistant polymerase mutations following serial passage of poliovirus in escalating 
concentrations of ribavirin (Figure A2.2 and Table A2.1). G64S mutations were selected twice, 
M323I was selected twice, and M299I, T353I and M392V were each selected once. The M299I 
mutation in poliovirus is distinct from the ribavirin resistant M296I mutation selected in FMDV; 
the poliovirus M299 residue corresponds to FMDV residue I309 (Arias et al., 2008; Sierra et al., 
2007). Our biochemical data indicate that polymerase mutations selected during serial passage in 
ribavirin tend to have reduced rates of RNA elongation and increased discrimination factors 




processive elongation assays from 26 to ≈18 nt per sec, with slight increases in the fidelity of 
RNA synthesis with DF values of 120, 130, and 160 for M299I, M323I, and T353I polymerases, 
respectively.  
The M392V polymerase mutation selected during serial passage in ribavirin was not 
statistically resistant to ribavirin in poliovirus re-derived from an infectious cDNA clone, 
although it was perhaps trending toward slight resistance (green in Figure A2.7A). This mutation 
increased the polymerase Discrimination Factor (Table A2.3) without changing the frequency of 
viral RNA recombination (Figure A2.7B), consistent with an impact on the fidelity of viral RNA 
synthesis. Curiously, a mutation at an analogous site in the EV-71 polymerase (M393L) is 
reported to resist the antiviral drug NITD008 (Deng et al., 2014). NITD008 is an adenine 
analogue whereas ribavirin is a general purine analogue. Both NITD008 and ribavirin are pro-
drugs converted into triphosphate forms in vivo where they function as NTP substrates in the 
active site of the polymerase. Deng and colleagues note that the EV-71 M393 side chain interacts 
with the primer grip of the polymerase (Deng et al., 2014). They suspect that the M393L 
mutation influences the polymerase active site in a way that inhibits NITD008 antiviral activity. 
We find that a M392V mutation decreased the rate of RNA elongation coincident with an 
increase in the poliovirus polymerase Discrimination Factor (Table A2.3) without changing the 
frequency of viral RNA recombination (Figure A2.7B). These data suggest that the M392V 
mutation can influence the rate of catalysis in the active site of the polymerase, consistent with 
the conclusions of Deng and colleagues (Deng et al., 2014).  
Two important phenotypes were shared by all of the ribavirin-resistant polymerase 
mutations in poliovirus: Efficient viral RNA recombination (Figure A2.7) and increased fidelity 




induced error catastrophe by increasing the fidelity of RNA synthesis (Arnold et al., 2005; 
Pfeiffer and Kirkegaard, 2003), but a G64S mutation is insufficient for ribavirin resistance when 
viral RNA recombination is disabled by an L420A mutation (Kempf et al., 2019). Consequently, 
poliovirus with both G64S and L420A polymerase mutations is highly sensitive to inhibition by 
ribavirin (Figure A2.7, G64S L420A). Furthermore, when subjected to serial passage in 
ribavirin, the L420A mutation virus reverted in 3/3 lineages (Table A2.1), resulting in the classic 
ribavirin-resistant G64S poliovirus. While polymerase speed, fidelity and efficiency of 
recombination are intricately intertwined (Kim et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019), our data suggest that 
polymerase residue L420 is required for efficient viral RNA recombination and for counteracting 
ribavirin-induced error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2019). Furthermore, even though polymerase 
speed and fidelity are intricately intertwined, recent studies suggest that polymerase speed is 
more important than fidelity for virulence (Fitzsimmons et al., 2018). Thus, it is possible to 
attribute specific biochemical functions of the polymerase to important biological outcomes.  
Remarkably, despite substantial selective pressure, neither WT parental strains nor G64S 
parental strains acquired any new polymerase mutations during serial passage in escalating 
concentrations of ribavirin (Figure A2.2 and Table A2.1). We used an MOI of 0.1 PFU per cell 
for each serial passage in ribavirin to avoid genetic bottlenecks. Under these conditions, ribavirin 
resistant variants only become fixed in the population if they outcompete the parental strain from 
which they arise. Serial passage of poliovirus at lower MOIs might increase the selective 
pressure of ribavirin, as decreased virus populations are more sensitive to inhibition by ribavirin 
(Graci et al., 2012). Because sexual RNA replication via viral RNA recombination requires two 
parental templates, decreased populations of virus should reduce the frequency of viral RNA 




Population size and genetic diversity among homologous partners in recombination are 
important to effectively overcome ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. It is intuitive that small 
populations (which are inherently less diverse) are likely to be more susceptible to ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe. When the population size and genetic diversity decrease coordinately, 
it becomes less probable that fit recombinants can be re-assembled from a limited and genetically 
debilitated (mutated) population of RNA templates. Graci et al. (Graci et al., 2012) showed that 
coxsackievirus B3 was more susceptible to ribavirin at a low MOI vs. a high MOI, implicating 
population size as an important variable. Larger and more diverse populations of otherwise 
homologous virus within cells make it more probable that RNA recombination can re-assemble 
fit genomes from ribavirin-mutated genomes.   
A2.4.3 An extended primer grip in the viral polymerase.  
By using a codon mutation to inhibit the rapid emergence of the G64S classic mutation, 
we identified M392V as a novel ribavirin resistance mutation, albeit statistically insignificant 
resistance to ribavirin. The M392V mutation provided statistically insignificant ribavirin-
resistance as compared to the magnitudes of ribavirin resistance found in the G64S virus cluster 
(Figure A2.7A, G64S, M299I, M323I and T353I). Structurally, M392 is found between L420 
and the primer grip and L420, M392, and K375/R376 interact directly with viral RNA product 
strand at the third, second and first bases from the active site, respectively (Figure A2.8). These 
protein-RNA interactions at the core of the polymerase facilitate both asexual and sexual RNA 
replication mechanisms. A L420A mutation specifically disrupts sexual RNA replication 
mechanisms without inhibiting asexual RNA replication mechanisms (Figure A2.1) (Kempf et 
al., 2016, 2019) while K375A and R376A mutations impaired asexual RNA replication 




are consistent with the lethal effects of clustered charge to alanine substitution mutations at these 
locations in the polymerase (Diamond and Kirkegaard, 1994). More conservative substitution 
mutations, K375R and R376K, were stably maintained in virus and neither of these mutations 
disabled viral RNA recombination, but they had divergent effects on ribavirin sensitivity, which 
the R376K mutation increased whereas the K375R mutation had little impact. 
Due to the interesting location of the M392V mutation within the elongation complex, we 
engineered two additional mutations, M392A and M392L, at this residue. Both were stably 
maintained in virus, but divergent phenotypic effects were observed. Virus with the M392A 
mutation was highly susceptible to inhibition by ribavirin, virus with the M392L mutation had no 
impact on ribavirin sensitivity, and virus with the M392V mutation had statistically insignificant 
resistance to ribavirin. None of these M392 mutations had significant impacts on the magnitudes 
of viral RNA recombination. However, biochemical data provided key information: the M392V 
mutation decreased elongation rates coincident with increased nucleotide discrimination (Table  
A2.3). These data suggest that the M392V mutation impacts asexual RNA replication 
mechanisms by slowing the rates of elongation coincident with very slight increases in the 
fidelity of RNA synthesis.  
Together, the data from the mutations at L420, M392, and the primer grip suggest that 
these residues form an extended primer-grip surface on the polymerase that senses the 
complementarity of the product duplex in the immediate vicinity of the active site (Figure A2.8). 
Recombination involves resumption of elongation with a new primer-template pairing in the 
active site, and this extended primer grip would energetically favor a properly structured dsRNA 
helix in priming region, and thus facilitate recombination by selecting for proper base pairing at 




recombination mutations generally show reduced elongation complex stability that is indicative 
of impaired polymerase-RNA contacts.  
A2.4.4 Reconciling distinct phenotypes of Y275H and L420A mutations.  
A L420A mutation renders poliovirus susceptible to ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
coincident with defects in viral RNA recombination (Kempf et al., 2016, 2019). Consequently, 
we conclude that viral RNA recombination counteracts ribavirin-induced error catastrophe 
(Kempf et al., 2019). In this study, we find that L420A revertants and pseudorevertants (L420I 
and L420V) restored efficient sexual RNA replication mechanisms coincident with increased 
resistance to ribavirin, as compared to L420A parental strains (Figure A2.7). These data 
reinforce the correlation between efficient viral RNA recombination and resistance to ribavirin-
induced error catastrophe (Kempf et al., 2019). However, data from a Y275H mutation seem to 
be inconsistent with the conclusion that viral RNA recombination counteracts ribavirin-induced 
error catastrophe (Figure A2.7, Y275H). A Y275H mutation inhibited viral RNA recombination 
without rendering poliovirus more susceptible to ribavirin (Figure A2.7A and A2.7B). These 
results are similar to those reported by Acevedo and colleagues (Acevedo et al., 2018). 
Importantly, the Y275 and L420 residues are structurally and functionally distinct, providing 
insights to help reconcile their alternate effects on ribavirin-induced error catastrophe. The Y275 
residue is located in the fingers domain and the Y275H mutation is 4-fold slower for template 
binding and initiation (Table A2.3), suggesting a role in template binding, and the Y275H 
elongation complex could not be purified in sufficient yield for crystallization studies. In 
addition, a recent enterovirus 71 elongation complex structure shows a downstream template 
strand base inserted into a surface pocket with Y275 at its bottom (Y276 in EV71 polymerase) 




L420’s role in discriminating between homologous and non-homologous base pairing of the 
primer-template duplex near the active site. Thus, Y275 helps recruit RNA templates in a 
presumably sequence independent manner whereas L420 enforces sequence-dependent steps of 
homologous recombination. Further work will be required to better understand these two distinct 
steps of viral RNA recombination, and their divergent effects on ribavirin sensitivity.  
A2.4.5 Picornavirus species groups and sexual RNA replication mechanisms.  
The ancient origin of picornavirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase suggests that viral 
RNA recombination has been a characteristic feature of viruses for billions of years (Koonin et 
al., 2008; Krupovic et al., 2019; Wolf et al., 2018). Thus, both asexual and sexual RNA 
replication mechanisms likely arose coordinately very early during virus evolution. Genetic 
exchange is a common event among modern picornaviruses and inevitable when two related 
viruses with shared RNA sequence homology co-infect cells at mucosal surfaces in the 
respiratory or gastrointestinal tracts (Van Dung et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2013), a process 
facilitated by bacteria (Erickson et al., 2018). The extended primer grip of the poliovirus 
polymerase highlighted by the work presented herein is conserved across picornavirus species 
groups and likely mediates genetic exchange between viruses in nature. Intraspecies 
recombination is well documented for enterovirus species A (McWilliam Leitch et al., 2012; 
Oberste et al., 2004b), species B (McWilliam Leitch et al., 2010; Oberste et al., 2004a), species 
C (Brown et al., 2003) and species D viruses (Tan et al., 2016; Yip et al., 2017), as well as 
rhinovirus species groups (McIntyre et al., 2010, 2013), parechoviruses (Benschop et al., 2008) 
and non-human enteroviruses (Van Dung et al., 2014). cVDPVs arise, in part, due to improved 
fitness from genetic exchange with non-polio group C enteroviruses in the field (Burns et al., 




Now that we appreciate the molecular and ecological conditions that contribute to genetic 
exchange between picornaviruses, we may be able to exploit recombination to combat human 
disease. Recombination-deficient oral poliovirus vaccines are one option to consider (Van 
Damme et al., 2019); however, new approaches to exploit viral RNA recombination deserve 
consideration.  
A2.5 Summary  
An extended primer grip in picornavirus polymerases contributes to the fidelity of RNA 
synthesis and to efficient sexual RNA replication mechanisms. This region of the polymerase 
interacts with nascent RNA products near the active site, effectively sensing the degree of RNA 
sequence complementarity between RNA products and RNA templates. With the potential to 
discriminate between homologous and non-homologous RNA templates, this region of the 
polymerase mediates sexual RNA replication mechanisms, thereby counteracting error 
catastrophe and contributing to genetic exchange between related picornaviruses. 
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